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Part I: Geroan pofence Preparations in the Weet

1. In oodern warfare the outcome of a very large
operation has become a foregone conal usion long before the
man in the rankS mus ters his 0 our age and takes up his rifle
for the assault. The fact that a certain number of tr06ps
of a given nationality and of a certain state of morale,
training and equipment will produce certain results has long
before been entered as a known quantity in the oomplex
equation that represonts the operation on the planning boards.
Possibly oore so than ever before this was true in the co.se
of the invasion of Normandy in 1944. The operetional phase
of the undertaking, glorious as it was, will ocoupy a limited
spaco in the peges of history; but the factors which inexorably
determined the course of these event s, will be exaninad and
re-examined in countless volumes dealing with all aspects of
tho arts of statecraft and of war, For the purpose of a stUdy
of the early phases of the invasion. as reflected by German
documents, it is necossary, ther ofore , to adumbrate at least
the oircuostances leading to the awkward and ineffective
Geroan defence against an operation so unique 1n character
and so difficult of execution.

2. In keeping with the purpose of the present re-
port th e ante-invas ion period is bei ng dealt with rather
briefly and oerely fron the point of view of establishing the
broad pioture of Germen preparations in the West. With tho
launching of tho cross-Channel attack the events in the
sucoessivo Canadian soctors assumo a position of primary
interest, and the story of the Gernan direction of the canpaign
is baing reviewed oainly in its relation to Canadian operations

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

3. The bulk of the supporting evidenco for this
report consists of original conteoporary German nilitary doou
nont s, which it has been possible, thanks to the unfailing
courtesy and cooperation of all concerned, to take on loan
tron, have reproduced by, or Inspec t on tho premises of one
or another of the following United States agencies:

United States Depertment of the Axmy
The Adjutant Gsneral's Office. Gennan I';ilitary
Documents Section Washington, D.C. (G.M.D~S. I;

United States De!" rtment of the ArIllY,
Office of the Chief of Military History*
(O.C.M.H.), Washington, D.C. Foreign Studies
Branch;

United States Navy, Naval Records and
Library, Washington, D.C.

*Previously styled: Historical Division, U.S. Dept of
the Amy.
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4. A certain amount of additional informction
has beert derivod from some of the very large number of
studies, which have been prepared since the conclusion of
the Second World War by former German senior officers far
the Offie e of the Chief of Military HistoIY, Washington,
D,C.

5. In all cases where the reproduction of a
source·document is being permanently retained by Hist Sec
(G.S.), the first reference to the document is followed
by the Hist Sec (G.S.) Mester Index Number.

6. Original documen ts from divisional or
lower levels were available only in a few isolated casesj
the greater part of this mcterial is known to be in
Russian hands. Underlined portions of quotations have
been underlined in accordance with too original tcxt.
SUbj ect matter enclosed in round brackets appeared so
1n the original text; sUbject matter enclosed in square
brackets did not appear in too original text but has
been added far clarif1 cation.

SITUATION IN THE WEST FROM 1939 TO 1941

7. During the first stages of the Second World
War too German High COl!ll!lond did not have to reckon with
invasion from the Wast, Const defence at the time was
being regarded meroly as a mutter of routine precautions
resting on such additional strength as tho formations
ncar too coast could derivc from a limited numbor of field
works. By Docember 1941 it had become clecr, however,
that Germany wns f~oing ~ long end bitter struggle. And
on 8 Dcc Hitler ndmittod in Directive No. 39 toot he had
been fore ed on the defensi ve in too East (G;M.D.S. - OIm/
1611a, Fahrer Directives, Transl U.S. Navy). A few days
Inter Flold Marshal WIlhelm Keitel issued an order showing
in outline the contarrplnted me-stl[' es far the d~velo'Onent

of the defences in the West" (ibid, 14 Dec 41). The
docWJent rovt:ln)B th:::t Hitler even then was harbouring
vague thoughts of a "new West Wall", from whieh to wrack
the fleets and smnsh the forces of any venturesome
invader. On 19 Dec 41 Hitler in person took over the
High COll1lmnd 0 f the Army (OIm), and tho previous C. -in-C. ,
Field Mershal Walther von Brauchitsch was retired. (Ibid,
19 Dec 41) -

*For a synopsis of this order see H.Q. Report No. 36,
DevelOront of' Garron DereID es in the Dieppe Sector,
parn 2 .
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DEVELOPMENTS IN 1942

8. Coast defence in the West was now a major
concern of the Germn High' CO!Jl!land, and by March 1942
planning was becooing firo. l.t the beginning of the
oonth Field Marshal Gerd von Rundstedt had been recal.ed
on activo duty fron the Roserve of Senior COmmanders.
Effective 8 Mar 42 he wcs appointed C.-in-C. West (O.B.
West) and C.-in-C. Isoy Group "D" (G.M.D.S. - OKH;
Personnel "'-les) (Selected Photostats: 98lHC(D52)~ The
guidirig prIncIples for the defonce of the We$t were set
forth by Hitler on 23 Mar 42 in Directive No. 40 (Fl!hrer
Directivee, Q£ £it). Subordinated only to the l~oed
Forces High COooand (OKW) [in effect Hitler], O;B,West
was fully responsible for the defence of Franc e,
Belgiuu and Hollaod. Quite plainly the probability of
eneny landing a tteopts was increasing. It would be
necessary to coke one co~der responsible in each
sector for the preparation and carrying out of the
defenc~ by the fo rces of all bronc hes of the l=ed
Forces. It would be the task of such cOIillIlanders to
destroy the eneny's oeans of transportation and his
lending troops and to brinR a bout the collapse of the
attack off the coost If possible, but after the coest
had been reached at the very latest. Eriemy forces whioh
had succeeded in fanding were to be destroyed or thrown
into tlJJ see by iooed1ate counter-attacks. Coastal
sectors oost likely to be chosen as landing pIeces by
the enemy were to be built up as fortified ereas less
endangered stretches of coast were to be defended from
a systeo of strongpoints to bo built, the least
inportent sectors were to be patrolled. Fortified
areas and strongpoints would mve to be made suitable
for protracted defonce against superior eusay fbrcesj
they were to bO d ofonded to the last. (Ibid; see also
H:S. Report No. 36, para 37) ----

9. Early in April 1942 Hitler was not tIed
by' the successful British raid on the submarino base of
St. Nnzaire (G.M.D.S.·- OKW/1771; W.D. WESt, hpr-Jun 42,
7 ~pr 42) (Photostat 9~lHC(D21)). To this opening
gaobit of tlJJ invasion season the Filhrer reaoted witll an
order requiring tho oost import::...t "trongpoints on the
coast to be cade so secure thElt an onemy raid could not
succoed (ibid, 10 prj. l.t the saoe tine the Geman
High Conoanr-was beginnin~·to receive the first triokle
of invasion ruoours (ibid). Partly genuine, but oostly
decep'tive, thoy were 'tOfUl the pipe lines of German
Intelligence in a growing flood that passed its crest
on the eve of invasion.

*On 30 Nov 41, as C.-in-C. h Gp South, elements of
which"were then under heevy Russian atteck, Rundstedt told
the FUhrer that he could not cooply with his order to
advance and aske d that the ordor be chan~ed or he be
relieved of coonond. He was relieved. ("The Halder
Diarios", Copyright 1950 by Infantry J6urnaI, Inc, 30 Nov
and 1 nec 41) (98lHC(D34g) and (D34h)). He was plaoed
on the Reserve List of Senior Conoanders on 3 Dec 41
(G.M.D.S. - Personnel Files, £p cit).
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10. Busad on their own estimates of prospect-
ive Allied strategy, and on the more taIl8ible but equally
fragile indications from agents' reports, by !!lidsUl!ll!ler
1942··the Gel'ml.ns wsre fully expectant of some large-scale
British landing operation. In a detailed order Hitler
announced on 9 Jul that in the case of an snsmy landinl:.
he would move to the West in person eJ\d conduct operations
f~om there (Fahrer Directives, 9 Jul). Amongst a number
Of measures tor tlii strengthening of the West he ordered
at that time the transfer from Russia to hance of two
crack SS Divisions (1 SS Div "Adolf Hitler" and 2 SS Div
"Das Reich"); cClIllllend over those formations to be'ex
ercised by the SS Corps COl!ll!lmd then in formation. (Ibid)

11. In conferences held on 2 and 13 Aug Hitler
aommitted himself fully to the a reation of an "Atlantio
Wall" (G.M.D.S. H 22/67a, Kastensahutz KRnalkAAte

t
General

Jacob's Notes) (Photostats and ~ransla~lons ~~lHC D16)
and (D231). His deterl!l1nation to pro<>eed with the under
t&king was strengthened by the defence sucoess at Dieppe
on 19 Aug 42. Contemporaxy evidence tends to support the
pos~ar statellEIlt of General Freiherr Leo Gehr von
Sahweppanburg (Rundstedtla tank axpert, and leter co=ande~

of Firth Panzer Army) who wrote in this connection:

The basic !!lisconoeption of the anti
invasion defence stemmed from the opinions
based on the raid at Dieppe. The personal
ambition of a certain militsry personality
in the West, * and above all the subsequent
propaganda nonsanse, had changed the story
of the Anglo-Saxon experimental raid on Dieppe
into a fairy-tale of defensive success against
a major landing attempt. This was all the
mor~ irresponsible as oaptured orders clearly
indioated a time 11l!l1t for the undert&king.
This self-satisfied interpretation could never
again be d 1s1odged from the !!linds at the High
Oommand. Together with Rommel's fallacious
theories of defence, it was responsible for
the grotesquo German situation, which vitieted
all tenets of strategical doctrine and all
recent war oxperience.

-' (O.C.M.H., F.S.B., MS B-466, pz Gp wast
j

Mid
5 Jul 44, Report of the CommaD der, P. 7
(Photos tat 96l.S<l14(Dl22)i

43 -

12. Until late in November O.B.West consistently
reported the opponent as ready for and see!!ling1y intent
upon the execution of one or several landings in the West
(G.M.D.S. - H 22/41, o.B.West

l
WAAkl.v S1t RellS. Aug 42 

Oct 43, pasaim) (Photostat 96 cW(D28»). The High Co=and's
desire to bolSter the We"t"rn foraes in the face of

-Maj Gen Kurt Zeitzler, C. of S. O.B.West and A Gp
"D" from 24 Apr 42 to 24 Sep 42; subsequently C. of S.
OKH until 15 Aug 44.
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nounting danger was refiected mainly in the transfer from
Gernony to France of a nunber of reserve and replacarent
fornations; this, however, just as much to have th~ train
and feed therQ, and assist in the contemplated occupation
of Vichy-France, as to have their still feeble strength
available in an energency. With the advent of winter and
the landings in North Africa the tension lessened

rnovember 1942). In Septenber 7 Fl Div noved to the East,
in Novenber it was followed by 6 Pz Div, and in December
the qUalitativo weakening of the Western forces was carried
further by Hitler's orders for the ionodiate transfer to
the East of 7 Pz Div and the SS Corp3 Command witil ss
Divisions "Adolf Hitler" "Das Reich" and "Totenkopf"
(O.C.M.H., F.S.B., MS c-65a, Greiner, Dr. Helmuth, Notes on
Fuohrer Conferonoes, 12 Aug 42 - 17 Mar 43, November arid'
Dooenber 1942)(Photostat 98lS0M(DI07)). Prior to the de
parture of the SS PZ Corps on 9 Jan 43, tile Western garrison
oonai sted of 46 div isi ons of various types and differing
conbat value (G.M.D.S.-OKW/WFSt, Sit Map France, 14 Dec 42)
(Photostat 981HC. (D25 ) ). Acco rding to a situation nap
handed on 15 Doo to Lt Gon Efisio Marras, the Italian
Military Attaohtf in Gonnany, the German ground far oes on 9
Doo 42 wsro dis posed as follaNS I

Theatre

East
Balkans
Africa
West
Soandinavia
Hone area

TOTAL

Din sions

204
7
8

46
23

m
(G.M.D.S. - OIDV/OKH, Filss Mil Att Br, G.S., 15 Dec 42)

DEVELOPMENTS IN 1943

Continued Aoceptanoe of Risk in the West

13. During the latter part of 1942 the Raid on
Disppe, the British swosp fron Egypt to Tunisia and the in
vasion of North Afrioa had denonstratod to the Gereen High
Conoand the eertitude of an ultioate assault on "Fortress
Europs" (G.M.D.S. - OKW/1607A, Schrann, "The O~N Theatres
within tho Franework of the Whole Conduct at the ~ar, p. 7)
(Photostat 981SOM(DlOl) ). Gcrnany was now on the defensive
along the inner lines of Europo, but the usual advantages
of such lines were not available. Unconnitted Allied
resorves in the Meditcrranean arsa, in the MiLls East and
Near East, in Anerica and Africa, and in England forced a
dis persion of Gornan strength. Existing Anglo-American
designs wero voil€ld in socrecy ani screoned by artful rumour;
no nan could penetrate the ~stery of plans not yet concoived
or fornulated. (~, passin)

14. DJ.ring the f1 rst nonth of the new year tho
oyos of the Gernan High Connnnd wcre rivetted in powerless
faaclna;ion upon tho city of Stal1ngrad, whore the destruction
of the Sixth Amy was being consunnated. The Geroan position
had now been grsatly weakened by tho setbaeks on the rin of
Afriea and the disaster on the threshold of the Asian reaches,
but in tho West the enomy picture was not ehanging yet.
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Throughout the winter months the Marshal's weekly estir:lOtes
of the situation bogan with stateoen ts to the effect that
no change in the situation was disoerniblo (O.B.West, Weakly
Sit Reps, ~ eit, passic). Nevertholess O.B.West faIt
growing aniletYover the oontinuing depletion of his foro as
for tho snke of the oastcrn aroies. On 18 .ran hc asked for
the infusion of sooo additional strongth (ibid), and on 22
.ran OKW admittod that his far-oes had been ViOiiJ(enedto tho
lindts of admissibility (G.M.D.S. - w.n. WFSt 1943, 22 .ran
43)(Photostat 981.013(019)). A few days later a self
deceptive solution of far-reaching conscquence was being
urged on Rundstedt. A partial answer to the growing strain
on Ge~nn Enn-power resources 8o~ned to have been found in
the progressive dilution of the Gemon aroies with non
Gernan elements of cooprehensibly lav morale and doubtful
combat value. On 27 .ran tho following was reoar-ded in the"
War Diary of the High Cornnand:

On 22 .ran the Aroed Forces Operations
Staff (WFSt) conourred with O.B.West's view
that following thc Doving-off of strong
foroes [which had taken place], an increase
in the fighting strength on the West c<:cst
was to be striven for by all means, and,
therefore, in agreeneat with the Arny General
Staff (OKE/Genst d.H. )suggested the transfer
to the West of the Turcoman battalions Which
were now either ready or in process of fora
ation, and their incorPoration in the western
divis ions, as at the oooent thoy could not be
usod in tho East with suc cess. It would be
a oatter of 40-50 battalions, or, in other
words, about one battalion far each reginent
cOmflitted for coast protection. I~vantages

wero outweighin/,< the dis advanGages (amongst
the latter the political repercussions in
France). To begin wi th the transfer of ten
battalions would be ordered, these to be in
corporated into the individual coastal
divisions in the forn of compaot units.
O.B.West to submit his views on the subject·
as soon as evaluation of experience possible.

(w.n. WFSt, ~c1t, 27 .ran)

It will be seen below that at the tine of invasion almost
all infantry regioent s directly charged with the defence of
the coast consisted of two German and one "Eastern" battalionj
the policy of dilution, however, was never extended to the
highest-grade fonnations.

15. During February and March the depletion of
the West eontinued with the transfer and the alerting far
transfer to the East of some good infantry divisions. What
was being offered in exchange existed either nerely on paper
or had not reached the stage where it could be said to have
aninmediate tactical value. According to the unconsciouslY
huoourous wording of a pertinent order on 17 Feb "all thi s
oust bedone without endangering the defeme potential of
the West". DutifullY and consistent ly O.B.West had been
reporting that the drain on his forces was creating gaps at
the coast as well as :further inland. But in a routine report
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on 10 Mar, and particularly in a telephone conversatioR
which had been arranged by the High Command on 22 Mar
for this specific purpose, the Western Command truthfully
adJnitted the absence of any signs of impending attack. This,
in view of the pressing needs of the East, was all that was
required at the higqest level to decide on a policy of·
continued acceptance of risk in the West. (W.D., WFSt,
February and March 1943, passim)

16. On 14 Mar O.B.West suggested manning the guns
on the Channel Islands with Navy personnel; this would enable
him to use the army e lem en ts, which were now immobilized
on the islands, for the strengthening of the. thinly held
coast lines of Normandy and Brittany. But he was told on
17 Mar that the Navy had no farces available for such a
purpose. Something more substantial than mere shadows finally
hove into sight on 25 Mar, when Rundstedt was notified of
Hitler's approval of his request for the transfer of 7 Fl
Div to the West. The Division was to be sent to Normandy
to be held there as a High Command reserve. It would be
available to O.B.West in the case of an enemy landing; at
the same time it was to be converted into a parachute fOlIIl
atlon*, and earmarked for either participation in operation
"Glsela"**, or against an enemy landing 1n Sardinia, or
for possibl e transfer to Tunisia. (Ibid)

17. Despite extensive search the War Diary of
the Germen Armed Forces Operations Staff far the second
quarter of 1943 has not been found.· The gap has now been
closed to some extent by a ~econstruction", which was pre
pared for O.C.M.H., F.S.B., on the basis of miscellaneous
original German military documents, by General Walter
Warlimont1 former Deputy Chief of the Armed Forces Operations
Staff (O.v.M.H., F.S.B., MS #P - 049, Strategy of the German
Armed Forces High Command April - June 1943, usu cited
"Warlimont Recons truc tion ~ )(Photostat 981Sct.l. (0104) ). During
this period the decisive strategic importcnce of the West was
completely overshadowed by major developments elsewhere. At
the end of March the Tunisian situation had become critical,
but nevertheless, as late as 28 Apr the German end Italian
High Commands were still clinging to plans for rcinforclw
Tunisia. The most obvious conclusion to be drawn from the
African sit uation, namely to make preparations for the
defence of Italy, wes a subject scarcely mentioned before
the middle or April. Only when Tunisia had been lost, the
High Command began to direct its full attention to the
resulting situation in the whole Mediterranean area. Hitler
expected an occupation of Sardinia by the Allies in order to
bring Rome wi thin the range of oper at ions • But he felt that
the Italian peninsula could easily be sealed off should that
beoome necessary, and what he really did expect and at the
same time feared th e most, was an attack on the Balkan s •. Such
a campaign would deprive him of vital war materials and might
lead to a joining of hand s between the Western Allies and
the Russians. (Warlimont Reconstruction, £E £1!)

. *7 Fl Div was redesignated 1 Para Div on 1 Jun 43
(G.M.D.S. - OKH, Card Index of Divisions)

**Operation "Gisela"1 Occupation of Spain under certain
circumstances.
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German Summer Operation "Citadel" absorbs Major Reserves

18. Both prongs of the pincers which were to have
met at the Persian Gulf had been cut off, end Hitler had
lost the initiative. Bold strategical thoughts were now
g1 ving way to measures of expediency. To regain the in
itiative to sone degree at Ie ast was one of the vague thoughts
behind the plans for the big operation "Citadel" (recapture
of lost ground near KurSk), which was then being scheduled
for the early SUOlIler months. At the same time plans wore
lIl8de for t he trans fer I if IUld when required, of formati ons
from the East and Wes't to Italy nnd Southern FranO e (Plan
"Alarich") and to the Balkans (Plan "Constantin"). lAlring
the spring O.B.West consistently estimated the situation in
the sense that !l.1lied attacks on the U-boat bases IUld on
any sector of the co nst were possible at any momEn t. But
while n strengthening or at least a stabilization of his
forces Was clearly needed, he could not close his eyes to
the facts that invasion waS not yet at hand and that more
immediate needs hod to be satisfied elsewhere on the over
extended German fronts. (Ibid, passim)

19. Operation "Citadel" hod been postponed several
times, but on 18 ;run, brushing aside tho misgivings of his
olosest ~dvisers, Hitlor decided to oarry out the undertaking.
On 25 ;run he sot the date for the attack, and in the morning
of 5 ;rul his Foul>th and Ninth Armies made the opening novos
of the ill-starred venture. (W.O. WFSt, 5 ;rul 43). Warlimont
writ es in this connoctionl

But when by the lattel;' part of ;rune neithor
on Allied attack on Italy hod been launohed, nor
the attitude of Italy seemed to bo giving grounds
for concern! Hitler decided to go ahead with
operation "citadel"...

In doing so he automatically el1ninated from
the plans "Marich" and "Constantin" the six
armoured divisions which had been earmarked for
these cases. This loft merely the six infantry
divi s1 ons from the West, and the two para
divisions as possible additions.

(Warlimont Roconstruction, P. 148)

It is not known whether Hitler narely lost patience or
whether the dWindling number of remaining warm days forced
him to launch or cancel "Citadel". In any event, had he
wa!i.ted but one week longer, the course of the war might
have been greatly altered; his Russian lines might have been
shortened; a central reserve might have been formed; the
Western theatres might have been strengthened.

20. Fully aware, of caur se, of the German manpower
situation, the interdependence of the fronts, and the con
sequencos to his own'command of oYerextenslon or failure
elsewhere, Mershalvon Rundstedt, in his weekly situation
reports in ;rune had never failed to anphasize the growing
number of ngenUf reports pointin~ to an imminent enemy oper_
ation in the Mediterranean area (O.B.West, Weekly Sit Reps,
~ cit). But when on the morning of 10 ;rul the Allies landed
Iii grc'ily. the die had been east in th e East, and in the place
of strengthening his !broes O.B.West would henceforth have
to nourish both, the eastern and the southern fronts. In tha
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War Diary of the Armed Forces Operations Staff the following
was recorded on 11 Jul:

In his appreciation of the situation on
27 Jun, O.B.West pointed out that the measures
for plan "liiarlch tt were taken at the expense
of the defence potential of the occupied western
coasts. Due to the withdrawal of mobile f,,"m
ations operational gaps had appeared. behind the
thinly oCOupied coastal defence. In their
present condition the reoaining mobile divisions
could only be assessed as infantry divisions.
O.B.West therefore requested that these form-
ations be given priority for iooediate re-equipoent.

In the answer to O.B.West, OKW admits the
extraordinary woakening of O.B.west's operational
resorves, ond statos that those measures were
only possible at all becaus e the Atlantic Wall
had oeonwhile attained a considerable defenc e
potential. The point of oain effort ef the enemy
attack lies in the Mo'\iterranean, and will, as
far as can be foreseen, rc~ain there. In the
meantime the attack on Sicily has begun. Whether
it will be continued subsequently against
Sardinia and Corsica, against the Italian main
land, or a.gainst Greece, cannot be forecast
with any certainty. In the West, on the other
hand, no landing operations of any magnitude are
to be expected fbr the present. The French
Mediterranean coast is not threatened as long as
the enetv is not in possession of Sardinia and
C,,"siea. In this situation, OKW is sndeavouring
to supplenent any nea~ures taken by O.B.West with
any oqualizing I:lOflSUreS in favour of the West
which arc possible, having due regard to the
situation in the Mediterranean.

Priority re-armanent of the mobile f,,"mations
is not practicable, but it is intended to allot
to the West the greater po rtl g n of the assault
guns Which will become available in the near
future, and to bring the tanks up to strength as
quickly as possible. Withdrawal of more divisions
froo the West in favour of O.B. South end O.B.
Southeast will only take place if new reserves are
gained in the West by reason of comitoent in the
West of additional static divisions. foB for the
arguments put forward by O.B.West in favour of
thinning out coastal defena e and increasing the
depth of the conbat zono to the rear, experiences
in Sicily have shown that the holding of the erost
is the most important pre-requisite for suceossful
defamo against eneI!J,Y landings..* •••

(W,D. ~~t. 11 Jul 43)

21. From purely operational points of view a
eontraoti on of the Gcman fronts would hove offered definite
advantages, but Hitler was unwilling even to consid,," such

*The various am shifting views on coast defence tactics
are dealt with at length in later paragraphs.
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a course of action. Whether it was nickel fran Petsamo, oil'
and bauxite from the Balkans, whcat from the Ukraine, mangan
ese from the Dnjepr bend or produce from Northern' Italy, none
of it would be spared lest the war effort of have-not Germany
grind to a standstill followed by defeat. As early as 16
Dec 42 Count Ciano had suggested coming to te=s wit h Stalin
(Greiner, Notes on Fuehrer Conferences, ~ cit, 16 Dec 42).*
Now, with the defence of Italy hastily b8fng-IDprovised, thcre
was plainly need of some good argument to koep tho weak aIll
wavering partner from throwing in the sponge. What soomod
like a convincing argucent to Hitler may have sounded less
enchanting to Italian ears, but it is a matter of rocord that
on 19 JUl 43, at the beginning of the Feltre conferonce,
Hitler told ~~ssolini the raw naterial and food situation
oode the control of certain araas an inperative necassity.
With that control assured, the war could be continued ad
infinituin. (W.D. WFSt, 19 Jul 43) -

22. . When O.B.Wost saw his erstwhile mohile reServes
being committed in Russia, and moved to or earmarkod for the'
Italian theatre, and, in addition, tho promised men and equip
ment failed to appear in quantity, ho oxamined the question
of what could be achieved with the infantry formatioas actually
on hand. He camo to th e conclus! on that the ooastal div isions
should have a third regiment each, and that thoy ought tel be
motorized as far as possible. In asking the High Command to
do this, he pointed to the reports from Siclly, which were
showing that not only the water-front but also the rear front
of the defence line should be propared for defonce. In reply
he was told that oonversion to triangular divisions would
require the oreation of 15 new rogiments, which was impossible
at the mo!llalt; that the High Command agreed with hin in
prinoiple, but Was postponing tho measure for reconsideration
at.a later date. (W.D. WFSt, 2l Jun and 2 Aug 43)

23. O.B.West's weekly situation reports for July
indicate that WON on the field fortifications was carr! ed out
with great anergy, and ·that the number of mines laid during
the month was over 160,000, a considerable increase over pre
vious monthly rates. On the other hand withdrewals of R.A.D.
(Reichsarbeitsdienst: National Labour Service) and O.T.
(Construction Organization Todt) per",nnel had slowed do....
work on the Atlantio Wall, where by the niddle of the ",onth
a tatal of slightly ovor 8,200 pernenent installations had
been conpleted or taken undEr construction. (O.B.Wost,
Weskly Sit Reps, July 1943, passin)

24. Lats in July the German High Conmand was con-
sidering the advisability of constructing on tho coast of
Southern France a wall sinilar to that on the Atlantic coast.
It is known that defence construction on the Moditorranenn
coast was kept within noderate li"'its; the matter was disposed
of in the War Diary of the AImed Foroos Operations Staff by
the folla.v1ng remark: .

*At the meeting of the two Chiofs of State at Castle
Klessheim in Salzburg at the beginning of 1943, Mussolini
had again urged Hitlor to sook an understanding with Russia.
Diplomatic souroes stats that the Italians had come with
tho firm intent ion of pressing for peaco with Russia.
(Warlimont Reconstruction, p. 32, quoting: Elizaboth
Wiskemann! TM Rome-Berlin Axis, Oxford-University Press,
1949, P. 2961.
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Due to the development in the situation
construction work on the French south coast Is
gaining in importance. At the present time it
does not meet even the most elementary require ..
ments. WFSt, therefore, on 18 JUl, asked the
General of Engineers and Fortresses how the work
on the Atlantic Wall would be affected should
equal priority be given to construction work on
the Mediterran,ean coast. In the opinion of the
General of Engineers and Fortresses, a material
increase in the wark on the French south coo.st
could be obtained only at the expense of the
work on the Atlent 10 ooes t.

(IV.D. WFSt, 25 J\ll)

25. In midsummer 1943 the attention of the High
Command was being absorbed ever more by the developments
in the East and Italy. and O.B.West was increasingly left to
his own devices. In his weekly estimates of the situation
he continued to report the enemy as being ready for tactical
landings and having free choice of the target area. But it
was not possible, he admitted, to ascertain whether the
preparations were to culminate in a lenling, or were deceptive
and merely designed to pin down forces in the West (O.B;West,
Weekly Sit Reps, August 1943, passim). In the meantime, for
his own information as well as for the purpose of obtaining
data for his fUture recommendations to the High Command, the
Marshal was conductiag a searching inquiry into all aspects
of the defence potent ial and requiremente of his commend.
Lt Gen Bodo Zimmermann (O.B.West's First Operations Officer
from 26 Oct 40 - 11 May 45) writes in this connection:

For thi s inspe ction, which' began a bout
the end of May 43, the Armies had to set up
special teams, including experts on all mil
itary matters. The German Navy and the
Luftwaffe fUrnished representatives. O.B.West
sent his General Staff Corps officers and the
Chletll of Arms and Servic es (Waffengener'dle)
to all investigations. The inspsction was
made in meticulous detail end required a great
deal of time; it lasted from the end of May
until about the middle of October 1943. Each
detailed report was immediately examined for
deficiencies which O.B.West could remedy him-,
self. Then from,all these reports O.B.West
in the autumn of 1943 completed a very detailed
memorard um. for OKW..

(O.C.M.H., F.S.B., MS B-J08,
Zimmermann, Bodo, Lt Gen,
"D.B.West, From Atlantic Wall
to Siegfried Line", A Study in
Command Dlglish text, paras 35
and 37)!Photostat 981SOM(D94))

26. An appotntment whic h under normel c lrcumstano es
would have meant a definite strengthening of the Western
command had been made on 1 Jun 43, when the highly rated '
General of Panzer Troops, Freiherr Cayr von Schweppenburg,
was me.de General der Panzertruppen West (Gen eral of the
Armoured Troops West)(G.M.D.S. - OKH, Personnel Files). He
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and his staff, which latsr farmBd the nuclsus of Panzer
Group Wsst (subsequently Fifth Panzer Anny), wers at that
time assigned the task of supervising the training of all
armoured units in the West and of advising the Marshal on
matters pertaining to the amoured foroes, It was von
Geyr's·conviction that panzer units "should be used for
mobile; basically strategic employment" ("Study in Command",
~ cit, p. 41) and that "panzer divisions could be no match
1'Or1i1ival artillery" (Pz Gp West, Cmdrs Report, ~ ill,
P. 1). In the light of subsoquent developmente itis
interesting to nota that in the eummer of 1943 Goneral von
Geyr reported to the Inspector General of Armoured Troops
that the Atlantic Wall was worth "exactly as muoh as the
panzer 4iYi.~ons behind it". (~, p. 5) .

27. At the end of August, with the Westorn COlllClllld
continuing to be weakened by the withdrawal of entire
1b mations, WFSt noti 11 ed O.B.West on 27 Aug that in
addition to tff.s and despite tho Marshal's remonstrations of
25 Aug, the FUhrer insisted on draWing off from the army
component s in the West a draft of 45 ,000 individual s fit for
employment in the East. Despite promises to replace tfi1s
seasoned perronnel with men from the age class of 1925, it
was obvious that depletion was turning into evisceration.
With Allied domonstrations at thc Channel coast in full
swing (STARKEY), and with the invnsion season by no means
ended, O.B. West was bound to make serious represent ations
at the seat of power, In the War Diary of the Armed Forces
Operations Start thc matter was reoorded in ths following
entry:

On 6 Sep, the Chief of Staff, O.B.West,
Lt Gen Blumentritt, indited a personal letter
to Chief WFSt, in Which, among other things,
he set forth that in the West in Sept ember
1942, there had been 22 infantry divisions
(two thirds of whie h had three regiment s), 7
panzer and motorized divisions (first elass
and rully mobile), with six infantry divisions
as reservos, Today, on the other hand, in a
rnr tenser sitw tion, and with a front extended
to the Mediterranean, there are 27 infentry
divisions (mostly of two regiments, and rating
lower than tho se of last year), , Panzer and
motorized divisi ons which are less well
equipped ond seven infantry divisions in
reserve (three of whioh have only just been
fomed).* Since Oetobor 1942 the following
have beon released for other fronts:

For the East

For th e Balkan s

22 infant ry, 6 panzar
and/or motorized
divisions

1 infantry, 1 panzer
division

For Tunis and Ital.y 8 infantry, 9 panzsr
ri.nd/or motorized
divisions

*A glence at contemporary sUm tion maps might create
the impression that the West had not fared too badly, On
closer analysis, mwever, it becomes apparent that the
Western Command had been drained of substanoe and continued
to romain in that condition until the spring of 1944, When
muoh strength was being pumpe dint 0 the West.
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Added to this there is the constant draining
away of arl!lS and equipment. According to the
re port s mad 0 by enemy agent s, our appan ent
is aware of this deterioration. Lt-Gen
B1Ul!lentritt states that loss of ground can be
borne anywhere but on the Channel, fron which
thc frontier of the Reich is only 280 kD
distant. Most of the Western divisions are not
suited for the nobile warfare which would follow
the loss of the coast and its fortifications.
If a najor landing l!lust be reckoned with up to
the Diddle of October, the West can stand no
further thinning and combing out between now
and then. If the enenv does not attack ad
vantage l!lust be taken of the winter months to
strengthen the static coast divisions (tri
angular, mobile), From six to eight l!lobi1e
for.l!l.otlons wero required ••.•

(w.n. WESt, 11 Sep 43)

Danger Signs apnear in t he West (Sep-OCt l
28. Allied operation STARKEY at the beginning of
SeptOl!lber confirned O.B.West in the belief that a najor
Allied landing attcnpt l!light now occur at any moment. The
domonstrations in the Channel, however. seemed to bear some
of the characteristics of deceptive operations and apart
from alerting the troopa O.B.West did not take any special
mensures; he kept an open nind as to the prospective lending
arca and did not novo his oporntlonnl roserves, In his
situation reports hc cxprcssed thc opinion that the Allied
activity might be a diversion- in connection with- the Italian
capitulation; when the activity subsided he concluded that
it night havc becn a dress-rehearsal for a major undertaking
against the West eosst. (O.B.West, Weekly Sit Reps, September
1943, passin). BTiillICEY' succeeded in bringing honc to the
German~igh Coonnnd that a dccia ion would be sought in the
West and that the denudation of the West would have to ceaso
as soon as tho difficult situation elseWhere made this
possible. If, in addition STARKEY had been meant to draw
increased Geman strength to the Pas de Calais, this fact did
not bocom quite clear to the Gennans for the reason that
their attention was already fully centred on the area.
Ultimate invasion there had been consistently predicted by
the generals, and the inportance of the sector had been
stressed by Hitler at the end of June for a new and SIB cific
reason:

At tho FUhrer Confor ence ot 28 Jun th e
FIllirer reitorated that top priority of de
ve10pmcnt should be accorded above all to
those portions of the Atlantic Wall where
the projected ncw weapons would be committed,

(w.n. WESt, 14 Ju1 43)

29. In Octobcr mine1aying and the work on field
fortifications proceeded without hindrance, tut in spite Of
unabated tension in the West, OKW continued making demends
for transfer of entire formations to the East, and there Was
no inprovement in the O.T. construction picture (O.B.Wost,
Weekly Sit Rops, Octobor 1943, ~SSim). On 18 Oct WESt wont
on rccord as roquiring addition forces fer tho Eastl
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"As even with a retrograde movemmt of Army Group North the
Eastern Front could not be stabilized with the forces on
hand" (W.D. WliSt, 20 Oct 43). This was immediately followed
by further demands from the FUhrer, accompm ied by the usual
promises. The most al bstantial one of these was an order
for the formation of six new infantry divisions (five in the
area of O.B.West, and one in Denoark). They were to be ready
for commitment by 1 Jul 44, the personnel to consist of con
valescents and men of the age class 1926. (Ibid, 25 Oct 43). -
30. To the command ers in t he West it was cle ar that
the erstwhile "calculated risk" was becoming an abnormal risk,
and that matters were drifting towards certain disaster unless
drastic action was taken soon. During the latter pert of
October, all within the same week, Lt Col Freiherr von Roenne,
Chief of- the Intelligence Section "Foreign Armies West", and
Col Gen Hans von Salmuth, Commander of Fifteenth Army, gave
sternwarn1ng 1n "personal letters", the recognized safety
valve fbr frustrations boiling over, and Marshal von Rundstedt
issued his comprehensive aul subtly pessimistic report with
the findings of the big inquiry from May to October. (Para
25 above; pera 33 below)

31.
available,
swnmarized

The original text of
but it was accorded the
in the WFSt War Diary:

Roanne's letter is un
dls tinction of being

In a personal communication dated 19 Oct
(received 23 Oct), the Chief of the Foreign Armies
West Section of the Army General Staff set forth
his views to tho Deputy Chief WFSt on tho strength
ratio in the West. He estimates that there are
43 first class large enenv fornations available
for a Imding in Fre.IJ) e (26 infantry, 14 panzer
and three airborne diviEions). As opposed to
these, there are 26 Gernnn forro tions of a like
fightlng value. If in the first wave the enemy
should commit from 12-15 divisions with the object
of 0 apturing from 2-3 bridgeheads on a front of
about 100 km, each of these would be opposed by
from 4-5 German divls ions. Within a short speoe
of time he could commit 43 formations. If in
from 3-4 weeks, from 15-20 battleworthy German
forma tions could be thrown against him, this would
represent a noteworthy peak per:t'ormance. "The
strong coastal fortifications and the high fighting
value of the German soldier could be set against
the enemy air superiority as a material asset.
But according to the bas ls for calculation a vail
able to the enenv, the strength situo.tion was no
reason fbr desis ting from an attack. The picture
might further change in the enelllY's favour by the
bringing up of additional American divisiol1ll.

(W.D. WFSt, 25 Oct 43)

In addition to this, at the FUhrer Conference of 25 Oot the
representative of the Foreign Office reported the resumption
ot t.he enemy .."press and nows barrage". Through open and
through seoret channels every lending beach from Norway to

, the Solomons was being nOOled as marked far imminent attack.
- At the Mose"" confer EllC e t he Was tem Allies might well have

decMed to disregard the approach of unfavourable weather
and to attempt the establishment of a second front. Hitler
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"seemed impressed, possibly beoause it had been reported
the sSllle day that Allied landing oraft were leaving the
iterranean, presumably far FAgland. (Ibid)

. -

on .
Med.

32. General von Salmuth's "personal letter" to
Genoral JodI oonsisted of the oopy of a report from Fifteenth
A:rmy to O.B.West and a long letter of explanation in whioh
the Arqy Commander, in a manner "neither optimistio, nor
pessimistio, but frankly realistio", aided by double and
triple exolamation marks, set tbrth in briny language the ills
besetting his oo,"",and. The Atlantio Wall, he wrote, was not
a wall oapable 'of stopping a determined foe I but rather a
thin oard with little knots at intervals. A landing was
oertain to sucoeed at the fooal points; the decisive battle
would be fought inland. Forces for t his were inadequate,
oonstruction work was lagging

l
direction was mUddled

l
available

labour unharnessed, material n short supply. Stick ng one's
head in the sand like an ostrich would be followed by a rud e
awakening. General von Salmuth's aocompanying letter was
rich in contemporary information; it appeare in translated
form as Appendix "A" to the present report. (G.M.D.S. - .
59;6;/1, Fifteenth Army, W.D. No.4, October - December 1943,
"Chefsaohen", Salmuth to JodI, 26 Oct 43)(Photostat and
translation 9611u5(D2))

'l'!'~ "Rundswdt Report" (26 Oct l
;3, Greatly differing in form and scope from the
plea of the Arqy C.ommander was the carefully prepared and
coldly warded repart that was released by Marshal von
Rundstedt on 26 OOt 43 (Paras 25 and 30 above)(Photostat*
and translation 96lCW(D50). A full translation appears
as Appendb: "B" to the present report; some highlights ,are
being cited in the following:

The general estimate of our situation is
the funoti on of th e Highest Commend. It alone
knows its obje ctives and intentions and it alone
disposes 'of the neoessary basis for that pur
pose •.• ,

Also troop movements and other signs 1n
Engl81d pointed to an attack. The expected
attack has not yet been lBllnched. On 10 Sep
the enemy cade known that on 9 Sep the "gram
manoeuvres" in the Channel were conoluded. It
is difficult to say whethsr the whole thing was
a well thought out feint anploying very largs
forces in oonneotion with the Italian operation,
or whether, for some polit1<le.l or military
reason or other, the attack was not to be carried
out or was postponed ••••

In Englen d alone the enemy has at his dis
posal today just as many divisions for an attaok
against the Continent as we have in our own forces,
in the entire West. Because we ere unable to
obtain reliable information the enemy is in a

. posl tion to ensure full surprise ••••

Normandy with Cherbourg, and Brittany with
Brest are addit1 onaL iJIlpo-rtant ar...... on the
Channel front ••••

*Reproduction tbrthcoming at early date.
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[fue to t he length of the front and the
soantiness of defelll e foroes] a -de1'ence" in
the true sense 01' the word, is not possible
on many portions 01' the front 01' ths Western
Command, but only a "guarding", and on the
First Army and Nineteenth Army 1'ronts·merely
a rein1'orced "observation". This is a direct
result of the ganeral stl;uation•. We must
make the best 01' it ....

We cannot and may not 1'all back in the
West because the space separating the Channel
1'rom the Westarn Germon 1'rontier is too re
stricted _., •

Fixed 1'ortificationa are indispensable and
valuable for battle as well as 1'or propaganda.
But it must not be imagined that this well
cannot be overcame when the eneIl\Y attacks it
fran the sea, trom the air and from the rear
with the most; pcmer1'ul weapons 01' American
m1ght •..•

Wherever possible the c onstrm tion of tho
installations must make allowSlll'ls for the new
point of view that the enemy will come not only
1'ram the 1'ront, by water, but also from the rear
with airborne troops. As many installations as
possible !!lUst there1'are be put in on an "all
around de1'enoe" basis, otherwise they will be
useless if attaoked 1'rom the rear (see para 34
below) •••

The enemy is in a position to attack from
J!):lgland across the Channel at any time. His
military preparations have come to a oonclusion
on the whole. Whether and when he will attack,
will dependto a great sxtent on his political
intmtions. In comparison with 1942 the situa
tion in the West must also be considered !!lUch
1Il0re critic al in view 01' the general situation.
In 1944 O.B.West must expeot large-scale attacks
on his 1'ronts. [Detailed, unfavourable comparison
with foroes in the West in 1942] ••••

I am aware 01' the 1'aot that in view of the
present rather un1'avourahle eituation in the East,
nothing can be done to aid the situation in the
West.* Therefore one must not be surprised i1'
the enemy makes a large-scele attack employing all
the t:Il ens 01' power he hes available and we are
unsuccess1'ul in the defence, despite the Atlantic
Wall and the very intensive e1'forts 01' troops and
the cOJll:land. To be sure I do not have the general
over-ell view 01' the entire sl.tu>tion and the
deeper knowledge 01' all the politic al end military
politic al oOllnections known probably to the High

*It would be di1'fi 00 It to believe that Rundetedt at
the time considered a Ge1'lllD.n victory as possible. Who is :. ,
there to tell whether hi s so-oalled "weakness" was not the
wisdom 01' the long view; whether he did not pre1'er defeat
in the East and West to permanmt perdition ooming from the
East alone. -
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Command alone. If the factors known to the
Supreme Command indi cate that the area in the
West is not immediately threatened by an Anglo
American attack, then I must get along with
the forces and means considered sufficient by
the Supreme Commend. However, if it develops
that in the year 1944 the enemy will seek a
decision in the West -- all present indications
point that way -- then everything must be done
trom now on to increase the defensive power of
the unit s t a the maximWll and to assemble and
prepare the decisive strategic reserves 1n such
manner that the enemy can be defeated••••

A sufficien t reinforcement of the defensive
power of the COBS tal fronts can only be assured
by triangular divisions of some mobility and
with sufric ient artill ery am anti-tank equipment ••••

If the Supreme COllllIBnd aSSWlles that a de
cisive large-scale operation of the Anglo-Americans
against the West is imminent for year 1944, then
the time has now come to take the aforemmtloned
measures and to prevent any further dilution of
the Western formations. The essential point of
the cos st defeoo e behind th e front lies in th e
assembly of sufri aient, completely mobile large
sized motorized reserves capable of striking a
blow ••••

34. It has been seen above (para 33) that a -new
point of view", mmely preparation for all around defence·
had crept into the picture of Western defence. The creatIon
of a "Second Position" was ordered by O.B,Weston 21 Oct in
Basi c Order No. 31 (Development of Coast Defenc e in Depth II

••. These experienoes in other theatres
of war, as well as the probable greater depth of
oporations to come, must be taken into account
forthwith.

Now, where through years ofwoIi< on fiald
fortifications and pennanent works the main line
of resistance on the West coast has acquired a
considerable strength,

I order:

1. That the Netherlands Command and the Armies
make a general reconnalssa!lc e -- where this
has not already been done -- in co-operation
with the competent local headquarters am
other branches of th e Wehrmacht, of the
course of a second position. Good liaison
and hannonious co-operation at all points
of junction are particu}arly important.

2. The course of this second posit10n must not
be "rigid", but it must, 1n as open and
broken a ibnn as possible, contain a system
of anchorages, resis tenoe nests, prep ared
positi ons for heavy weapons, and at especially
suitable places, flanking switch positions
etc, Along the course of this seoond position,
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installations, air fields, ammunition and
supply dumps, etc, already there, are to
be drawn into this system as strongpoints;
likewise the quarters of reserves and staffs
already there. Any flak must be installed
in such a manner that it can equally well
be used for grwnd fighting, am be defended
on all sides.

3. It is important that these explorations be
followed as quickly as possible by the partly
permanent, bJ.t primarily field-fort1fication
like construction of a "skeleton position",
and that a like procedure be followed
simultaneously in the rear areas of all coastal
defence sectors. -

(G.M.D. S. 75144/1, O.F. West, Basic Ordem for
Coast Defence (Grundlegende Befehle), 27 Aug 43 
20 Dec 43, Basic Order No. 31, 21 Oct 43)(Photo
stat 98l0W\D40). O.B.West, Baeic Orders Nos 27-32,
and No. 34

O.B.West's intenti ons in this respect were noted in the War .
Diary WFSt on 21 Oct; and on 25 Oct the following was recorded:

O.B.West is now beginning to prepare field
works for a second position situated rearwards of
the Atlantic WaIl. For this work, 31,000 men of
the French Labour Service are being placed at
his dis posa1. .....

(W.D., WFSt, 25 Oct 43)

35.
was summed up

At t he end of the month
in the same War Diary:

the Western situation

(O.O.M.H., F.S.B., MS B-746, von
Salmuth, Col Gen, Answers to
~uestionnaire regarding the Operations
in NormandYl

p. 11)(Photostat
98lS0M(D1l9 )

"With work on the Atlantic Wall being seriously hampered
by lack of men and materiel, this "Second Posit ion" apJ:flrent
ly was never fully developed. In the absence of original
documentation the following is quoted from a post-war state
ment by 001 Gen von Salmuth:

The deVelOjent of a rearward position, which the
[Fifteenth Army finally was permitted to carry
out in the winter 1943/44 after overcoming extremely
strong resistance from higher authorities was
also completely up to the troops, which, by higher
orders, were not even allowed to use either steel
or concrete for this purpose. It was, of course,
impossible to create a continuous line. Following
the plans prepned by the A:rmy, eaoh division
started to construct indepem ent strongpoints ••••
With the beginning of the ordered construction of
the chain of fortresses, work on this position had
to be almost completely discontinued since there
were no longer any for ces available for this pur
pose.
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The marked denudation of the West resulting
from transfers to the South and the-East is still
causing grave concern. Enough forces and shipping
tonnage are ready in the South of England for a
major operation, end the deadline for the attack
may be advaJ'X} ed on account of pressure from Russia.
O.B.West has submitted an order, which provides
for commitment of 01 vilian forces for the con
struction of a second position. OKW has no objection
to this.

Now as before, the French Mediterranean coast
can only be developed in a field-fortification-like
manner; two Italian. construction battalions among
others ere being anployed for this work.

At present the entire construction WOIK 1n
the Western area is handicapped by construction
forces having been transferred to the East, and
by units of the German National Labour Service
having been withdrawn. The output of concrete
cons trm t ion has dropped.

(!Ei9., 30 OCt 43)

FIlhrer Diroo tive No. 51 (3 Nov 1.
36. The feeling that the Western Allies might
be under strong pressure at the Moscow Conference, as well
as the chorus. of warning voices from various quarters, in
duced the.F1l.hrer to acknowledge the danger in the West
and announce his plans for definite remedial action.' In
the last of the numbered major directives of ths war
Directive No. 51, of 3 Nov, Hitler stated that invasion was
to be expected in 1944 at the latest, that the issue would
decide the whole war, that the Fifteenth krmy sector was the
probable scene of action and that the Gennan armies in the
West were henceforth to be strengthened and not weakened as
before. A translation of the document appears as AppendiX
,~" to this report. (G.M.D.S. - OKW!104, Misc FUhrer
Directives and Orders)(Photostat 98lHC(D27))

Rommel enters the Western Sphere (6 Nov)..

37. In mattero of construction work and the coming
and going of troops the month of November was uneventful.
O.B.West reported the f'Urtheranc e of invasion preparations
in England and the continuing capability of the enemy for a
large attack. In the meantime, ever in quest of political
safety by means of ruling and dividing, the restless brain
at the top of the pyramid had cont rived an important change
in the set-up·and belance of the command machinery in the
West. This was the introduction and gradual interpolation
of Field Marshal Erwin Rommel into the Western scene.
Originally Rommel had been slated for the post of O.B.South:

On 16 Aug, respectively 7 Sep, orders
were given for iU'rrq Group B [Rommel] to assume
commend over the who Ie Italian theatre at a
date to be set later. On 12 Oat WFSt produced
a corresponding draft ordor. After some changes
had been made it was submitted to the F1l.hrer
by Chief OKW [Keitel] on 14 OCt. The FUhrer
expressed the desire to see Marshal Rommel
first [before issuing an order]. On 17 Oct
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Rommel reported to the Fnhrer (according'to a
note made by Chie f WFSt [JodI] on 12 Oct,
thoughts were then bein3 entertained of making
Marshal Kosselring ·~Ulitary Commander Norway·
and entrusting General Hube with the command of
Fourteenth Army). On 17 Oct WFSt submitted a
new draft order namlr~ Marshal Rommel'Commander
in-Chief of the whole Italian theatre. The FUhrer
read it on 18 Oct. The order was never issued••••
A new draft was submitted on 25 Oct. In that
order the oems of Marshal Rommel had been replaced
by that of Marshal Kessclring.*

(W.D. WFSt, 6 Nov 43)

38.
Hitler made
signifioant

It was, therefor e, between 18 and 25 Oct that
up his mind to us e RO!!llllel in the West. A
note was made in the War Diary of WFSt on 28 Oct:

WFSt note regarding t he tasks of Interventi on
Staff Rommel (Eingreifsstab Rommel), creation of
which Is under consideration:

1. Command in case of enemy large
scale landing in Western Europe
with eliminati on of the present
Commanders-in-Chief in the coastal
areas cone ar re J.

2. Authority of an Inspector of Coast
Defenc e.

(Ibid, 28 Oct)

The final decision was made on 30 Oct; on 6 Nov the matter
was ready for promulgation:

Fonnation of the Army Group for Special
Employmen~ ~Gener~} ~ield Marshal Rammell

' I·, ,

On 30 Oct the Chie f ViFSt issued in
structions for a FUhrer Order to be prepared,
which defines the task to be assigned to General
Field Marshal Rommel. The draft was submitted
on 1 Nov. It is being issued today, 6 Nov, and
dated 5 Nov.

On the FU.hrer' s orders, after the unified
command in Italy has been taken over by O.B.
Scuthwest, the A:I:rrw General Staff is to form
an AI Group for Spec; ,"II Employmlnt under
Genera Field Marshal Rommel. It will be
aIrectly under the Fuhrer;and will receive his
instrID t ions through W,'St. The Army Group is
to be kept as snall and mobile as possible; it
will select its administrative headquarters 1n
conformity with the tasks assigned it.

*At that time the decision was made of re-designating
O.B.South as O.B.Southwest to pro vent confusion with Army
Group South on the Eastern Front (ibid, 6 Nov). The change
becsee effective on 21 Nov 43, when-,resselring assumed command
over the whole Italian theatre. (Ibid, 6 Nov, p. 4; H.S.
Report No. 18, para 105) ----
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These comprise:

1. The study of the defenc e preparedness of
the coo. sts occupied by us, and the sub
mission of pro posels therefor.

2. The arrangement of operational studies for
offensive operatiorB against an enany landing
force.

Detailed instructions will be issued. As
its first1>tsk, the ~ Group for Special Employ
ment will examine the defence of Denmark and
submit proposals therefor. Nex~, operational
stud ies are to be sub mitt ad far count ar-attack
in Denmark and J~tois; then, in the Cot~ntin

Peninsula, the Netherlmds and Brittany. The
required data are to be fUrnished to Marshal
Rommel by all Wehrmaoht commAnds and adminis
trative headquarters.

(Ibid, 6 Nov, p. 5)

On 21 Nov Fourteenth Army assumed the previous responsi
bilities of Army Group "Bn, which then, desiBnated as Army
Group for Special Employment, and consisting of "Rommel and
a small staff, embarked on its nEW task. (Ibid, 21 Nov}

39. On 13 Dec Rommel submitted his report on the
defence preparations in Denmark. He s4;;gested a regrouping
of German forces in the area and stated that Denmark could
be defended successfUlly if certain additions in personnel
and materiel were made. Subsequently (and leaving out much
that would heve been of int erest) an ent ry on 31 Dec in
the War Diary WFSt recorded that WFSt - "acting on yester
days request by O.B.West" - had decided to integrate A Gp
B* under O.B.West into the Western command machinery. The
Army Group was to consist of the Notherlands Command ani
the Fifteenth and Seventh Armies:

•

On the Ftlhrer's O::'ders, therefore, A Gp B
to be under O.B. Vlest from 1 Jan 44 ...

A Gp B ceases to be subordinated directly
to the ~rer •••

Field Mar3h~1 Rmomel will submit his
suggestions to O.B.West.

(Ibid, 2(, and 31 Dec 43)

40. To German minds the month of December was
characterized by the unfavourable developments on the Russian
tront, where Field Marshal ~~itz Erich von Manstein's ~
Group South was 8xpeming ~reat fbrces and immense quantities
of materiel in an unpromising effort to retain its hold on
the Crimean area. Contrary to the spj~it of Directive No. 51
(para 36 above), it had been necessary to deprive the west of
another 10,000 men end of 60 pz Gron Div (W.D. WFSt, 11 Dec).
But clearly Hitler was now seriously alarn:ad about the Western

"After 11 Dec the Army Group for Special EmploYllll nt was
again being referred to as Army Group B (W. D. WFSt, 12 Deo 43)
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situation and took definito stej:B to rebuild the weakened
forces (ibid, December 1943, passim). This was due not so
much to his intuition, or to the weekly warnings from
O.B.West (~), as to a fortuitious cJrcumstance which
made him temporarily one of the te:Y persons accurately
informed of Ango-Iunerican plans alOa intentions. As a result
of the German Intelligence operation "Cicero" -- by no means
a brilliant feat of espionage, hl t merely a moder ately clever
exploitation> of a lucky break -- the Germans had been re
ceiving photostatic copies of the most recent top secret
British documents, In German hands at that time, the complete
minutes of the Moscow. Cairo and Tsheran Conferences and
Staff Talks enabied a'selected few to peruse at leisure the
blue prints for their cwo destruction. But it was too> late
for them to save the situation or~ indeed, their necks.
(MoyzisCh, L.C., Operation Cicero, Wing~te Ltd., London &
New York, 1950)

41. With invasion in the not too distant future
now a foregone conclusion: WFSt end O.B.West were occupied
with the preparation of ri~al plans for dispositions and
the moving up of reserves to the various possible areas of
attack:*

On 24 Dec WFSt sul:mitted a memorand= on the
cone ent ration m01"Bment in the zone of O. B. West t

which was to be in on 15 Jan, and which was to
strengthen the defence potential of Fifteenth Mrrq
and the right wing of Seventh> Arr!q (Cotentin
Peninsula). On 25 Dec the Chiet of the Army
General Staff defined his own conc aption. ~e

to the existing situ ation the date set by O.B.
West must be advanced. O.B. West is intbrmed
that the enemy's co nee nt -:-ati on 1n th e South of
England wi:l probaoly bc completed by the middle
of February, Aq the m~;ing up of our forces,
especially i:1 view of the pro 'bable b.reaks in the
traff1. c net"No=k, requires time, t he concentration
must begin eerlie~. ?hu FUhrer has therefore
ordered that the ~S3 ol the available forces be
assembled at once behin1 the front of Fifteenth
Amy and the r~ght wing 0f Seventh Army. The move.
mant [to the final positions] then to begin on 1
Jan 44.

(W.D. WFSt, 27 Dec 43)

42. on the same day Hitler issued an order tor-
bidding forthwith tnA ~ra\'/illb off of F,.sonnel and materiel
from O.B. West and the Den.m5.l':~ Co.::..:and.. Specific exceptions

*Plan s were med e for the following cases:

Blume , · Attack on Channel Coast·Blume 2 : Attack on French mediterranean Coast

Falke LanCing in ~entral or Northern Norway
Hanna Landing in Denmark

Marder 1 Landing en Ligurian Coast
Marder 2 Landi n on Adriatic Coast
Getrud Commitment 01' German forces in Bulgaria

in the event of a breach of Turkish
neutrality by the Western Allies

Forelle 1 • {Attack in the Aegean Archipelago,
~l·ForeHe 2 · (Attack in the Aegean Archipelago,·

(W.D. WFSt, 20 Dec 43)
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were enumerated in the order (ibid). While it was inadvisable
for manbers of Hitler's entour!lge to make pessimistic remarks
in his presence, possibly sobered by the w.rn of events in
Russia and the secret Allied information available to him,
on 28 Dec the l"Ilhrer hims elf made a rather revealing state
ment. He said that apart from lIIlking a landing in the West,
the Western Allies were certain to make one in Norway., as in
the case of an eventual German collapse it would be intolerable
for the British to ~Be the Russians suddenly appear in Narvik.
(!J1ll., 28 Dec)

Tactical Aspects of Coast Defence

43. Ever since the fUndem..,tal principles fur the
defenoe of the West coast had been laid down in l"Ilhrer Dir
eotive No. 40, in lIarch 1942, it had been axiomatic that a
landing must be defested off the coast if possibls, hit arter
the coast had been reached at the latest (para 8 above)~ In
the meantime O.B.West had increasingly made lII8ntion of the
need for a strong mobile res &rve, and reo ently he had g1 ven
orders for the exploration of a second line. To General von
Salmuth, commanding the Army most likely to bear the brunt of
the approaching enany assault, it seemed t.hat lfarshal von
Rundstedt was deviating from the original oonoept. Sa.lJnuth
was a heavy-set, solid soldier with a mind of his own end a
reputation for speaking it (G.II.D.S. - <Elf, Personnel riles ) •.
It. is not known whether he acted so lely aooording to his own
lights or whether he had already fallen under the spell ot
Rommel's theories; in any oase on 25 Deo he undertook to point
out to O.B.West the advisability of oonoentrating strengtli
0lose to the ooast. Under present dispositions, he wrote,. the
reserves would come too late; the deoisive struggle in ttle
landing area must be preoipitated as quickly as possible; the
ooastal .front should be strengthened, the large reserves! in
oluding armoured and IWohanized tlJnnations should be he d
in the seotors likely to beoome tooal POints. Translations or
this memorand um and the aooompsnying letter appear as Appendix
"D" to the present report. (Fifteenth Arrrq, W.D. Ootober •
Deoamber 1943, £2 cit, Salmuth to Rundstedt, 25 Dec 43)

44.. In his reply on 27 Dec Rundstedt agreed in
the main with the suggestions made, hit pointed out at the
eeme time that ·the large tonna tions were not yet tit tor
oommitm..,t. No doubt the focal point ,""uld be on both sides
at the Somme, but only actual ev..,ts could prove this; in the
m88lltime he had to protec t th e entire coostal tront and could
not place his panzer div1s ions too tar torward without impeding
later lateral moves. Quite apart from this the situation in
the last might torce at any time the withdrawal ot formations
from the West; there was no other remedy at hand.. A trans
lation Of this letter appe ars as AppendiX "S- to the present
report. (!J1ll., 27 Deo 43)

STRllNGTIlJNING or WESTlmI FORCES DELA.YED (JANUARY - IWlCH 1944)

45. The dom1nant parsonaliUes in the West were
now the wise but &g1Jl& strat8il1st von Rundstadt and the young,
dynamio and fasoinating taotioian Rommel. laoh In his own
way tried to solve a problem that due to oirollm'tanoes beyond
their oontrol was bound to prov e insoluble •. In addition to
the difficulties arising from the progressive deterioration
of the German slLuation generally, the probability of failure
was enhano ad by the laok of olear-out delimitation of power
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between the two command er s, and the shackling of their torces
at the critical moment as a result of Hitler's insistence on
holding aU the main strings in his own hand.

46. Early in January the strengthening of Fifteenth
Army's sector by shifting formations within the Western
command was complet ad.. As far as troop dis positions were con
oerned preJ:8rations in this most important sector"were now
considered complete (G.M.D.S. - OKW/1605, Schramm, Develop
ments in the West, 1 Jan - 31 Mar 44, p. l6)(Photostat
981SOll(D98J J. At that time the other coastal sectors were
being regarded with lesser conoern. But the Allied landings
at Anzio on 22' Jan, and agents' reports in February and March,
led to new apprehensions and to growing perplexity and con
fusion as to the probable invasion sector. Two days after
Anzio Jodl told Hitler that the Allies would carry out various
peripheral operations to force a dis persal ot German strength.
Then they would undertake the decisive assault across the
Channel. Hitler agreed. (Ibid, p. 49). -
47. In the middle at February the FUhrer was alarmed
by reports or concantrations in south-western England. Brest
and Brittany now seemed threatened, am he urged a movemm.t
at reserves to that sector (ibid, p. 47). On the basis of a
comprehensive estimate of the-sItuation by "Foreign Armies .
west"i Jodl at the same time predicted enemy operations against
the i l-prepsred south ern coast of Franc e. Hitler agreed to
strehgthen this sector too (ibid, p. 60). On 4 Mar the
FUhrer caUed Normandy and BTm"any the most endangered
sectors :*

The FUhrer does. not believe the Allies will
make cross-Channel attacks at many points. For
this their fOroes are not large enough. As
particularly threatene d he names Normandy and
BrittBnY, both suitable for establishing bridge
heads. Garrisons of important strongpoints are
to be strengthened.

48. In the meantime the qw stion of coast defence
tactics had again come to the fare. On 13 Mar Hitler in- .
dicated that thought should be given to the question of in
corporating the second line infantry divisions into the coast
defence line proper. Only mobl.le forlllltions were to be held
as operational reserves. Exoeptions were the areas east or
Brest and south of Cherbcurg, where there was great danger ot
landings from the air (ibid, p. 29). WFSt pointed to the

*It would be interesting to know whether this sudden in
spiration was not a fruit of operation "Cicero" (para 40
above). A slender clue may be contained in a statemnt rede
by Moyzisch:

It seems ironic that the last piece at
invaluable infOrmation supplied by Cicero should
have been treated by Berlin with the same lack
of compreheIB ion as all the others.

I say the last piece, for indeed that roll
of film with the rererence to operation Overlord,
deliver ed at the beginning of Maroh. was the last
we ever had fro m Cicero.

(Operation Cicero. ££ cit, p. 166)
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dangers of cramming all forces into the first line: the field
fortifications might be obliterated by bombardment (ibid).
But the ~er seemed to agree with Rommel that invasIon must
be defeated on the beaches and that it would be too late once
the enemy had gained a firm lodgellEnt on the coast.* (Ibid). , -
49. The main purpose of Directive No. 51, of 3 Nov,
(para 36 above), had been to make an end to the continuous
robbing of the West for other fronts. It was, however, not
yet possible to keep this resoluti on fully. tlchramm notes in
this connection:

The intention expressed in Directive 51,
no longer to use the West as a reservoir of
troops for the other fronts, but to strengthen
it to the point where a major landing could
be opposed with prospects ot success, was not
abandoned. But it could not be carried out
strictly since:

1) On 22 ;ran the Anglo-Americ ans landed
at Nottuno.

2) The internal situation in Hungary made
it necessary on 28 Feb to order the
~reparation of operation ~argarethe"

(occupation of Hungary), and to put it
into effect on 19 Mar.

3) Development s on th e southern wing of
the Eastern front were so threatening
that the front could only be shored up
by speedy oontributions from the other
fronts.

Thus, all other fronts had to be called on,
including the West. The troops taken were re
placed in part by new fonnatlons whose organ
ization had meanwhile been completed.

(Ibid, p. JJ)

50. During the first three months of the year many
efforts were IlRde to bolster Western strength. Ne" fomotions
were crsated, existing ones refitted and brought up to

*Without assured reserves, without assured supplies,
without assured assistance from the air, Rommel had blithely
operated in a vacuum in Africa. Now again he could bs
likened to a costly race horse running best when sheltered
from distraction by a pair of blinkers. The coastal. rim was
certain to be covered by a haH of f1 re from the world's most
deadly naval guns; the coastal crust was certain to be pieroed
by concentrated forces at a plac'e unknown beforehand. And
once this orust was broken Allied spe arheads might roem freely
through the' empty hinterland. It was easier indeed to s1 t
with Hitler, thinking'up new gadgets, than to ponder a strategic
answer to the problem. (Conversations of the writ ar with
seniOr offiCers of the Africa Corpe, Grande Ligne Internment
Camp, 1945).
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strength, reserve formations upgraded to full combat'status
and supplied with men and new equipment. On ball'''' e, however,
by the end of' March the Western garrison was weaker than it
had been in December. A f'ew good divisions had been replaced
by weaker onesj four divisions had to give up their assault
guns f'ar the East; in January Hitler orderad the transf'er of'
Fz Div H.G. from Italy to O.B.West, but the move was cancelled
because the Division could not be sparad from Italy; in .
February he ordered the transf'er of' 1 SS Fz Div "A.H." (17,000
strong) to O.B.West, but the move was cancelled because it
could not be spared f'rom Russia. And by the end of' March the
Eastern situation was so critical that the whole Second SS
Panzer Corps with the Ninth and Tenth SS Panzer Divisions had
to be sent East post-hasta. (lli2., pp 34-36)

51. Lack of troops was not the only reason for con-
cern, Work on the Atlantic Wall waS hampered by the chronic
laok of' oonoreta. On 8 Dec Rundstedt had reported require
ments of' 27 million cubio metres. But at best a mere 3.8
million oubio metres would be f'orthcoming (W.D. WFSt. 8 Dec
43). To make matters worse, in February and MSrch the trans
port Situation deteriorated gravely. Bombing damage to
freight yards and rights of' way could be repaired almost
without delay. But the vulnerable spot was looomotives.
These the enemy was mnting and destroying without cease.
Ior instanoe, from 1-10 Mar, the Western command lost 129
looomotives; 50 through air attaoks, and 79 through sabotage
by F~enoh resistance forces (Schramm, Developments, p. 11).
Artillery strength was more satiSf'aotory. Early in the year
20 complete batter ie s and 260 indi vidual guns (mostly
Russian) had been added. And the naval def'ences had been
augmented by two 21 em batteries and some of lesser calibre,
Only the Luf'twaf'f'e f'ailed to show any signs of' being
strengthened." (Ibid)

. -
52. During the latter part of' March "Foreign Armies
West" reoeived nnny reports that the Allies might abandon or
PJstpone inveslon. Judged to bo of deoeptive nature J the
reports were disregarded. The section waS now mainly interested
in the when and whera of' the invasion. Employment in England
of the highly re !l"rded General Fatton conformed with the
signif'icant Allied polioy of' replacing inexperienced of'f'icers'
by seasoned commanders with lnndinc experience (22 Mar). The
attack would probably be oarried out by two British armies and
the Firat and Ninth 1u:lcri can Armie s (20 Mar). What would be
the role of the Canadians?

"According to SChramm, ration strengths in the West on 1
Mar 44 were as f'ollows:

Army
SS and Folice
Volunteers (Fol'oigners and

Eastern troopa)
Alliea
Luftwaft'e
Navy

Armed Forces Total

806,927
85,230

61,439
13,631

337,140
96,084

1,400,451

Armed For oes
48,018.

Auxiliaries 145,611; Frisoners of' War

(~. p. 32)
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•.• The appointment of General Crerar, former
Can ad ian Chie f of Staff, and until now in Italy,
as Commander of the First Canadian Ar~ in England,
as well as an unconfirmed report about concentration
of the Canlldian forces in England (altogether five
infantry divisions and three armoured divisions)*
in the Wiltshire area, seem to indicate that the
highly-rated [hochbewerteten] Canedian formations
are to playa role in the forthcoming operations.
Whether they will operate independently or under
the cOllllJllnd of Army Croup Montgomery cannot be
foretold as yet (22 Mar).

(C.M.D.S. - H2/170 OKW, "Foreign
Armies West", Daily Sit Reps, March
1944, 20 and 22 Mar 44l{Photostat
981HC (wO) )

The extreme strlngenc y of ree'ant traffic and security measures
in England seemed to preclude any thoughts of pe rman en t en
forcement. Clearly, time was running short., (Ibid, 31 Mar)

'!!'i/O MONTHS OF CRACE (APRIL - MAY 1944)

Estimates of Anglo-Amer ican Intent ions

53. On 25 Mar JodI had noted in his diary: "Move
2 SS Pz Corps, to the East at maximum speed" (C.M.D.S. - .
OKW/1760, Jod:4:"D1ary Notes, Transl p. 21, 25 Mar 44)(Photo
stat 981HC(50JJ;~H> This meant an immediate and palpable
weakening of the West just when Allied invasion preparations
seemed to be virtually complcte and ~the assault by fresh and
superlatively equipped forces might be'unleashed at any
moment" (Schramm, OKW Theatres, P. 51). By 9 Apr "Foreign
Armies West" saw the situation as follows;

*This faulty picture of Canadian forces wnsbeing main
tained by Cerman Intelligence up to the time of invllsion.
Location and designation of Allied forces in the United King
dom were entered on WFSt'Sit Maps "France" for 28 May, and
"Lage West" for 6 Jun 44. On thsse maps Canadian divisions
were shown as tollows:

Definitely ident 1fied:

Tentatively identified:

Believed to be Caned ian
divisions:

"Location unknown but
believed to be in U.K.
or Northern Ireland":

2 and 3 Cda Inf Divs
4 Cdn Armd Div

6 and 7 Cdn Inf Divs

Two

l(?) Cdn Armd Div

(C.M.D.S. - WFSt/Ops, Sit Map France, 28 May 44 (Photostat
981HC(D26) and OKW Sit Map West, 6 Jun 44 (Photostat 981.004
(D2) ) ,

**At the t 1me it seemed 2 Pz Div would have to follow
2 SS Pz Corps, but the quick success of the Corps 'in the East
made this unnecessary. (Schramm, OKW Theatres, p. 49)
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With the weether situation now favo"" able,
too, the general picture is rounded off in tb.e
preViously reported s ens e of the launching of
a major attack being possible at any moment.
The timing of the attack is strongly innuenced
by politic al considerations, and despite count
less rumours pertinent concrete information has
not become available.

(Foreign Armies West, Sit Reps,
£E cit, 9 Apr 44)

A number of excerpts from the "Foreign Armies West" estimates
of the enell\V' situation in April and May 1944 appaar as
Appendix "F" to the present report.

54. Foreign Armies West however was not the top
level in the intricate and confused pattern of German
Intelligence. Clearly Hitler was receiving special infor
mation that was never reflee ted in Foreign Armies West re
ports. On the whole the failure of German Intelligence dur1~

the p:oe-invasion era was spectacular. German records show
that 1h e malt potent contributary factor was the brilliancy
of Allied deception and the thoroughness of Allied security.
But there seems to have been one noteworthy exception, one
signal triumph far the Gamons. What mde Hitler feel so
sure in the spring of 1944 that Normandy and Brittany were
the most 1hreatened sectors? Did intuition tell him that
attack would not come at the strongest point? Or was it
rather news from Cicero (para 40 above) or other secret
sources? He did not tell th a g€fl srals who were 80 sur e
that t he attack would come across the Channel narrows. The
surmise thst Cicero wns the original source of Hitler's
amphasis on Normandy is further nourished by a reference
to the time element in an incident al post-war comment by
Rundstedt:

••• When the reinfer cement of Fifteenth
Army had been accomplished on an adequate scale
and, through our intelligence services, the
possi bility of a landing in Normandy came to
the fore, (about the end of 1943 and the beginning
of 1944), we strove by every means -- as did
OKW -- also to strength~n the forces there.*
("A Stuiy in Command", op cit P. 65. fn 2, quoted
from O.C.M.H., F.S.B., MS B-6j3, von Rundstedt'.
Comme ntary to "A Study in Command")

*Touching briefly on a subject being dealt with further
below, it must be noted that Maj-Gen von Buttlar [Horst,
Freiherr Treusch von Buttlar-Brandenfels, Chief of Ar~ Oper
ations, Armed Forces Operations Starr, Jan 42 - Nov 44J was not
so sure of O.B.Westts enthusiasm for reinforcing Normandy:

The doubling or the forces in the Cotentin and
Normandy beginning at 1h e end of April is to be
attributed solely to the continual demands of Hitler,
and O.B.West did not fulfil these with enthusiasm
at the t 1me, as the [Zinmermenn] report would have
us believe, but only with much delay.

According to the War Diary of W7lt, O.B.West re
ported on 4 May that A.Gp B could not carry out
the ordered reinforcement of Normandy. At 1900

(Footnote continued on page 29)
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55. Late in April and early in May the FIlhrer in-
s!. Bted on the further Btrengthenin.'; of Seventh ~:

On 6 May O.B.West transmitt ad a meBBage frClll
Marshal Rommel regarding the Channel ooast. It
oontained further Buggestions for the strengthening
of the Cotentin peninsula and Brittany as demanded
by the FUhrer. O.B.West as well us VlFSt voioed Iilis
givings, but at 1900 hrs Chief WFSt told c. of S.
O.B.West on the telepmne that th e Cotentin was
to be the first target of the enemy .

(O.C.M.H., F.S.B.,. Sohramm, "The
West", 1 Apr 44 - 16 Deo 44,

[Prepared on besis of noteS from
original WFSt doc ument s] ,p. 13
(Photostat 981S0M(DI02))

As the eneny target the FUhrer saw the
Cotentin peninsula am Brittany with the ports
of Cherbourg and Brest ••• , (fbM, p. 12, oiting
WFSt, W.D., 7, 8 and 9 May 44

56.
feel that
was still

At the end of May O.B.West himself began to
Normandy might be the landing site. On 22 May he
noncommittal:

O.B.West appreoiates the situCltion as
follows: The focal point of the enany's oon
oentration for invasi on is in the Soutil and
Soutil east of England. The Isle of Wight area
(Portsmouth-Southampt on) is a fooal point of
preparations. The threatened main front is
still definitely the Channel front between the 
Schelde and Normandy j as well as the northern

(Footnote oontinued from pege 2S)

hrS 6 May 44, the Chief WFSt [JodI] pointed out to
the Chief of Staff O.B.Vlo.,t, by telephone, that the
Cotentin peninsula ~uuld be the first enamy objeotive,
and demended -- on Hitler's orders -- that the
following be used as reinforoements: 91 LL Div, 24'
Inf Div, and 6 Para Regt of 2 Para Div. O.B.West re
quested, on the oontrary, that 91 LL Div be transferred
to the Nantes area and not into the Cotentin, but this
request was refused and Hitler demmde d even more
foroes fOr Normandy. It was only on this further de
mand that O.B.West made available 10 Proj Regt and 100
Pz Repl Bn.

(Ibid, P. 66, fn, quoted from O.C.M.H., F.S.B., MS
B~l Maj-Gen von Buttler, O.D.West Command Relation
ships •

*Aooording to Lt-G'm Dr. 1'",," Speidel (C. of S. A Gp B
from 15 Apr - 1 Sep 44), Rommel a-t the time demanded that III
Flak Corps, scattered over the whole of central and northern
France, be concentrated end put under hi s command. Its four
regiments (24 up-to-date batteries) would have provided oon
siderable fire power for airoraft and tank defenoe between the
Orne and Vire rivers. GClring turned dom this request. 
(Speidel, Dr. Hans, Invasion 1944, Henry Regnery Co., Chioago,
1950, p. 23).
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part of Brittany, ·lnciuding Brest • ••• (G.M.D.S. 
H2/602, OKH, Mise Docs O.B.West, O.B.West Weekly
Sit Rep 22 May 44)(Photostat 981CW(D51)

But on 29 May he pointed guardedly to Normandy:

O.B.West appraises the situation as follows,
Systematic bombing, especially of all traffic in
stallations within the zone of O.B.West, by the
eneIltY' Air Force. oH demonstrates the enemy's in
tention -of destroying and disrupting the traffic
network, 8.nd thereby, troop movements and supplY
services [from the coast] to the far rear areas.
Successful attacks carri cd out recently on the
Seine bridges have considerably interfered with
the cross-river traffic, and t hereby cut off the"
Channel front north of the Seine from direct con
tact with the Seine estuary and Normandy. This
may indicate enemy designs on Normandy (formation
of a bridgehead).
(~, O.B.West Sit Rep 29 May)

57. The weekly estimates of A. Gp B in the latter
part of May were vague on the SUbject. The estimate of 5 .run
shows the Arrrq Group thinking in terms of an enemy thrust
north of the Seine:

Systematic prosecution and intensification
of enEIDY air attacks, cO!il:)1ned with increased
mining of our harbours with im!'roved mining equip
ment, point to a higher degree of preparedness
for the take-off on the part of the enemy. Con
centration of a r attacks on the coastal fortifi
cations bctv:oen ;>..nkirk and I:lcppo and the Seine
and Oise bri1ges confirms the previously assumed
focal point of the major landing, and the poesibil
ity of connunica~ions betp~ cut in flank and rear •••
(G.M.D.S. - 75145/5, Army Group B, Weekly Sit Reps,
20 Mey - early Oct 44, Sit Rep 5 Jun 44)(Photostat
981AGpB. (D3 ) )

58. The flay Vlnr Diary of the Naval Operations Starr
(Seekriegsleitung} merely co~firms Hitler's belief in the
imminence of ir.vasicn, "It vlould be impossible to throttle
the invasi on at this stage wit bout serious political reper
cussions" (10 May). ';'0 the nU!Ilber of divergent rumours from
more or less suspected sources was' added on 15 Maya formal
warning from more serious quartprs. The Japanese Embassy at
Lisbon advised that ~r.'rasio:1 prepa.L"ations were meant "in
earnest"; "politicaJ. presures made an early landing att empt
a necessity". (O.N.I.,- W.D. Seekriegsleitung, 1 - 31 May
44)(Photostat 981HCK:Dlj \

Strengthening of Western Forces

59. At the end of the first week of April it
was c1 ear that the Russian spring offensive had
pass ed it s peek and t hat from now on the abstructive
effects of the muddy Season \~uld become apparent.
On the Fruth and the Sereth, in the Carpathian fore
field. area and in Galicia there again existed a
cohesive German front ••••

(Schramm, The CKW Theatre, p. 59)
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The Germans Imde the rest use they could of the welcome breath
ing spell. Every day gained meant a stronser West, and much
wasIDcomplished during this time in every field of defence
preparations:

It was a great relief that the enemy did
not realize the extent to which strength in the
West had been reduced as a result of the with
drawal of 2 SS pz Corps, the assault gun detach
ments etc. As contrary to exp~ctatlonsJ he
did not begin invasion operations during the
next two months either, it was possible to re
place them 1n some measure, and above all to
place once more in readiness the minimum of"
battleworthy mobile formations that was con
sidered necessary. The most important step in
this field was the formation of three panzer .
divisions from three reserve panzer divisions,
as already ordered on 11 Mar; by the end of
April, 9, 11 and 116 pz Divs, which had been
fanned 1n the seme waY,were already nearly com
plete as regards personnel, and each could be
regarded as equal to half a panzer divi 81 on.
At about the sume time, 2 Pz Div, 21 Pz Div
and 12 SS pz Div were completely ready for
commitment and by reason of their number of
tanks could be considered particularly strong.
2 SS pz Div too had already more than 100 tanks.
In addi ti. on there was Pz Lehr Div, whose return
movement to the West only began at the beginning
of May, and 1 SS Pz Div, which had been·arriving
from the East since the middle of April, the
reorganization of which, however, was only now
beginning. Thus in the West,., from the middle
of May, four panzer divisions fully fit for
action could be counted on, besides another
four, of, for the time being, somewhat lower
fighting potential.

Furthermore, the increasing strength
accruing to the West from the creation of new
formations [inf and para divs] began to tip
the scales in ever increasing measure•.•••

(l1&£., P. 60)

60. . By the middle· of April, 12 SS Pz· Div (H. J.) had
been moved [from the training area at Beverloo, Belgium] to
Normandy, and was quartered in the seneral area Elbeuf ~

Evreux - Dreux·- Laigle - Argerttan (G.M.D.S. - 59364/11,
Fifteenth Army, Apps to W.D. 5, sit map 15 Apr 44)(Photostat
98lA15(D7)). The transport moverrent of 21 pz Div [to the
Caen area] was concluded on 6 May. On 16 May 91 LL Div was
complete in the area north-west of Carentan, and· pz Lehr Div
was oomplete in the triangle Le Mans - Chartres - Orleans.
(G.M.D.S. - H22/57, O.B.West, Daily Sit Reps 1 May - 30 Jun
44, Sit Reps 6 and 1.6 May) (Photostat 981CW(D29a OK'Il/WJ!Stl.
Sit Maps West, 28 May 44) (Photostat 98lHC(IfUi)).. A graph c
pioture of the composition of O.B. West fS forces, from
di visional level up, on 15 Apr and 15 May 44, appears in
Appendix "G" to the present rep ort. This Appendix consists
of the O.B.West portions of the OKW/WFSt Schematic Orders of
Battle of the German Army on 15 Apr, 15 May and 15 Jun 44
(G.M.D.S. - OKW/WFSt, Periodical Schematic Orders of Battle
of the German Army }(Photostats of complete documents:
981.045(Dl))
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61. An addi ti on to the command structure in the West
was authorized by WFSt on 26 Apr and became effective on 12
May, when Armeesruppe G, under O.B.West, assumed command over
the First Army (Bay of Biscay and Pyrenees ~d t he Nineteenth
Army (French Mediterranean Coast) (O.B.West, Daily Sit Reps,
£.1! ill, Sit Rep 13 May 44). Schramm writes in this connection:

In order that he might be abl e to concentrate
on his tasks as C.-in-C. West, O.B.West proposed
that the First and Nineteenth Armies should also
be controlled by an Army Group [Headquarters].
(Notebook 22, 24 end 25 Apr). On 26 Apr the order
was given to form Army Group G* ••• The determining
factor was that, in ·the event of an attack against
the South of Franc e, [Headquart.e",,] 1.:rmy Group B would bo
committed in "ha··.; region; then, if there should be a
subsequent lmlding in the North, O.B.West .himself
would have to lead the Armies committed in that area
(Notebook 28 Apr). Sinee initially it was not
possible to provide an establishment as laid down in
the table s of ClI."ganization, on 3 Mayan order'was
issued for only an Armeegruppe** to be formed.
{Col Gen Blaskowitz was appointed C.-in-C.; he assumed
command on 12 May 1200 hrs'

(Schramm, "The West~ p. 7)

Cordon Defence preferred to Mobile Defence

62. It would be hard to tell whether Rommel actually
believed himself capable of saving the West. In any case he
strove hard to gain full co~trol over the anti-invasion forces.
If he failed to escape from the irksome formal subordination
to O.B.West, he succeeded Ultimately at least in persuading
Hitler to prefer his way of dealing with the prospective in
vas! on. In the absenc e of original document etlen, and with
ample coverage of the subject in post-war writings Schramm's
contemporary work may be cited as the most authentic infer
mation on hand:

Following t he represent ations JW.d e by Field
Marshal Rommel at the FUhrer's headquarters on
20 Mar, the FUhrer approved the Marshal's suggestion
of gro.ntill6 him greater influence on the mobile
formations (O.B.West Reserve) and to place First and
Nineteenth Armies under A Gp B as far as work on
coastal defences was concermd. He was given author~

tty to examine their meaSures, make suggestions for
changes and assign tasks. Thus the position of A Gp
B in the O.B.West set-up became stronger than
originally intended • ••• O.B.West saw in all this such
a narrowing dOWl of his own authority that he expressed
the· opinion his own employmoo t was no longer called·
for. It Was possible·to straighten out these diffi
culties • ••• (Schramm, Development, p. 40)

One of the difficulties was the lack of Ii
clear delimitation of Marshal Rommel's powers.

*A translation of t he order appears in "FUhrer Direct
ives", Vol II, p. 132.

**The German equivalEnt for Arrry Group is "Heeresgruppe".
An "Armeegruppe" is smaller than an anny. Still smaller is an
"Armeeabt,ilung", which is a reinforced Corps.
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In the FUhrer Order of 31 Dec 43 he had been
placed under the command of O.B.West, end on
12 Jan O.B.West had defined the tasks of A
Gp B. Marshal Rommel then urged a widening of
his powers and, in the niddle of March, at Bad
Klessheim, asked Hitler to place ~he armoured
forma tions, motorized troops am a.H. Q,. artil
lery elsnsnts under his co~and even then, so
that all preparations for defence could be made.
In t;1ddition he asked for influence on First and
Nineteenth Armies. After discussion with O.B.
West the powers of A Gp B were re-defined, but
Marshal ROmmel was not yet satisfied. As O.B.
West declined to make further concessions it be
came necessary to obtain a decision from the
highest level, particularly With regard to the
mobile formations •••. The FUhrer decided for
D.B.Wast's point of view. The armoured groups
and the two Armies were not placed under the
command of A Gp B, but it remained possible for
Marshal Rommel to exert influence on them within
the framework of their tasks. This was bound to
lead to conflioting orders.

(Schranm, nThe West n, p. 8)

63. From all this wrangling for superiority in
the West Rommel energed, however, with full freedom of
action as far as A Gp B was concerned. General von Buttlar
(para 54f above) writ es that Rundstedt should not have
agreed to such a ttrubber order", rot that after lengthy
telephone conversations with OKW, he compromised in the
belief that an elevation of Rommel to the position of O.B.
West "would mean disast8r in the West. Not knowing Rommel
well, he believed also that the junior command~ would defer
to the wishes of the more experienced senior. (O.C.M.H.,
F.S.B'

j
MS T-l21, O.B.West History, 2000 page symposium,

P. 813 (Exoerpt photostat 981S0M(Dl13))

64. According to Buttlar, in the early part of
the year Hitler was in agreement with the views of O.B.West
and t he Chief of the WFSt regarding the methods to be em
ployed in coping with attempted invasion. After his in
spection trip to the West in January, JodI reported to
Hitler:

••. I therefore concur with the plans
of O.B.West, who -- while proceeding with the
construction work on the coast with all avail
able means -- intend s to place the panzer
divisions which he has at his disposal, as well
as a number of fully mobile infantry di visi ons,
in groups as O.B.West reserve behind the most
threatened sectors, in such a way that they can
intervene without any delay in the battle for
the cae. st, and, by counter-attacking, throw any
enenw troops which may have landed back into
the sea.

Furthermore, I oonour with the plans of
O.B.West to prepare for the movement, according
to [predetermined) time-tables, of as many
coastal defence divisions as possible __ with
the exception of the fortress troops -_ to the
frontal sectors under attack.
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In the event of an cneey landinB, and accepting
ell attached risks, at first everything must be
committed at one place and the situation fully
cleaned up at that place. Should the enemy subse
quently land elsewhere, operations must then be
concentrated at that place.

The prerequisite for this is that the Air
Force be in a position to give adequate aii pro
tection (which it said it eO\lld do; and which
General .odl at tho tine oelieved possible)l

Results: Hitler agreed on the Whole wi th these
Ideas expressed by General .odl•••• O.B.West's
basic idea of, in the event of en enemy lending,
committing everything that could be made avail
able against the first enemy troops to set foot
on shore -- whila drast1cally denUding the other
sections of the coast -- received approval. But
durin the s rin -- lar el due to Field MarSiiiil

ammal S Df uanos -- tIer B at Ild e un er-
went a. change :!'rom that expressed after the report
on the irun~ctlon tour.

(~, pp 808-810)

65. Field Marshal von Rundstedt believed that the
enemy navel and aerial supremacy and the anemy teohnioU
and material resources would make the first attempt to get
ashore a success (A Study in Command, p. 39). Subsequent
acts of the drama would be a matter of mobile operations.
Rommel's, point of view was reflected in .odl's diary: "Rommel
says mobile o.l"'rat ions with penzer formations are !l. thing
ct: the pest" (.odl, Diary Notes, p. 26, 13 Apr 44).
Rundstedt could only hope that, as long as n'othing irrevocable
had happened, unforeseen development s might offer' opportun
ities fo r bold st rategieal or political decls ions. Rommel
on the other hand pressed ceaselessly for linear tactical
dispositions and gambled all on the one card of making landing
physically impossible. Under existing circumstances this
was unrealistic troll every point of view.

The Atlant i c Wall

66. During April and May woIl< on the ,f.tlantic Wall
and related projects suffered greatly from transportation
difficulties arising from Allied air attacks. According to
Schramm, at the beginning of May there developed a backlog
of 1,600 train-runs, and 18,000 men of Organization Todt had
to be withdrawn from the Wall for work on damaged railroad
lines .. Lack of conI and concrete prevented the completion
of half-finished defence installations. From a mere 277
locomotive casualties in February, totals had steadily risen
to the prohibitive number of 500 ;tn the peri od 20-28 May
alone. (SChramm, "The West", pp 20-21)

67. In face of ell this Marshal Rommel woIl<ed un
ceasingly on the improvement of th e coastal defenc es. Con
temporary doouments show that erg ioearing author1 t1 as were
conSUlted, inventors encouraged, ond new devices teSted and
in~talled as quickly as possible (G.M.D.S. -'H21/52.2, H21/
52.3 and H21/55, A Gp B, Gen of Engrs 111es). The Army Group
demanded 8000 tons of explosives per month for foreshore
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mines alone. One hundred tons was all that was received
(ibid. letter to OKH, 23 Apr 44)(Photostat 981AGpB(D4)).
oii"lj Jan Rommel had asked for the delivery of two million
mines per month (JodI, Diary Notes, p. 8, 13 Jan 44). This
was 1l:lpossible. But his demmds kept growing: "A Gp B's
request for the delivery of at least ten million mines per
month could not be even remotely complied with" (A StUdy in
Command, P. 53). The measures of the Army Group for 1l:l
p.-oving the defences have been described in "A Study in
Commend". The full text of the passage appears as Appendix
"R" to the present report. Briefly stated it shows that, in
addition,to the step-up in t~e mine-laying progrncme, a
number of partially mined tree-trunk palisades wsre 1nstalled
on the foreshore. fields of obstacles created inland to inter
dict enemy landings from the air, and large areas flooded or
soaked in order to economize fOrces. Rammel's ideas received
very ready approval from Hitler, whereas Rundstedt regarded
them as being of secondary importance. In his opinion Uhe
emmy would make short shrift of such expedients.

68. By the end of May Hitler felt that the advantages
to be gained from destroying certain harbours outweighed the
dis advent ages:

27 May On the cecasi on of the presence of C.-in-C.
Navy at the FtUlrer's Headquarters, the
Fnhrer ordered that those harbours in the
zone of O.B.West not essential to our naval
operations or shipping be destroyed, dis
mantled or blocked. In this connection Naval
Operations Staff issues a directive naming
as criterion for the selection of harbours
to be destroyed the que stion of whether they
are essential for our own use or whether they
can be dispensed.with without detrimmt to
the military situati on. Naval Group West is
directed to closely re-examine in this light'
their report on the harbours to be destroyed.
In view of the ever closer approaching in
vasion, accelerated execution of this task
is required. (W.D. Seekriegsleitung, 27 May
44, p. 475)

The magnitude of the part to be played by artificial harbours
in the forthcoming Allied operations was not realized by the
GertImls:

The existem e of transportable harbour in
stallations was already known from the Allied
landings in the Mediterranean, apart from being
reported by agents. Air reconnaissance too had
in isolated cases -- confirmed the assembling of
such installations on the south coast of England.
However, the records on hand did not reveal that
these installations were available on a",thing like
the actual scale; nor yet that they would compen
sate f'ar the lack of an adequate harbour for as long
as they actually did during the invasion.
(O.C.M.H., F.S.B., MS B-675, Staubwasser, Col,
Enemy Situation before Invasion, as seen by A Gp B,
p. 17)(Photostat 981S0M(D1l6)).
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SITUATIoo 00 TIlE EVE OF INVASION

Chain of Command, Order of Battle,
Dispositi ons and COl!lJW.nders

69. The artfully contrived chaos of cOlllIlRnd author-
ity at the highest levels enabled Hitler to cling to power a
little longer but at the same time caus ed the Gennan effort
to collapse more quickly. rhere was neither a Combined Axis
Planning Staff nor a German Joint Planning Staff. The
different components of the industrial, political and mil
itary command apparatus had been isolated from each other,
and set one against the other. Within theatres dualism of
command sapped vigour and initiative. The sole common
denominator was Hitler's will. Like physicians learning more
from the diseased than from the healthy, students of high
commnnd problems will f,or long be delVing into the lessons
to be learhed from Hitler's unique patterns of command. For
the presant report it must suffice to say that the West was
an QKW-theatre, and that O.B.West was directly responsible to
Hitler. O.B.West was a Commander-in-Chief only in n!ll1e. He
was hbbbled by limitations of authority am by encroachments
on his rights by lesser men. His influen~e on the forces· on
the sea and in the air was limited to applications for co
operation. His influence on the well manned am well equipped
5.5. fbrmations was confined to operations and supply. His
operational plans were frustrated from above by Hitler, from
below by Rommel, He had become a cynical and weary man.

70. A graphic presentation of the cOIlllland channele
in the West at the beginning of the invasion has been supplisd
by Lt-Gen Zimmermann in "A Study in Command". A reproduction
of the chart appears as Appendix ~J" to the present report.

71. Below~ Group level the chain of command
conformed with accepted military practice; it nay be followed
on the Ordars of Battle in Appandi x "G" to the present report.
An authentic record of the Gennan dispositions in the West
on 6 Jun is available in the fbrm of the Army High Command
situation map "West" for that day." (G.M.D.S. - 0Kll, Sit Mapa
West, Sit Map 6 Jun 44). (Photostat 981.004(D2). All
divi sions shOHn on that German map appear on the "Enemy Order
of Battle in the West on 6 Jun 44" in the Volume: "Normandy
to the Baltic".** All German headquarters and formations shown
on the Gennan Order of Battle for 15 Jun (Appx "G" to present
report) nay be located on the High Command situation map for
6 J\m.***

*This map shows also the presumed disposit1om of the Allied
farces in the United Kingdom just prior to the launching of
the crOSS-Channel attack. -

""Field Marslial The Viscount Montgomery of AlaIilein Norman
dy to the Baltic, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1948.

***On Field Marshal- Montgomery's chart 19 GAF D1V is shown 
in the Soheldt_estuary. On the German Army High Command situa
tion map it is shown as leaVing the area. Actually the fonn
ation had been in trans it 'to O.B.Southwest since 0001 hrs, 4
Jun. (G.M.D.S. - 59364/1 -Fifteenth Army, W.D. Jun 44, 3 & 4
Jun)(Pho1Dstat 981Al5 (Dll). On the O.B.West Order of Battle for
15 Jun (as of 12 Jun) [see Appx "G" to present report] , the
fbrmation is not shown in the area of O.B. West.
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72, The 58 or 59 German formations then in the West
were of many types and grades of quality. It would be diffi
cult to estimate the collective fighting value of divisions
ranging from a 12 SS Fz Div "H.J." with 20,516 men and 150
tanks on 1 Jun 44 (G.M.D.S. - Hi6/52, OKH, Insp Gen of Pz Tps,
Condition Reports of SS pz Divs)(Photostat 981HC(51)), to
sorry Iota which had returned from Russia "composed of one
division commander, one medical officsr and six cooks". (Hist
Sec C.M.H.~., Special Interrogation Report Field Marshal von
Rundstedt, 1 Feb 45; JodI, Diary Notes, 10 May 44)

73.
follows:

The armoured divisions were distributed as

Ninetesnth Army

.
Fifteenth Army

Seventh

First

1 SS Pz (OKW Reserve)
2Pz

116 Pz

2ra
12 SS Pz {OKW Reservsl
Pz Lehr (OKW Reserve

11 Pz (under rehabilitation)

2 SS Pz
9 Pz (under rehabilitation)*

(A StUdy in Command, 2l< cit)

74. For
German commanders
supplied below:**

purposes of
in the West

·:H....

reference a limited list of
at t hs time of the invasi on is

O.B.West and Army Group p

C.-1n-C.

C. of S.

Field Marshal Gerd von Rundstedt
(8 Mar 42 - 2 Jul 44T(4 Sep 44 - 9 Mar 45)

Gen Inf Guenther Blumsntritt
(24 Ssp 42 - 10 Sep 44)

*II SS Pz Corps (9 and 10'SS Pz Divs)(para 50 abova), at
the time was still in the East. Orders for the immediate re
turn to the West were given by OKH on 12 JUn 44 (G;M.D.S, 
63181/1, Fifth Panzer Army, W.D. 10 Jun - 8 Aug 44, 12 JUn)
(Photostat 98lPA5{Dl»

**G.S.C.: General Staff Corps
First names and dates supplied where known.

"""'During the campaign the turnover in German key personnel
was very rapid. That an officer held a rank or appointment on
6 JUn cannot be taken as an indication that he held it for any
length of time. As far as they are known,' changes of particular
interest are mentioned in later paragraphs.
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Col G.S.C. Bodo Zimmermann
(26 COt 40 - 11 Day 45)
Lt Col G.S.C. Meyer-Detring

Lt Gen Heinrich Meyer-Buerdorf

Col Rose

Lt Gmdr Koenig

Major von Schaper

Gen of Pz Tps West: Gen Pz Tps
Leo Freiherr Gerr von Schweppenburg

Army.Group B

C.-in-C;
C. of S.
1 Ops
lInt

Gen Arty
Gen Engrs

Naval Liaison

Armeegruppe G

C.-in-C.
C. of S.

Armies

Fifteenth Army

Gmdr

C. of S.
1 Ops

Seventh Army

Gmdr

c. of S.

Field Marshal Erwin Rommel
Lt Gen Dr. Hans Speidel
Col G.S.C. Hans Georg von Tempelhoff
Lt Col G.S.C. Anton StaubWasser

Col Gen Lattmann
Lt Gen Meise

Vice-Admiral Ruge

Col Gen Johannes Blaskowitz
Maj Gen Heinz von Gyldenteldt

Col Gen Hans von Salmuth
(15 Aug 43 - 23 AUg 44)
Lt Gen Rudolf Hotfmann
Col G.S.C. Metzke

Col Gen Friedrich Dallmann (till 28
Jun441

Lt Gen Max .".e.msel (till 30 Jul 44)



First Arn!y

Cmdr

Nineteenth Anny

Gmdr

Corps Commanders

47 Fz Corps

81 Corps
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Gen lnt Kurt von der Chevallerie
(2 Jun 44 - 6 Sep 44)

Gen Int"Georg von Sodenstern
(1 Jan - 29 Jun 44)

Gen Fz Tps Hans Freiherr von Funok
(1 Mar 44 - 5 Sep 44)

Gen Fz Tps Adolph Friedrich Kuntzen
(till 20 Sep 44)

•

SS Obergruppentuehrer und Gene ral
der Watten SS Joseph Dietrich (Sepp)

84 Corps

I SS Fz Corps

Gen Arty Marcks

II SS Fz Corps

Divisions

716 lnt Cmdr
Ops

12 SS PZ Cmdr

2Fz

9Fz

11 Fz

•
SS Obargruppenfuehrer und General
dar Warten SS Paul Hausser (till 29

Jun)

Lt Gen Wilhelm Riohter
Col Bachus

SS Standartent'tlehrer Frit z Witt
(till 13 Jun) ---
SS Standartentuehrer Kurt Meyer
(from 1) Jun 1

Gen Fz Tps Heinrioh Freiherr von
Luettwitz

Maj Gen Erwin Jolasse (22 Jul 43 
6 Sep 44)

Lt Gen Wend von Wietersheim (1 Sep
43 - 10 Apr 45)

21 Fz Lt Gen
25 Jan

Ed~ar Feuchtinger (1
45)

Jun 43 -

116 Fz Gen Fz
(1 May

Tps Gerhard TG~r~a~t_v~o~n~S~c~h~w~e~r~i~n
44 - 20 Sep 44)

Fz Lehr

Naval Group West

.Qmdr
c. ot s.

Lt Gen hit z Bayerlein (10 Jan 44 
20 Jan 45)

Admiral Krancke
Rear Admiral K. Hottmann

Third Air Fleet (Parisi

Gmdr
C. ot S.

Field Marshal Albert Sperrle
Lt Gen (G.A.F.) Karl teller



Military Governors

Netherlands
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Gen (G.A.F.) Karl Christiansen

Belgium and Northern France

Franoe
Gan Inf Alexander von Falkenhausen

Gen Inr Karl Heinrich von Stulpnagel

The Intelligence Pictur e (1 - 5 Jun '-

75. From the Intelligenc e point of view the first
days of June were much like all the previous ones. Invasion
was possible at enT time, but it had been so for months.
And in the flood "r rumours and reports from agants and
from diplomatic sources J some positi va indications were not
appreciated fully and thus failed to produce appropriate re
actlons.* **
76. On 1 Jun, in his report to WFSt, the officer
responsi ble for the total appreciation of the enElIlY situation
in the Western theatre contemplated the subject of invasion
with marJred detachment and complacenoy:

The controversial questions of this war of
coalition -- whether and when the deoision-seeking
operations against Central Europe by the Western
powers will be undertaken, and haw to tackle the
conoomitant postwar problems-- appear to remain
unsolved, both thos e between Great Brit ain and
the Soviet Union, and Great Britain and the U.S.A• •••

No unified policy Seems to have emerged from
the recent Empire Conferenoe, either regarding "
Commonwealth policy towards its ally, the U.S.A.,
or towards its J6rtner in the 20 year agreement,.

to
on

Hence the politic al climate doe s
be favourable as yet for EIIlbarking
decis ion-seeking J:laj or operations.

not apISar
immedia tell'

.;;.**....
*According to the War Diary of the Naval Operations Staff,

on 2 Jun the Abwehrbericht (Daily top level Intelligence Summary)
was issued far the first time by the Reichssicherheitshauptamt
(Central Office for National Security)(o.N.I'

j
W.D. Seekriegs_

leitung, Jun 44, 2 Jun)(Photostat 981HCN(D2)
*'*Tbe Abwehr was reorganized on 1 Jun 44, and was transforMed

into a military om ce under SS leadership. Direction of
espionage" came into t he hands of party fanatics who were
dilettantes in this fiald. (G.M.D.S. Production: "German Oper
ational Intelligence", p. 134 (981.02)(05)

*"*In aocordance with established practice the report was
accompanied by a rich accumulation of supporting evidence trom
agents, foreign military attaches and "special diplomatic
sources". In addition to offering a glimpse behind the SCeneS
of international intrigue, this material constitutes'a record
of the effectiveness of Allied measures of deoeption.
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(G.M.D.S. - 0'&11/226, Infonnation from Abroad,
Enemy Situation Reports, Report No. 34, 1 Jun
44)(Report and Supporting Evidence: Photostat
and Transle tion 98lHC (D53)

77. In the eyes of the military intelligence section
"Foreign Armies West", the days from 1 - 4 Jun brought forth
nothing to change the previous estimates of the situation.
In the "Brief Estimate of the Enemy Situation West", attached
for a limited circle of readers to the EnEmy Situation Report
No. 1287, of 5 Jun, the following was said:

The enemy command is continuing its en
deavours to conceal its invasion plans by all
means of the war of nerves, Dissemination of
items pointing to a postponeJ:lent of the invasion
due to political differences altemates with
announcements of imminent attack. - The pre
sumable objective of these machinations 1s a
gradual blunting of German vibilancc in order
to create the conditions required for a surprise
success.

Against this must be stressed as the only
concrete, but decisive fact, the state of pre
paredness for the take-off of about 60 enemy
major formations in the South of England; of
about ten in the central zone of England, and
from five to six in Scotland. There is as yet
no evideme that embarkation has begun, though
considerable concentrations of shipping have
been noted.

Movements along the lower Thames indicate
that fomations (among them the Ninth Armoured
Division) are being moved towards the large
harbours in that area, which will be used, per
haps. to relieve the harbours on a1 thar side of'
Dover which lie within the range of Gennan gun
fire,

From the U.S.A. comes another hint that
the next convoys of troops may be destined for
a continental port.

(Foreign Annies West, Deily Sit
Reps, 1-5 Jun 44)

78. The last weekly situation report to be issue.d by
O.B. West before the Allies struck was d1 spstched on 5 Jun. In
the portion reserved for his usual carefUlly worded synopsis,
O.B.West expressed the opinion that the invasion was not yet
imminent:

O.B.West appraises the situation as follows:

The systematic continuanc e am noticeable in
tensific ation of tile enEmy air attacks in ,icate the
progress IIBde in his preparations for the take-off.
The centre of graVity between the ScheIdt and Norman
dy is still the most probable fooal point for the
attack. The possibility of extension up to the North
of Brittany, inclUding Brest, is not excluded. Where
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within thi s entire sector the enemy will attempt
a lending is still obscure. Concentration of
the enemy o.1r effort on the coastal fortifications
between Dunkirk and Dieppe, and on the Seine-Oise
bridges, in conjunction with the paralysing of the
southern flank from Rouen to and including Paris,
might be indicative of the foc al point of an in
tended enemy major lendi ng. Elimination of traffic
across the Seine would have an identical effect on
troop moveJOOnts in the event of a possible attack
on the western pert of the Seine estuary, Nonnmdy
and the northern coast of Britteny. As yet there
is no immediate prospect of the "invasion". Even
though there has been some increase in losses ot
equipment end personnel, it remains still very small
in proportion to the effort made by the enemy.*

(O.B.West, Mise Docs 1944, !U: cit,
Weekly Sit Rep 5 Jun 44) -

79. The German naval comnander most directly con-
cerned with the invasion was Admiral Krancke, Cmdr Naval
Group West. In his "Review of the Developments in April" he
had advaro ed the opinion that the attack would come between
the ports of Boulogne an:! Cherbourg, quite possibly in the
Cotentin (O.N.I.-Naval Group West, W.D. 16-30 Apr 44, Review
of the Developmente in April).-But on 4 Jun, just when
weather condl tlons were causing General Eisenhower to post
pone the assault from 5 to 6 Jun, Admiral Krancke thoUBht the
Allies might be bluffing: *.....

To sum up, I appreciate the invasion situation
as follows:

Without having fixed en exact date for the in
vasion, sine e the beginning of April the enemy has
pro coeded wit h hi s invest on measures acccrding to
schedule. In so doing, his aim has beEn to contain
our forces in the North of France, and, at the same
time, if we, under enenv prcssbre 1n the East end 1n
Italy, should withdraw appreciable forces from these

*Despite frequent air attacks, up to 4 JUn only 2.7%" of
all guns on the Channel coast had been put out of action.
(W.D. Seekriegsleitung, 2£ cit, 4 Jun, Report by the Admiral
of the Channel Coast) ---

-Reproduction tbrthcoming at early date.

***When Fifteenth Arnv issued the first invasion alert at
2300 hrs 5 Jun, Naval Group West felt the need of recording
in the war diary that the invasion would hardly be announced
beforeh!l!ld in signals to the resistance forces, that nothing
had happened after similar occurrerc es in the pest, end that
the Chief Intelligence om cer of O.B.West apprecia ted the
situation in the sense that invasion at this time was not
l"rticularly probable. (O.N.I. Naval Group West. W.D. 1~7
Jun 44, P. 6228, night 5/6 Jun 44)(Photostat 98lNGpW(D2).
[Note: The sUbject is dealt with at greater lensth in section
"Invasi on Alert", Part II of the present report. J
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regions, to have suitable conditions for beginning
operations h1.mself at any time. Since we have
made no move, he sees neither compelling strategical
reasons for invasion at the present stage of the
war, nor a prospective victory in keeping with his
efforts to avoid risk. Thus his measures are a well
calculated mixture of bluff and preparations for
invasi on at a later date. He will continue this
strategy systematically, and only seek a decis ion when
he thinks that we have become so weak in Northern
France, as a result of the In"6ssure on the other two

. fronts, that invasion can be embarked upon without
any undue ~isk. Meanwhile, he steadily continues
his softening-up tactics from the air.

This apprecis tion is, of course, fraught with
unknown factors. They are the compelling reasons
for our remaining pre pared for possible surprises
and tor conti nued execution of required measures
at top speed•..•

(Marinegruppenkommando West, Review· of the Develop
ments in May, p. 3, Appx to W.D. 16-31 May·44, O.N.I.
Duplicate of Britis h Admiralty Property No. 3 PG
37579 N.I.D. )(Photostat 98lNGpW (D6))

80.
in the

As usual the most realistic picmre was recorded
War Diary of the Naval Operations Staff:

3 Jun According to word from the Reichssicherheits-
hauptamt, 28 advanc e alert messages from Radio
London to groups of agent s have been intercepted
on 1 Jun. Clearly they are orders to make ready for
immediate action, Orders to proceed are to be
expected for t he time being by 15 Jun at the
latest.

A long established channel fer giving orders
has thus been used for the first time. Commence
ment of invasi on by 15 Jun at the latest must
therefore be reckoned with. It is, however, not
impossible that it [the signal traffic] is being
carried out for training purpos es.

(W.D. Seekriegsleitun&, 3 Jun, p. 46)

4 Jun The Foreign Press shows an increase in the
number of indications for the imminent invasion
of Europe••••

(Ibid, 4 Jun, p. 59)

81. But the Allies had played their cards well,
and the Germans were not in a state of acute alarm. 'The
Naval situation conference of 5 Jun was mainly"devoted to a
discussion of the oil shortage (ibid, 5 Jun, p. 59).
Apparently the sole highly plaoe'Ci ~erson to show
concern was the senior Gestapo official at Peris. On 3 Jun
he made strong efforts to convince the hierarchy that invasion
was a matter of hours, not days or months. He was amazed and
distressed when his information was called "fantastic" by the
mllitary.*

*Pending the ex]ected receipt of additional eVidence,
reference is rrade to a depositioll!.retained. in this connection
by Hist Sec (G.S.), (H.S. 021.021, Secret)
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82. On 2 JUn Grand Admiral Karl DBnitz left his
headquarters nnd went on leave (W.D. Seekriegsleitung, 2 Jun,
p. 23). On 5 Jun Field Marohal Rommel left by car for his
home at Herrlingen, near Ulm. It was his intention to report
to the FUhrer at Berchtesgaden on 6 Jun (Speidel, Invasion

.1944, p. 77). 5 Junwas a quiet day. (Ibid)

83. During the night 5/6 JUn invasion became a
fact. Hitler was wont to wor k late; according to standing
orders his rest was not to be disturbed. At the midday con
ference on 6 Jun he received first word of the invasion.
The events from the invasion alert to the conclusion of the
battle of Normandy are being dealt with in Part II of the
present report.

84. This report has been prepared by Capt. A.G.
Steiger, Historic al Section (G.S.).

J:\. • ;\. ) A-Ve /. o-rJ'.
for (C.P. Stacey) Colonel

Direotor
His tori cal Section (G.S.)
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APPENDIX flAil
to H.S.Report No. 40



O.-in-O. Fifteenth Armoc
Ops No. 0176/43 Top Seoret

Dear JodI!

Army H.Q.
26 Oot 43

2 oopieS
COPy No.2

necessary:
can oonduct
suooess.

Attaohed I am sending you direot a report
from the Army to O.B. Went. Its arrangement was prescribed
by O.B.Wost.

The details of the first sections will
intereat you little. For you, the summaries from page 28
on have special signifioance, although you can see from
the particulars of the individual sections' the t person
nel and materiel are not amounting to much.

Again I draw particular attention to the
following points, Which, though treating in particular
of spacial fields, are of a decisive nature:

1) The landing will sucoeed at its point
of main effort.

2) It follows from 1) that the decisive
battle will be fought in the interior.

To meet this situation the following are
Foroes adequate in size and quality, which
the great oounter-attaok with prospects of

The foroes now available are adequate
neither in size nor in quaIIty. The "draining away"
process must cease. In oontrast to the past, an elite
army must oome into being. Both leaders and led must
be equal to the tasks required of thEln. In t!ie""case
of the latter, this 1s ensured in but few cases, There
fore the West must not be made a dumping gr6und; the .
West must recei~e especiallY good treatment.

If' at OKYI the view is held that here
sooner or later the decisive battle will be fought,
then the resultant oonclusions must be drawn by those
at high levels. There must be no "ostrich-like"
policy; otherwise there may be a very unpleasant
awakeningl No enemy invasion will be shattered at
the Atlantic Wall! n

3) Explanations of sections 0 and D
from page 31 of the report:

la) The primsdOnna-like behaviour of the Navy is in
SUfferable. The chai n of command now effective
far sea and land bombardment 1s "worthy of an
idiot". This is an expression whioh I have uSed
frankly to the General of Artillery, O.B.West.
The joke of the matter is that it is really
realized in all quarters. But no one has the
oourage to pull the cart out of the mud.
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If an airborne division ehould drop from the
sky at Antwerp -- then Antwerp is lost!

If it is desired to give definite strength and
depth to the defence of the Atlantic Wall,
triangular divis ions ere unquestionably required.
And these divisions must be equipped with heavy
weapons, to enable them to oope with the ultra
modern equipment of the enemy approximately on
equal terms. All the 11ttle anti-tank guns and
baby cannon will not put enemy tanks end lending
craft out of action.

It is a foregone conclusion. The withdrawal of
the reserve diviSions from the front -- looked at
as a whole -- weakens O.B.West's defensive
potential and.st~ing power insupportably. And
with just whet is one supposed to strike in the
decisive battle?

If you could see the ene~ Air Force exercising
over our zone, you would make the"same demands
probably considerably higher ones.

The Atlantic Wall is no wall!! Rather is it
like a thin, in many places fragila, length of
cord, which has a few small knots at isolated
points, such as Dieppe end Dunkirk. The strength
ening of .this length of cord was no doubt well
under way during the pest spring and summer.
Since August the effort has been getting steadily .
weaker. This retrograde development is continuing.
Any considerable strengthening in fortress-like
construction will not teke place until spring.
For this materiel and labour are lacking. When
I visit the position, I inveriably receive the
report: n..• Workers have been transferred to
a.T. construction work for the Air Force, --"
usually, of course, t'on the P'Bhrer's orders".
Helll Are we soldlers of the Army just dirt??
We are supposed to stand J up to the last man J

up to the lest cartridge. lJld we do it. Then
they should treat us accordinglyl In my 0Binion,
there is enough potantial labour here in t e
country~ The people are loafing about in the
streets. But the military area commander does
not dare to soize these French and Belgian
gentlemen!l What does it profit us that the
French and the Belgians ere handled with gloves
on, while our soldiers must suffer in their
midst in the decisive fighting against the
Anglo-Americans, whom these pampered citizens
will gladly join whenever possible?? It would
be better if the French and the Belgians cursed
us roundly and with full justification; in thet
case they would at least have contributed to our
defence potential. With what are we supposed to
construct Position II, ordered by D.B.West as a
result of our repeat ed d anands? With our babes
in arms, who must first be turned into soldiers???
These can and should form only the skeleton ot
the labour force.
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Conclusion: The military area commanders
must be forced to pass a law, whereby Belgians and French
would be forced to contribute their construction firmA,
oomplete with machinery and labour, to the war effort.
The countries hide behind the pretext that these building
projects "serve enemy ends. and that they are therefore
punishable by death according to the law of the land";
furthermore that the ro'GUe Convention forbids compulsion
to e erve. I hold the vi ew that in these countries too
there is still war, in which we are so far the victors.

Another point:

According to the plan provided for the
distribution of concrete in the West, the following
percentages are allotted to the various bronches of the
Armed Forces and to spacial construction:

Atlont ic Wall 24% (including construction
for Navy and Air Force
within the Atlantic
Wall)

Operational
Purposes of
Navy

the
28%

Operat ional
Purposes of the
hir Force 36%

Special
Construe tion 12%

In the distribution of concrete, sufficient
attention does not appear to have been given to the fact
that the Atlantic Wall represents above all the pre
requisite for the safeguarding and therewith the effect 
iveness of the operational conduct of the air and sea
war.

In addition it appears that both i~r Force
and Navy are making efforts, unfortunately successful
efforts, to classify all operational construction Which
by chance or for reasons of location lies within the
coastal zone, and therefore wi thin that of the Atlantic
Wall (for example, orientation equipment, long-range
search installations, etc), as falltn~ under the
Atlantic Wall allotmmt. Thus nat. rally, the soup, which
is already too thin, is watered dowll still more.

The Air Force could not or would not under
stand even drastic hints not to saw off the thin branch
on which we con all just find a seat.

These ore all things which one only dis
covers little by little. One is for too trusting. I
had thought that after three years I ° activity on the coast
all that would at least be in order. I put the ques
tion: How, in view of this distribution, will the so
called !,t~antic Wall be brou!?p-t into being in accordance
wit h the FUhrer Ord er???
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Refereno as are continually being made to
authoritative conduct of operations. Just where is
it? You can imagine my annoyance. One wants to do"
one's. best for the general good, to acoomplish much.
But everywhere one meets with insurmountahle diffi
culties -- insurmountable for me at least. It is
high time that we received help here , and that
remedies were applied.

11) Sluice Fighting

There is a very important district which may
beoome deoisive in the defeneive fighting. On this
subject I request a well-defined stand! It mal' even
beoome desirable J 1n a time of stress, to carry out
suitable floodiag operations!!" Thereby opportunities
far landing "would be decreased. Smaller foroes would
be required! On this point too I request that a
etand be taken,

12) Aooording to the experience reports from the
South, the landings are always protected by heavy
naval gunfire. Our counter-attaoks, successtuI at
first, are shattered by this. Conclusion: If
possible, this heavy naval artillery must be elimin
ated. This can only come about if' we, with our
concrete-protected guns, drive the heavy enemy
vesselS far from the coast. For this the requirement
in 12).

13) My Operations Officer, Colonel Wolff, explained my
anxieties to you some t 1me ago.

If you wish to show wisdom in fUrthering matters,
in commitment and in defenoe, put everything in the
hands of an especially capable, infinitely rough)
but energetic Commanding General wah an Air Foroa
Chief of Staff, who is directly under"the FUhrer.
This man must have dictatorial powers! Otherwise
there will be no unity. Now the O.T. plays first
fiddle, and this should not be, The present solution
with Engr Regtl Staff Hellwig is only the beginning
of a complete"-solution.

Then I draw attention to the following, re
garding tasks far the special e~uipment. In this
connection JP10ttach herewith the proposal Which is
going ou~today to O.B.West, as well as the requests
already made regarding the safety of the equipment.
Maps showing the"proposed positions'were forwarded
to you by C.of S; O.B.West under No. 536/43 Top
Secret 23 Oct 43.

14) The time limits here required have m<anwhile
been ordered by" O.B.West. They are intended more
as covering for the special"equipment than as
operational for Position II.
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But the firing positions for the special
equipmont 11e for the most part· -- despite our
demands -- so far forward that they cannot be
included in Position II. Mvanc ed strongpoints
must be constructed here in front of Position II.
In order to bring all this into line with the
plans of the Air Force, the dictator for long
distance equipment, as requested by me, is
urgent ly required immediately. The good Lt-Col
Thom vom Wa. [7] is doing his utmost; but alone,
with his administrative headquarters in Berlin,
he Can do nothing.

For me the situation is clear: If the long
distance equipment reaches the firing stage,
we shall force the British to begin their
invasion as soon as possible; and we shall
forOe them into the area in which these things
are. All the more necessary is it to have
strefi~th in personnel and materiel in this
area! .

My dear JodI this letter has been very frank
on all points. It gives neither a pessimistic nor
an Optimistic viewpoint, but a purely realistic
one, I feel myself bound to pUt things into words
as I see them, and to make the requests which I deem
necessary. I am aware that you cannot fulfil all
my re~uests; for that the cloth is too thin every
where. But with good will much can still be
accomplished here which will benefit the situation
as a whole.

I should very much like to be able to explain
all this to you in person, us in writing one can
only touch on things, If you are not able to come
here yourself, try and send someone over. But
not someone small; let it be one of the key-men of
OK!ll/WFSt, for example, Buhle, Who can see and hear
thing. for himself on the spot,

Hell und Siegl

Yours
(signed) von Salmuth

Appendices:

Fifteenth !u'my, Ops No.0161!P "7op Secret
19 Oct 43

Fifteenth Army, Ops No.0170/43 Top Secret.
25 Oct 43

Copy of Fifteenth Army, Ops No.0159/43
Top Secret 13 Oct 43

•

Copy No.3

Copy No,2

Copy No.1
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near JodI, I have just read through this scribble
again. You must not infer from it th~t I and we do
nothing but complain. This is not so. We are in
good' spirits. We wish to accomplish much, and we
will. But we want to accomplish much more than is
possible for us under existing conditions. The
most encouraging thing of all is and remains the
German soldier, old or young, whO does not allow
himself to be easily discouraged. It is this that
justifies all manner of hopes, especially if you
will help us.

(Signed) v. s. 26 Oct
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Operations Section.
No. 550/43

SUPREME COMM:.ND "/ESTERN JiRONT

October 28, 1943

ESTILLTE OF TIlE SIT(L'.TION ON TIlE WF.'3TERN JiRONT

OCTOBER 25, 1943

Prefatory remarks

This est1Jnate of the situation is' based on
the conditions which existed on October 25, 1943.

It is the result of:

a. Thc general inspections I ordered made by the three
components of national defe~se.

b. My own visits to the annies.

c. The closing reports of the c ommonders-in-chief of the
armies according to the situation on October I, 1943.

B

Military - political estimate

Thc general estimate of our situation is
the fUnction of the High est Command. It alone mows its
objectives and intentions and it alona disposes of the
necessary basis for that purpose.

The extent ot command of the Western
Supreme Command is a subarea in the cadre of the European
theatre of war. Nevertheless the ~est stands in close
interrelationship to tho other theatres of wore Reverses
here or thore are bound to have an influence on the
opposite theatre.

~ military estimate of the situation in
the Western High Command area is often difficult because,
accooding to numerous reports that have been SUbmitted,
politics, with the f~glo-Americans, seem to influence
strongly the purely military intentions, so that many
military acts of the enemy are at first not understandable.
According to all available intelligence, the last word
on the "second" front, that 1s the decisive attack against
Europe proper, will be spoken in Moscow. The estimate
of the situat10n in the immediate future in the Western
theetre will depend on that.

In this connection I shall confine myself
to military observations in my command area.
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C

Estimate of t he Enemy Situation
in the Westorn Command Area

Weeks ago the enemy began, in England,
preparations for a major attack which had to be taken
seriously when it turned out that the enemy, in broad
daylight within the radius of observation of our coast,
was engaged in extensive mine-sweeping operations, which
could perhaps be considered as a clumsy deception.

Strong forces of the enemy air force
systematically neutralized airdromes close to the coast,
important railroad installations and military camps and
installations. f~so troop movements and other signs in
England pointed to an attack.

The expected attack has not yet been
launched.

On Sept ember 10 the enemy made known that
on Sept ember 9 the grand ttI!l8.Il06UVres If in the Channel were
concluded. It is difficult to' say whether the whole
thing was a well thought out feint employing very large
foroes in connection with the Italian ~perationJ or
whether, fur some political or military reason or oth~r,

the attack wes not to be c arriad out or was postponed.

In connection with the enemy operations
in Italy and in the Mediterranean theatre, an attack
against the occupied French south coast is to be ex
pected at a later time.

f$ I see it,the Anglo-fmericans can attack
in the following manner:

1. Primarily in the Channel, probably combined
with an attack from the Solith against the
French Mediterranean coa~t,

2. In local attacks against Normandy and
Brittany to establish bridgeheads with
good har1::ours and to eliminat e submarine
bases.

3. In a coordinated attack from the South
against the French southern coast and from
the Bay of Blscay against the First ,trmy
along the Midi canal.

It is to be presull13 d that the enemy will
coordinate his attacks against the occupied west so that
our forces are tied down as much as possibls,so that the
few reserves we have are drawn in opposite directions.
In Engl!rld alone the enemy has at his dis posel today
just as many divisions for an attack against the continent
as we have in our (WIn farces in the entire ""est. Because
we are unable to obtain reliable information, the enemy
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is in a position to ensure surprise to its fUll extent.

In the cold pnt't of the year a maj or attack,
especially across the Channel is less probable because
of the weather j neverthe loss ioonl operations must be
reckoned wi th all tho time.

The technical cquipment of the i\nglo
lolllericans in landing craft permits a landing at this time
of the year also, but on thc other hand the increasing fog
and storms in tho Channel area erc an obstacle to system
atio use or the enemy air force and }:Srmit no absolutely
sure plans 1tlr its employment.

In the Mediterranean aret. the climatic
conditions are more favourable for the enemy, but tm
strong winds of the Rhone delta (mistral) are a drawback.

Examined in detail:

I

Channel front

Now as before I consider the Channel front,
that is the s cctors of tb3 Commani er of the i.:rmy of the
Netherlen ds, the Fifteenth an:! Seventh :.rmies, the most'
important.

I bave given the reasons for it repeatedl:.::

1, On this front the Channel is the narrowest.

2. The distance to the German frontier is the
shortest.

3. In case of success the strategic situation
of tho German forces located in France
would be difficult.

4. The English isle offers tb3 best an:! most
prepared jump-off bases tor the enemy air
force and air borne troops.

5. Shortest supply route.

It can be count ered that this attack would
strike the strongest front of the Western Command. To
this it should be s aid however that the Anglo-:Jnericans
can and will carry out this attack with the strongest means
also.· It is true thet they will meet a relatively strong
front, but by no means so strong that this" major attack
would have no prospects of soocess. The role which 1s
played by heavy naval artillery in operations of this
character has been demonstrated in North l~rica, Sicily
and South It aly.

It is much cor e probable that for military
and political reasons the enemy does not yet consider this
attack as timely,an:! has postponed it. (Moscow conferences)
Many indications however point to the fact that he is
preparing it,
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In the foll~ving paragraphs I shall come
back to the value of the defensive power of the Channel
front.

Brest are
Normandy with Cherbourg,and Brittany with

additional inportant ~reas on the Channel front.

I
The regions jutting far out into the Channel,

the possible encirclencnt from the sea, the gaining of
inportant harbours involved in such a situation, the
cutting off of convoys,may drive the enemy to attempt to
gain bridgeheads.

II

Bay of Biscay

The iDportance of the submarine bases is
well IalOWll, but equally so is the barely endurable weak
ness of the fbrces of the First Army. Even if a landing
south of the Glronde estuary lS

1
bY and large,made

difficult· by beach and terrain absence of adequate
harbours), still it is not impossible •

•'\ccording to infornation we possess the
enemy 1s aware of the weak defence of the coast,which 1s
as yet little fortified by the First A:rmy.

A mass landing is only prooable in com
binntlon with landi ng int onti ons on both sid es and west
of the mouth of the Rhone.

Seeking junction via Toulouse, the object
of Buen an enemy oparati on can be to cut us off from
Spain, which would be more easily accomplished by water
than by occupation of Spain and an arduous advance by
land through the Pyrenees.

Pyreneos Front

For politi cal ressons this front seems not
yet endangcrad. If however,.besides the l>ccupation of the
Azores an occupation of Portugal were to take place later
and pressure thereby increased an Spain, then the Pyrenees
front would take on new importance.

This front is approximately 600 kilometres
long. The mountain chain is very difficult, isolated,
remote and in no wise to be compared with the "cultivated"
Alps. For generations it Ms been inhabited, especially
on the Spanish side, by daring man, born smugglers who
alone Ialow all the secret paths.

The "hermetic" closing of such a frontier
with tba forces available, as has been demanded in many
quarters, is theory and impos sible.
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In spito of all thair zeal and efficiency
tho 3275 aoployeos of the V,G.L.D.* are numerically not
in a condition to accooplieh it. The sougglers' patha
and the isolation of the oountain chain are too ouch of
an obstaclo\,

If then, through the removal of the younger
classes, partic ipant s of World War I between 40 and 50
years of age have to perforo this difficult duty. then I
agree with tIE opinion of tIE custom frontier protective
forces when they report that on absolute closing is not
possible.

In winter difficulties become even greater
in the snowed-in Pyrenees.

The V.G••·•• D. must therefore be reinforcod
and tm best classes must nat be taken away from them if
these important but also difficult frontiers are to be
secure to any degree. On the Spanish side fOrces of all
sorts much stronger nunerically are employed, therefore
the closing there is much more thorough.

Mediterranean Front

The points vbe re the eneoy's chances of
effecting a landing are best lie on either side and espec
ially west of the Rhone estuary. In tho former sector of
the Italian Fourth l~my the lending possibilities are
limited by the bays west and east of the !!yeres islands
and the bight of St. Raphael. Here and there the terrain
lsteep Slopes) permits the exeoution of minor operctions.
The very weak defences on this front give food far thought
especially because later in the course of the enemy
Mediterranean operations this coast will play an important
role.

The Rhone delta is ospecially favourable far
extensive airborno landings. The possibility of making
this area secure with the troops available is at the
present time highly problematical.

Apart from political considerations
(France) the gaining of Toulon and Marseillesby envelop..
ment is important for the enemy. The Rhone valley is the
natural gat e of invasion to the North in the direction
of Iqon, a decid edly important direction of attack for
the enemy and for us.

A landing, favoured by the terrain, betw6en
Sete and Perplgnan would presuppose an attack on Bordeaux
via Toulouse in conjunction with a possible enemy attack
from the Bay of Biscay.

*Reinfo rc ed Border COfttrol Service (Verstaerkt er
Grenz Aufs ie hts Dienst)

•
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v
Alps Crossings on the French-Italian Frontier

The ff!JW crossings over the Alps between
lienton and the Swiss frontier eastward of Chemonix ,with
their· railroads very difficult to maintain in operating
order, their tunnels and passos ,are especially important
for the rapid shifting of foroes from the Western Commend
to Army Group B and vice versa. ~ccord1ng to the develop.
cents of the situation thEf cen aoquire strategic import
anoe, especially the few railroads in winter when the
passes are frozen and snowed-in so that land mrches over
the range of mountains are possible only to a 11c1ted
degree.

The coastal railroad and road cnn be consider
ably disrupted a t any time froc the sea· by the f 1r e from
warships, by air bombing or by sebotage.

D

Principles of Defenoe

I

General Principles

The atteoker has the advantage of free
ohoioe of time and plaoe for his plans of attaok.

He ·has the means of deoeption and diversion
at hand and c an concentrate at the real deoisive point or
points all·personnel and material foroes on the ground and
in the nir.

The defem er on tho other hend, must wait
and is usually one !!love behInd booause he must adjust him
self with his reserves to the time and plaoe ohosen by the
attacker.

In 1914/18 the western front was short.

In oomparison wi th today the divisional
seotors at the point where the main effort was being made
were narrow. In many cases the division could count on a
2 to 1 proportion between "front I1ne ft and "local reserve".
The battalion commander had in most instanoes l·company,
the regimental commamer 1 battalion in reserve. lIany
times the division oould even hold 1 entire regiment in
reserve because the sectors were not wide.

As a rule this enabled the units, from the
oompany to the division, to have at their disposal rather
strong local reserves, whether for counter-attack or for
closing a gap in the line.

If a major enemy attack was suspected, nPr8
divisions oould be put in line at .the front and counter_
attack div isions brought forward behind them.
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The position consisted in a treneh system
ldlonetres deep that the troops had dug all alone in day
and night work. They were streng eneugh to de se because
of the narrowness of the sectors.

This deep defensive system allowed also
tactical disposition in depth. In this system it was
possible to fight in a ~obile" wny. i.e. by counter
attacks.

Through this disposition in depth and
thanks to the reserves attrition on the troeps in line
was lessened, as even In periods of heavy fighting at
least a Oertain amount of relief within tl:l'! units was
possible.

In the "battle of materiel" the attacker
had at his disposal a vary powerful mess of artillery and
muoh amllunition to be able to ceintain a sustained
barrage.

Nevertheless in the ciroumstances described
above it was very often possible to hold a position, that is
to block off unavoidable penetrations or to eliminate them.

But even at that time it was not possible to
prevent a penetration every time.

Today the ~glo-l~ericans have at their
disposal additional powerful armed forees, a numerically
superior air force and numerous airborne units.

On the. wat er, wit h the heavy artillery of
his fleet he c an substantially support tha landing.

Consequently the ciroumstances to
1914-18 and today are entirely different in the west.

Length of front and density of occupation
are in contradic tion.

~\ "defenoe" J in the true sense of the word,
is not possible on many portions of the front of the
Western Co=nd. only a "security" and on the J'1rst l.:rmy
and Nineteenth Army fronts even only a reinforced
"observation"•

This fact is a direct result of the general
situation. We must mske the best of it and try with all
means to apply the type of defence that offers us the
greatest likelihood of success.

II

Prineiples of Leadership for
the Western Command

We eannot and may not fall back in the West
beeause the space separating the Channel from the western
German front ie r is too restricted.
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To give up terrain would have only dis-
advantages:

1. We would lose the sea and the coast as a
most effective obstacle.

2. The defensive installations constructed
long ago would lose their value.

3. The nuaerous fixed batteries and heavy
weapons would have to be destroyed.

4. The ports of the French ooast would be
at the disposal of the enemy on the broadest
possible front. The submarine bases would
be lost.

5. Convoy troffic would be interrupted•.

6. The ensuing fighting in open terrain would
have to be conducted with divisions which
in personnel aIJl materiel am especielly
in their mobility are unequal to the re
quirements of a war of novement against .
an enemy so strongly equipped materially.

III

Canclua 10ns

1. The coast end it s fortifio ations must be
hald to the last. The next thing is, under n single
responsibility and a single connand end with all the
batteries and heavy weapons at all suitable, to smash
the enemy with fire wren he is still on the water, that
is to say in a weak moment, or to weaken him to such
a degree! tret he either turns back or oen only lend with
disorgan zed elements.

ThEn the main effort of all the weapons
suitnble for the task must be dirscted on this enemy who
has reached the land, to annihilate him while part of
the coastal batteries will keep up the fire on the enemy
ships out on the water to prevent further reinfarce..,nts
from being put ashore.

In spite of this the enemy will succeed in
many places '.n lending heavy forces, especially on fronts
where only a "security" farce was possible.

On lEnd it is of importaooe now'to hold
derenm va zones, in any case the strong points. My
available local reserves must be employed in counter
attacks which must be launched at once. Every hour is
precious. If the enemy is allowed time to consolidate
his positiOn, his ejection will be difficult in almost
every casa.
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In this fighting the enemy strength will
already be considerably weakEned. The many defensive
installations which are holding out will break up his
attaok and sap his strength. He will lose time and
beoome unoertain.

In this first fighting we will get the
opportunity to determine where the enemy is making his
main effort, where he is fighting a oontaining action
and where he is making a feint.

2.
intervene
ordinated
landing.

In the second phase the main reserves
in order to annihilate the enemy in a co
counterattaok against the weakest point of his

3. Whether the main reserves or the small
units that had been held in support for this express
purpose should be committed oeoinst the strong forces
of airborne troops thet coo cortainly be expected in
the wide back area depends only on the actual situation
and cannot be determined in advance.

4. Conclusions: In spite of all fortifications
a "rigid defence" of the long stretch of coast is impossible
for any cons1d erable length of tim.

ThiS fact must be kept in mind.

The defence therefore is based primarily
on the general reserves, espeoially of tanks and motorized
units. Without them it is impossible to hIold the coasts
permanently. But these reserves must not only be available
in sufficient number; they must be of such quality that they
can attaok against the Anglo-Americans, that 10 allainst
their meteriel, otherwise the counter-attack will not go
through.

The requirements necessitated by the fore
going are set forth at the end of "the "Estimate of the
Situation in the Western "Command".

IV

The Atlantic Wall

Beoause of the materiel superiority of the
Anglo-Americans, the enemy influeno e from t he air and
from the heavy artillery of the enemy navy is so great
that either tixed fortific ations of concrete or field
installations disposed in depth, well camouflaged and
concealed are indispensable. If they are lacking, the
defender and his weapons are crushed even before the
beginning of the enemy attack.

1. "Fixed" fortifications are indispensable
and valuable for battle as well as for propaganda.

But it must not be imagined that this wall
oannot be overcome when the enemy attaoks it with the
most powerful weapons of American might from the seat fram
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the air and from the rear.

With the available means in men and materiel
and in the time at our disposal it is out of the question to
ereot a deep .continuous wall of permanent oonstruction.
This would require years of steady work, uninterrupted by
anything.

It is therefore a question of accepting
limitations dictated by a proportioned, sober reckoning
of time and availability in personnel and materiel.

This requires the most carefUl concentration
of available means on the absolutely essential installations
and the most valuable weapons (for instanoe, the modern
ooastal batteries).

The heavy infant ry weapons and the infantry
oannot and must not disappear in thiok oonorete shelters.
There is great danger that were this to happen, infantry
fighting would beoome rigid, and the infantry would not
emerge from the concrete shelters at the given time.

The infentry must employ aotive taotios and
be able to leave its shelters when the actual ground fight_
ing begine, in order to fight on the terrain aocording to
the situation.

Af3 it is altogether impossible for the
infantry to ereot oonorete bombproof struotures! it must
be oontent with numerous shelters, dispoeed in oepth,
hidden end oamouflaged, if rather weai, for' itself and its
weapons (as has been ordered by the FUhrer).

Its proteotion therefore ia in its dis
connectedness 1n inoonspicuous terrain, in deep, narrow .
trenches, holes, earthw6rks and weak concrete installations
(Tobruk shelters, eto.). .

2. The fixed fortifioations must be, as
heretofOreL supplemented with field works, using all means
at hand. Field fortifioations have not loet their value.

The fact that without Reioh labour servioe
or nther oivil foroes, work on the field fortications can
only make s 1"" progress on the present lengthy front
oannot be helped.

3. In recapitulation, these are my oonclusions
concern1ng fixed fortificationa:

a. They are indispensable and worthwhile,
but are not invincible and no cure-all.

b. It is better to have a few i.nstall-
ations really oompleted, oamoufla:ed, and
therefore fit for defence than to begin
many works whioh lie unfinished, without
camouflage, and obstruct the field of fire,
and which can only be of uee to an enemy
force that has landed, by affording him
shelter.
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c. Field fortifications are indispensable as a
supplement to the main fortifications.

d. \Vherever possible the construction of 10-
stellations must make allowances for the new
point of view that the enemy will come not only
from the front J by water J but also from the rear
with airbornc troops.

1", many installations as possible moo t there
fore be put in on an "all around defence" basis,
otherwise they will be useless i1' attackcd 1'rom
the rear.

In this connection I point out again that
with the limited ""ans in personnel and materiel
available, it is just absolutely necessary that
so extensive and time-consuming Q construction
project be carriod out by a single authority. In
the circumstances, the soldier who has to 1'ight
IlIUSt decide where and which installations have
priority while the engineer, in agreement with
the soldiers, will be responsible 1'or the best
technical execution. This one authority is all
the more necessary since the three components ot
the national de1'ence and other authorities make
demands which one authority inevitably must
decid e upon.

E

Brief Estimate of the other Components

of the Armed Forces

I

Navy

The outstanding point is the concept 01' th l
Naval Group of the Western Command that the mission of t,e
coastal artillery de1'ence, to smash the enemy's attempt to
lard, if possible, before he reaches the coast, can hardly
be accomplished with the present forces 1n the western zone.

Brief reasons:

1. The construction requirements 1'or the 1942
w8stwall type of construction could not be met on·account
of the plrsonnel and materiel situation.

The heavy demands for ooncrete for the sub
marine bunkers have eeriously taxed the materiel divi si on
01' the Navy. The westwall type 01' construction 01' the
artillery defences has oonsequently not progressed in the
sense planned and intended by the FIlhrsr and lags behind
the present status of the Army's defensive works. It is
only recently that as a result of priority allocations
of concrete prot ection 1'or individual object6 and appropriate
classification according to relativ 6 tactioal importaro e
that a satisfactory status of construotion i6 said to have
been reached.
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2, Extensive dead spaces in the zone of fire of the
heavy ooastal batteries against hostile landing, be.ause they
were mostly emplaced at the beginning of 1941 with a view to
their offensive employment.

). Shortage of materiel in many batteries which so
far it has not been possible to assign:

Little suitable ordnance from captured materiel
for firing on naval targets.

Little suitable ammunition for firing on naval
targets.

Inadequate supply of ammunition in some of the
captured calibres.

Shortages of range finding and fire control
equipment.

Unsatisfactory condition of accessories and
unsatisfaotory operating efficiency of radar equipment Which
is of special importance considering the tactics the enemy is
likely to employ an attack under cover of darkness or With
smoke.

4. Shortage of personnel by detail of
precisely the most proficient officers
for submarine serwice and sen-going units.
Training of suitable replacements in
sufficient number not yet completed.

,. Serious lack of antiaircraft forces.

Note:
submitted

Detailed report of the
through Navy channels.

II

Air Force

Navy will be

In the opinion of the )rd Air Corps Tactical
Co~nd the enemy air force was greatly expanded in the last
year. Especially as a result of the increased employment of
the American air arm operating from England it is well
established that our air force has oonsiderably depreciated as
compnedwttb the enemy air arm. Of additional importance is
the fact that the enemy machines have been further developed
technically, Which is especially apparent in the improvement
ot the defenSive armament and the increase in the radius of
action of pursuit aviation. The current improvement of our
air defence, particularly strengthening of our pursuit and
antiaircraft, it is true, i8 effecting 80me amelioration, but
the picture in view of the further strengthening of the enemy
air arm will not alter materially.

The principal responsibility for the protection
of all installations in the area northwest of the line Brusssls
Pari&-Orleans will fsll on the ground defence. In this area
therefore the main effort must be on passive aerial defence.
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The tactics of "area bombing" compels dis
persion and to an increa.sed degree necessitates the use of
labour forces taken from the inhabitants to effect quick
repaire.

The conduct of the air battle within the
framework of the coastal defence requires the concentration
of all available forces in the area of the main effort,
particularly at the beginning of the enemy landings.

Our superior fighting spirit and resdiness
to engage the enemy will help compensat e some of our
weakness.

Note: Detailed report of Air Force Tactical
Command will be submitted through Air
Force ohannels.

F

Forces in the Coastal Defence

I

Netherlands Army Command

1. Extent of front: 537 km (including
Friesland sectar and the land fronts of the defensive
area and support groups).

2, In line on the coest: 3 divisions,

3. Average length of eaoh divisional front:
119 kilometres.

4. Combat value of the coastal defance
divisions :

a. 347th Inf, Div. (front 129 kilometres)
2-regimental, partially mObile

b
with auxiliary

motor vehicles and bicycles. btainad by
local requisition.
Artillery: 2 mixed battalions (partially mobile);
in addition 1 provisional battery ~rganized

from personnel within the Division.
Heavy weapons: Machine gun oompanies and in
fantry howitzer oompanies are lacking.
Besides the statio anti-tank guns the division
has only 6 5-om guns.
State ef training was good bJ. t hae become poor
and uneven due to oonstant transfers and ex
changes.
Final oonclusion: Fit for defenoe exoept against
mass tank attack.

b, 16th AirForce Field Div. (front: 106 kilometres)
2-regimental.
Artillery: 2 mixed batt aliona and 1 anti-tank
battalion; in addition 1 provisional battery
(partially mobile).
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Heavy weapons: Each machine gun company: 8
heavy machine guns; each rifle oompany: 6
heavy maohine guns.
Antitank battalion of 3 antitank oompanies
1 assault gun company of 2 guns.
State of training: has lIBde good progress but
has been impeded by transfers and exchanges.
Conolusion: Fit far defence.

o. 7l9th Inf. Div. (front: 123 kilometres)
2-regimEntal
Artillery: 1 light battalion with mixed
equipment. '
(Only the headquarters of 2nd Bn available).
Partially mobile. In addition 1 provisional
battery.
Heavy weapons: machine gun and infant ry gun
companies are lacking.
Antitank defence: 1 antitank company of
107;5 om guns (self-propelled mounts)

3 7.5 em gune (tractor-drawn)
State of traHling: impeded by many transfers
and exchanges.
Conclusion: Fit f or defence.

II

Fifteenth Army

1. Extent of front: 720 km. (exolusive of the
deep moutha of the rivers Scheldt, Somme aM Seine which
must be defEnded)

2. In line on the c cast: 9 divisione. In
addition, in the defensive sector Antwerp, insufficient
ferces of 'the Military Commander in Belgium and Northern
~anoe, as well as alarm units.

3.
km.
km) •

4.

(In the
Average extent of front per division 80

defensive sector Antwerp and additional 45

Combat value of the coast defenoe divisions

(a) ~j~A1r.Force Field Div. (front about 135

2 regimental.
Artillery: 2 light, 1 heavy, 1 antiaircraft~

artillery Bn.; light Bn. and antiaircraft Bn.
completely mobile (motorized), heavy Bn. only
partially mobile. Artillery fighting power
good as long as antiaircraft Bn. remains. In
addition 5 provisional batteriee.
Heavy weaponS: equipment good, except for in
fantry howitzers, which are missing.
Antitank defence: Divlsional antitank battalion
adequate; no inf. antitank company.
State of Trainin~: In need of further training
and n at yet aqua to an average oeast defenc e
divis ion.
Conclusion: Owing to the fact that the division
consi sts of young men, it is fully qualified for
defence, but for offensive missions 9n1y to a
limited extent.

-"
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~12th Inf, Div. (front about 90 km):
-regimental, partially mobile.

Artillery: 1 light Bn. with mixed equip
ment, partially mobile. Of 2nd Bn there
is only the headquarters present. Equip
ment therefore insuffioient. In addition,
1 provia ional battery.
Heavy wea~m: Equipment insuffioient. No
heavy mao ne guns, light infant ry howitzers
and medium mortars.
kltitank defenoe: Only 1 oompanY, 7.5 om (fl
tractor-drawn available, therefore insufficient.
State of Trainin~: Goed
Conolusion: Theivision is well able to
execute all missions in the coast defence.
However, it Oan be used only to a limited
extend for mobile warfare.

171st Res. Div. (front 48 km) Triangular.
ll1v. with oombat units 100% mobile. (Made
mobile by auxiliary means)

Artiller.J[:
I light Bo., 1 mixed En.
Heavy weap~: Equipment suffioient. 2 pro
vIS ronal~ari es .
Antitank defenoe: Division antitank Bn. is
absent.
Inf. antitanks ~ medium and heavy antitenk
guns.
State of Training: Varies aooording to the
oondition of the reoruit detaohment. Cadre
personnel good.
Conolusion: Equal to the missions to be
executed In the coast defenoe. Only of
little oombat value when used for other
missions, owing to insuffioient mobility
and insuffioient equipment in artillery,
pioneers and signal oommunioations.

18thA!;' Forfe Fiald Div. (front 51 km):
2-reg enta. .
Artillerf'? 1 En. with 2 heavy batteries and
I light attery 1 Bn. 2 heavy horse-drawn
batteries, 1 antiairoraft artillery Bn.
Fighting power of artillery sUffioient, as
long as antiairoraft Bn. stays. In addition,
1 provia ional battery.
Heavy wea~ons: Sufficient
Antitank defenoe: No info antitank companies;
only 6 guns of the heavy antitank guns model
1940, therefore insufficient. 2 assault guns.
State of Training: has improved.
Conclusion: Completely suitable for defence,
but not suitable for offensive missions except
on a small Bcale, under limited conditions.
Commander and troops have very little experience
in infantry fighting. A:3 the personnel is of
good oalibre, there is a prospect that the
combat value will increase.
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156th Res, Div. (front 48 km): Triangular, but
2 regiments with 2 Bns. each.
ArtillerY: 1 light Bn. with 2 batterieS, and 1
heavy Bn. with 2 horse-drawn batteries. The
artillery combat value is good but not sufficient
tar the mission.
In addition 5 provisional batteries.
Heavy weatons: Insufficient; some heavy machine
guns; no ii!ht . or he evy infantry howitzers or
medium mortars.
fetitank defence: Insuffioient; there are no'

aavy antitank guns and no antitank battalion.
State of trainin~: Varies according to the
change in recrui s, but in general sufficient.
Conclusion: The majority of the commanders and
subalterns have experience at the front, 11k~
wise the'cadre personnel, but no combat ex
perience. Suitable far the missions of coast
defence and attack on a small scale ani under
certain conditions, but not suitable tor mobile
warfare,

191st Res. Div. (front 50 km.): Organized for
employment in J combat teams ot 2 battalions
each.
Artillery: 1 light Bn. with 2 horse-drawn
batteries; combat value sUffioient, but too low
for the mission. In addition, 5 provisional
batteries.
Heavy weapons: In general sufficient; info high
angle weapons are lacking.
Antitank detence: InSUfficient; heavy antitank
guns are lacking.
State of training: Completely satistactory as far
as cadre personnel and field units are concerned.
However, there is a large number of racial
Germans. (at present 8225 men), am no clear
picture has been obtained so far concerning
their morale and will to fight.
Conclusion: In general suitable for defencel.
oapable of execut hlg local attacks on a srm 1
soale. Combat value on the whole cannot be
estimated with certainty, owing to the rather
high percentage of racial Germans.

J48th Inf. Div. (front about 75 km.): 2
regiment a!.
Artillery: 2 light artillery Bns. Equipment is
believed to be too weak for attaok missions.
In addition J provisional hatteries.
Hea~ weapons: No machine gun Co.'s; only 1
mor ax Co; no infantry howitzer do. Equipment
insufficient; old machine guns, model 1908.
Antitilnk def....ce: No antitank Bns.; 2 antitank
Co. is, as personnel units, with only medium and
light antitank guns. 1 antitank Co. with 10
7.5 em. antitank guns (rapid fire) organized as
provis ional unit.
State of training: Completely Sufficient for
the tight on the coest; good. .
Conclusion: Completely suitable tor detence,
little combat experience.
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17th Air Force Field Div. (front 90 Ian.):
2-regimental
Artillery: 1 light Bn., 1 heavy Bn., 1 Antiaircraft
artillery Bn. In addition, 3 provisional batteries.
Heavy weapons: Per battalion averaging 20 to 30
heavy machine guns, model 1934, and 10 medium
mortars; no infantry howitzers, therefore insuf
ficient.
Antitank defence: Antitank Bn. (motorized) available,
2 Coys, each with six 7.S em. antitank guns model
97/38 and 1 assault gun battery with 2 assault guns
so far. Equipment insufficient.
State of training: Does not completely suffice for
the attack.
Conclusion: Completely suitable for defence.
Commanders and troops lack experience 1n ground fight
ing.

711 Inf Div (front 40 Ian.): 2-regimenta1
Artillery: 1 light Bn., of 2 En.'s only headquarters
present. In addition, 1 provisional battery.
Artillery too weak for the mission.
Heavy weapons: No machine gun Coys, no heavy machine
guns; 3 gun carriages per Coy f~r use of light
machine guns as heavy machine guns. No infantry
howitzer Coys. Insufficient.
Antitank defence: Per grenadier regiment 1 antitank
platoon with three 7.S-cm. antitank guns (horse-drawn);
in additi0n, divisional antitank Coy (rapid fire)
with ten 7.S-cm •. antitank guns model 97/38 (rapid
fire) and three 7.S-cm. antitank guns (provisionally
motorized.) Equipment not sufficient for the width
of the sectJr.
State of training: Good
Conclusion: Completely fit for defence, but little
combat experience.

Note
~troops in the coastal defensive sector ftntwerp
(1st Bn 16th Security Regt., 736th Landsturm Bn.
and training units, headquarters, etc.) of the
military C~mmander in Belgium and North France, and
of the navy and airforce have ~rying strengths, no
artillery and only insufficient antitank defence.
Accordingly, combat value is low and cannot be
improved,
Conclusion: Fitness for defence; low.

III

c

Seventh Army

1. Ext ent of front: 1700 Ian.

2. In line on the coast: 8 divisions.

Average extent per division: 210 km.

4. Combat value of the coast defence divisions

(a) 716th Info Div. (front about 100 Ian.):
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2-regimental mobile under certain conditions
(to be motorized).
Artillery: 1 light Bn. (partially mobile); of
2nd Bn. only headquarters present. 5 batteries
provisionally organized.
Hea~ weapons: Machine gun and infantry howitzer
Co. s are lacking; some emergency equipment
instead. .
Antitank defence: No antitank Bn., only 1 Co.
with 6 heavy antitank guns. The grenadier
regiments have no mobile heavy antitank guns.
State of training: Good; not uniform, owing to an
exchange uf age classes Bnd detachmentS.
Conclusion: Completely fit for defence.

7~h Inf. Div. (220 km. of front): Triangular
wi h 8 battalions.
Artillery: 2 light Bn. 's, partially mobile and
an additional Bn. headquarters. In addition,
5 provisional batteries.
Heavy weapons: Machine gun and infantry howitzer
Co. fa are lacking; in their place some emergency
equipment available. (Per regiment 1 horse
drawn echelon with 3 heavy antitank guns).
Antitank defence: No antitank En., only 1 anti
tank Co. with heavy antitank guns (9-7.5 em.)
State of training: Good; not uniform owing to
an exchange of age olasses and detaOhments.
Conclusion: Completely fit for defence.

3l9th Inf, Div. (coastal front -- Cnannel Islands-
about 120 km.) triangular, (With strong coast
artillery) 1 M.G. Bn., 2 mobile Bn.'s and 1
armoured Bn. (additional).
Artillery: I, light Bn.'s
Heavy wea~ons: Per regiment 1 infantry howitzer
platoon; :n addition, numerous emergency weapons.
Ant'tank defence: Per regiment and mobile Bn.,
1 antitank Co. -
State of training: Good; not uniform oWing to the
exoFBnge or age classes and detachments.
Conclusion: Completely fit for large-scale
fighting on the.islands.

346th Inf. Div: (270-km. front): 2-regimental,
mobile under oertain conditions.
Artillerl: 2 mixed Bn.'s (partially mobile);
in addition, 2 nrovisional batteries. .
Heavy weapons: No infantry howitzer Co.ts; the
iiiiiJority of the division is equipped with old
machine guns model 1908/15.
Antitank defence: No antitank En., only 1 Co.
7.$-cm (self-propelled mount) antitank guns.
State of traini~: Good; impaired by the ex
change of age c saes and detaohments.
Conclusion: Partially fit for defence.
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266th Inf. Div. (24~-km. front): 2-regimental,
reorganized May 1943, partially mobile.
Artillery: 1 light Bn. of 3 batteries, 1 heavy
Bn. of 4 batteries, in addition, 1 ·provisional
battery, partially mobile.
Heavy weapons: No heavy infantry howitzer
platoon with the grenadier regiments, no heavy
mortars. .
Antitank defence: No antitank En., only 6 7;5
em. antitank guns, motorized, makeshift type.
State of training: Insufficient, as division was
put in line after brief training. Considerably
impaired by the exchange of age classes and
detachments. .
Conclusion: Partially fit for defence.

)4~rd Inf. Div. (240-km.): triangular, partially
mo 11e.
Artillery: 1 light and 1 mixed Bn., partially
mobile.

Heavy infantry weapons: 2 gren."regiments still
have machine guns model 1908/15.
Antitank defence: No antitank Bn., only 1
platoon 7.5 em.
State of training: Good; not uniform, owing to
the exchange of age classes and detachments.
Conclusion: Completely fit for defence.

265th Inf. Div. (270-km. front): Reorganized
May 1943, triangular, but only 7 Bn. 's.
Artillery: 2 li&~t Bn.ls

i
1 heavy Bn of 4

batteries, partially moDi e. .
Heavy weavona: No heavy mortars.
Mtltenk QBI'ence: Per gren. regiment 1 platOon
7~5-cm. a~ti~ank guns; no antitank Bn; 1 Co.
7.5-cm. (tractor-drawn)
State of t,~aining: InSUfficient, owing to the
fact that the diVision was put in line immediately
after being ~rgenized. The exchange of age
classes and dotachments has impaired the state
of training still further.
Conclusion: Completely fit for defence.

IV

Firs t ArmlC

1. Extent of front: 1040 km. (including lend fronts of
the defence areas and of Bordeaux)

2. In line on the coast: 3 divisions, including 1 res.
div.

3.

4.

Extent of front per division: (average) 347 km.

Combat value of the eoast defence divisions
(a) l58th Res. Piv.: (front 540 km): Triangular,

scare ely manIle.
ArtillerlC: 2 light Bn.'s of 2 batteries eaCh,
mobile, and 2 provisional batteries.
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Heavy weapon~: Insuffioient, WOIn out by
oonstant use in training.
Antitank defence: Only ligbt and medium anti-"
tank guns, part!ally motorized, makeshift type.
Insufficient in numbers and caliber)!.
State of training: Varies aooording to length
of training; mixed in all units.
Conclusion: Not completely fit for combat, but
usefUl in the defence under its present good
commanders.

(front 171 km.): 2-regimental(b)

( 0 )

t08th Inf. Div.:
less 6th Bn.)

Artiller~: 1 light Bn., headquarters onlY of"
2nd Bn;; in addit ion, 5 provisional batteries,
mobile.
Heavy weapons: Machine gun and info howitzer
Co.'s are lacking to some extent, shortages made
up by some emergenoy eGJ,iipme.."lt.
Antitank defeno a: 1 Co. 7. 5-cm. antitank gullS,
(tractor-drawn). lis for the rest, only 5-cm.
antitank guns.
State of traininr Impaired (oompared to its
formr oondition owing to oonstant ohange and
detaohmen ts.
Conolusion: Division not oompletely fit for"
action at present; partially fit for defenoe.

)~th Inf. Div.: (front 267 km.): 2-regimental,
Tn presa'lt loss the 6th Bn.)
Artillery: 2 mixed Bn. 's, partinlly mobile; in
nddition, 4 provisioan: batteries.
Reali! wEapo~: :eakn~ss consists in the·fnct that
mno ine guns nre modol 1908 nnd 1905/15. No
infnntry howitzer Co. "
AntitonJ, nOl'er.oe; 1 Co. 7.5-om antitnnk gun,
(trcctor-c:.l'a·,\'n J.
State or training: Varies and has been greatly
impaired by ddtacb~cnts and exohange.

Ni'1eteenth Army

1. Total extent of front: 650 km.

2. In line on the co~st: 4 divisions, 2 security
regiments.

3. Extent of front per divis ion (average): 130 km.

4. Combat value of the COGst defence divisi00S:
(0.) 326th Inf. Div. (front about 155 km.):

Triangular.
Artillery: 1 ligbt Bn. with 3 batteries, 1
light Bn. with 2 batteries, 1 heavy Bn. partially
mobile; in eddition, 3 provisional batteries.
Heavy weapons: All complete, condition good; no
Int. howitz~r Co.'s.
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Antitank defence: Only 1 Co. 7.5-cm. (traetor
drawn), bulk replaced by 3,7, 4.7 and 5-cm. anti
tanlc guns.
State of training: I~palred at present, owing
to the constant chflIlge in personnel.
Conclusion: Completely fit for defence, only
partially fit for counter-attnck.

" "

338th Inf. "Div.: (front about 135
Triangular, but only 6 Bn.'s.
Artillery: 1 light Bn. and 2 heavy Bn.'s of 2
batteries each; mobile to e. very limited extent.
In addition, 3 provisional batteries.
Heavy weapons: Available and in servicecble
condltion. No Inr. howitzer Co. 's.
Antitank defence: 1 Co, 7.5 em. (tractor-drawn);
predominantly only 3.7 and 5-cm. antitank guns.
State of training: Impaired at present owing to
current detachments. .
Conclusion: Fit for defence.

242nd Inf. Div.: (front about 210 km.): 2
regimental, at present 2 additional security
regiments; only partially mobile.
Artillery: 1 light, 1 heavy artillery Bn. of 4
batteries,mobile to a limited extent. In addition,
2 provisional batteries and 3 light and 2 heavy
Bn. 's provisionally with Italian equipment.
Henvy weapons: Only light mortars and light
infantry howitzers. "
Antitank defence: 1 antitank Co., 67.5-cm.
nntit Iirik guns.
State of training: Cnnnot yet be fully estimnted,
as the division has been put in line only
recently.
Conclusion: Fit for defence under speoial
conditions. The same holds true or the 2
security regiments.

~5th Inf. Div. : (front about 75 Tan. plus 60
. "Feldherrnhalle M): (:-regimentnl. (Organization

of a third regiment ordered; proposed to in- "
corporate the third regiment in the 242nd Inf.
Div.). "
Artillery: 2 light Bn.'s; in addition 4 he~vy

Bn. 's provisionally with Itolian equipment.
HeaR wea~oi1S: EqUipment suffic ient; no inrc.ntry
how zer o.'s.
Antitank defence: Antitank Co. exists.
state of tre:Ining: Good.
Conclusion:· Completely fit for d~fence; fit for
attack mIssions.
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Personnel Components of the Provisional Divisions

Within the unit, 1 to 2 Bn.'s of Eastern
Front troops. In the Germen units, with the exception of
an average of 20% of cI".ss of 25 recently called up or to
be oalled up, enly rather old classes beginning 1907 and
earlier, inoluding men with 3rd degree frostbite, men un
fit for use in the East and up to 8%, men from the Germon
folklist III. Calling up of men of the class of 25 has
lewered the average age.

Average age within a provisional division

Bn. commandors:
Co. oOIIlIDC.nders:
platoon oommAnders:
noncommissioned offioers:
men:

VII

45 1/4 years
35 years
31 years
30 years
30 to 31 years.

Equipment in Materiel

Hns alrendy been outlined in the estimate
of the combat vnlue of the coast defence divisions and the
average must be described as being insufficient in artillery,
heavy infantry weapons and especially antitank defence.
No un1formity of type in the guns; 10 different gun types
in the division artillery of one Armyl There are numerous
captured weapons in some of the coast defeno e Armies .
(French Belgian, Dutch Polish, Russian and Italian),
espeoiaily 1n new organIzations there oro oaptured guns of
various origin. The Bn.'s from the Eastern Front elso
have some Russian and other weapons.

This situation causes difficulty in
ummunitioning and bringing up new supplies. The Commnnder
of the Western Front will use tho winter of 1943/44 to
attempt to bring about greater uniformity of typos by
combining them and shifting supplies wherever it is
possible and can be done quickly and without endangering
the readiness for defenoe.

The Commander of the Western Front again
directs attention to the special importance of equipping
the troops with modern anti tank guns, capeble of smashing
hcnvy tanks, and of having sufficient armour-piercing
ammunition, as well as weapons for close antitank defenoe.
These antitank guns must be eompletely mobile in ~rder"

to be able to execute their missions in a major action.

Thoy will bo of deoisivo importance as
wenpons for the nntitank defence 1n the mnln zone of
realstnnc e.

maohine guns
requirements
maohine guns

As far ns mcchlne gun equipment is concerned,
models 1908 and 1908/15 do n6t meet the
of modern full-scale wlll"rare. Equipment with
model 1942 is considered neoessary.
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VIII

Supplies

The supply situetion is in general seoure
under the present circumstanc es.

Details

1. Ammunition

(a) Troop supplies: The necessary quota of ammunition
has been reached for artillery, motorized guns, anti
tank guns (only high-explosive shells); for rifles and
pistols the quota has almost been reaohed. The quota
has not been reached as far as machine guns, Mauser
pistols, heavy infantry weapons, antitank guns
(armour-pieroing ammunition) and antiairoraft guns are
concerned.

Hand grenades: The required amount has been oompletely
reaohea in the First Army Seventh Army, and Nether
lands Defenoe Co~,nd, while only about 75% of the
quota has been reoohed in the Fifteenth Army and
Nineteenth Army.
Close-quarter antitank weapons: Weapons for 01080
quarter antitank aetenoe ore available only to a'
limited extent (magnetio antitank hollow oherges,
0.7 equipment).

(b) Supplies of the COllllllEUlder of the Western Front
The necessary quota for reserve supplies in the army
ammunition depots has only boen reached as fer as
ammunition for artillery and ohemioal projeotors is
oonoerned. Ammunition for small arms, inoluding rifle
grenades and antitank rifles is available in suoh
small quantities, that it is impossible to make up
shortages or forward supplies to the troops at present.
Antitank weapons for olose oombat are oompletely
looking.

(0) Conolusion: Supply of ammunition for naohine
guns, Mauser pIstols, armour-piercing ammunition for
antitank guns and antitank weapons for olose quarters
is insuffioient, partioularly in view of the faot that
suffioient training ammunition is not allotted but has
to be token frol!l the supplies available•

2. Gasoline: Cnsoline supply is in general assured. In
the area of the Commander of the Vlestem Front a
total of 13 VB [unit per 100 km.J is'available, in
oluding the supplies with the troops. GaSoline allot
ments far training are still insuffioient.

3. Rations: Supply of rations is assured. In general
the ooast has been supplied with rations for an
average time of a weeks.
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4. Medical equipment and materiel: Stores are on hand
for abcut 3 months.

5. Veterlnnry 09Uirrn.ent: On hand far €:.bout 2 months;
tarr! ar ' s mater alan hend for about 3 months.

G

Morale of the Troops

M COllltlC'.!1 ding General a f Army Group "D", I
em entitled tc judge cnly'the morale cf the e.my units in
the oren under ~ ccntrol.

Despite the fact that this is the fi fth yee.r
of war, morale an1 conduct as well as confidence of the
troops are gratifyingly good. Of course the terrorising
eneoy attacks on the homeland are just as depressing for the
soldiers concerned here as on other fronts. But here too
the observation has been me.de that very often the soldier is
the one who encourages and consoles the people back home.

On my trips I wes able to see for myself thet
the other units of the f~my are just as well-disciplined and
full of fighting spirit in conduct and morale as my own
units; however I do not have the right to judge those other
units.

The fect that nembers of Volksliste III do
not alWays come up to expectations is not always caused by
any illwill. In many Cases these people are depressed because
they ere supposed to fight as soldiers in our lines while
their families at home apparently ere not always treated
accordingly, Reports about these cBses have been made
regularly.

I have accepted the "Turk Bn.'s" in exchange
for German battalions for the East in order to have some
"men" to show on the thin fronts.

EverythIng will depend on their reliability,
about which we cannot judge yet today. If they prove un
satisfactory, then they"will constitute nore of a
liability than an asset.

I have issued orders as to the way they are
to be handled, as it seems to be very important to pay
attention to their peculiarities. We have to learn from
the British officers and French colonial officers who have
had many years of" experience in conmanding troops of all
races and colours.

H

Comparison between 1942 and 1943

I

Situation in 1942

1. Last year the Comm9nder of the Western Front also be.d
to take into account attacks on the llhannel and Atlantic
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from England. Today we know that the enemy was not well
enough prepared from a military standpoint to exeoute
this attack in superior r~rce in accordance with his
prine lple "Play safe".

2. The following forces were available in the fall of 1942:

(a) 22 Inf. Divs. in the coastal front of the Channel
and Atlantic. About two-thirds triangular, personnel
and material good, training, ~ittO. A large portion
consisted of "ostverwendungsfahigell Divisions [divisions
suitable for employment on the East Front).

(b) Motorized units in reserve:. 7 first-class armoured
and motorized divisions, all completely mobile and fit
for the East.

(c) In addition
t

in reserve: 6 info divisions (including
4 triangular div sions).

3. There was no Mediterranean front, and the fighting for
Italy, Sardinia and Corsica did not cast its shadow. The
fighting was taking place on African soil.

II

Situation in 1943

1. The enemy 1s in a position tJ attack from England acr~ss

the Channel at any time. His military preparations have
come to a conclusion on the Whole. Whether and when he
will attack, will depend to a great extent on his political
intentions. In comparison with 1942 the situation in the
West must also be considered much more critical in view of
the general situation. In 1944 the Commander of the
Western Front must expect large-scale attacks on his
fronts.

2. On October 31, 1943, the following forces are a~ilable:

(a) 27 divisions on the coast of the Channel, Atlantic
and the additional 650 kID. of the new Mediterranean front
(including 5 reserve divisions, 2 security regi~ents and
1 grenadier regiment, 715th Inf. Div.).
Many divisions consist of 2 regiments and are very willing
and courageous, rrut not to be compared with the personnel
and material of 1942. As new organizations, hardly suit
able yet for attack missions, primarily little mobility
and much too weak in artillery.

(b) Motorized units in reserve:
units, none completely organized;
Division just in its beginning.

6 armoured and motorized
Motorized Hitler Youth

Our entire defensive system rests on them! Where
they stand at present as far as training and equipment
1s concerned, is known.

In addition tlfor replacement" 3. reserve motorized
divisions with small mobile combat teams of 1 reinforced
Bn. each.
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(0) In addit ion. in resorve: 2 reserve divisions as
army group reserve with little combat value and small
mobile counterattack eroups as well as 3 combat teams
(reinforced rogiments) of the 349th, 352nd, and 353rd
Inf. Divisions and the 244th and 245th Inf. Divisions
in process of orgenization.

3. To the former fronts is added in 1943 the entire
Mediterrane an front of about 650 kin. in length.
PUrthermar e the protection of the Alps on the Frnnco
Italian front ier as far as Switzerland must be
mentioned.

Forcos Detached f rom the Area of the Commander
of the Western Front

Between October 1942 and Ootober 1943 the
following divisions were detaohed, not to mention the
numerous and continuous instances of detaohing battalions,
batteries, personnel fit for the East, certain classes,
weapons, ammunition and materiel etc.:

36 tnf. divisions (including 2 air force
parachute div is ions).
12 army 9.rmoured divis ions.

5 army motorized divisions.

A total of 53 large units. Although some replacements were
made 1n nU3bers by organizing new units, the essential and
deoisi ve fact remains that the value of the Army of the West
is considerably lower at present, owing to the endless
practice of detaohing and selecting and interspersing with
battalions from the East. This ciroumstance must be clearly
borne in mind in the event of large-scale Anglo-American
landings, which will be effected with the most powerful
material means.

I am aware of the fact that in view of the
present rather unfavourable situation in the East, nothing
oan be done to aid the situation in the West.

Therefore one must not be surprised if the
enemy makes a large-scale attack employing all the menns
of power' he has available and we are unsuccessful in the
defence, despite tho Atlantic Wall and the very intensive
efforts of troops nnd the ccwm~,d. To be sure I do not
have the general overall view of the entire situation and
the deeper knowledge of all the political and militnry
political connections known probClbly to the High CommrJld
nlone.

If' the factors known to the Supreme COmI!lmld
indicate that the area in the West is not immediately
threatened by an Anglo-American attaCk, then I must get
along with the forces and llEans considered sufficient by
the Supreme Command.
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However, if it develops that in the year
1944 the enemy will seek a decision in the West -- and all
present indications point that way -- then everything must
be done fro~ now on to increase the defensive power of the
units to the naximum nn:l to assenble ~nd prepare the
decisive strategic reserves in such mnnner th?t the enemy
can be defeated.

At present the s tato of the personnel and
materiel of many divisions as desoribed in seotion F and
above not only lowers the combat value for a possible large
scale battle 1n the area of the Western Front Comn::md J but
also -- and this even to a higher degree -- does not come
up to the expectations and requirements of the fighting
theatres of war, if such divisions Clust be moved up tbere,
as is often done within a very short time. I have already
reoeived reports about the disappointments concerning the
state of personnel nnd motoriel when these divisions
arrived on the now fronts; which shows that a false
concept prevails on these fronts as to tho ~est divisions."

K

Intorior Situation

The development of the military situation,
greatly exploited by effective enemy propaganda, plants the
idea in the minds a f the popUlation of the occupied western
territ crios more nod more that the war can no longer bo
won by Germany. The developments in Russia interest them
pricarily as 0. measure of the German power of resistance
and nourish the hope for Germany's collflpse. The danger
oris ing from such a collapse for Europe is given hardly
any consideration. It is cheerfully welcomed by the
communists in France, who are again finding a firm moral
support in the aetivi ties of the lawful Communist Party.

The ~ass of the population continues to
be passive and outwardly correct as before. However,
the activity of the resistance groups in the western
territories is steadily on the increase. The resistance
movemnts originally carried on by a few individuals and
organized on a snnll basis in the national as well as
the communistic cacp, have increased very considerably
in the cOurse of the year 1943 in extent, organization and
arI!l8lnent. One of the main reasons for this development,
according to the unanimous report. of t he military and
armed forces comnonders as well as the Security Servi6e,
is the hated idea of being shipped to work in Germany.
Most of the objectors resor" "0 illegal action. The
native administrative and police authorities exerciee
passive resistance to a grent oxtent.

The resistance novements in tho country
are given strong support by a liberal supply with weapons
and explosives from England via the air. The effect can
already be felt in the rapidly increasing oases of
sabotage on installations of traffic and supply as well
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as other establishments of military icportance. (In
Septel!lber 534 cases of railroad sabotage," compared with
an average of.r30 per month the first half of the year)

'"\ .. ". '\ .
'.. Until the present this sabotage is pre

dominantly the work of comounist groups. The national
resistance movements and the British sabotage organization
in the "!'lest huve instructions to make thorough prepr.rations
for actions ·behind the rea~ of the German Ar~ to assist
the l~gIo-American lrxge-scale attack and not to strike
upoQ th~ rear commupications with all available forces
untfl that moment.

In this manoeuvre liss the threat to the
interior situation which will assume special importance
in the event of a full-scale battle. To be sure, the
resistance movements 'in the West are being fought with
all availablo neans and in some instances with great
suo cess, but the forces available UTO limited and those
of the eaemy are steadily on the increase. The time
until spring of 1944 will be utilized to reduce the dangers
in rear of the fighting troops to the greatest possible
extent by cocbining all security forces and putting
aside all missions of a secondnry nature.

However, it is impossible to eliminate
this threat in our bnck completely with the forces at
our present disposal. The Commander of the Western Front
is well aware of the fact that in case of a large-scale
disembarkation of enemy forces -- particularly if it were
tc result in footholds established at some points of the
const -- numerous railroad lines and highWays in the back
areas would suddenly be disrupted. In addit1.on, the
situation behind the front would be further threatened by
strikes and rebellions of at least a local nature.

It is then of paramount i.mportance to plaae
large numbers of troops in the rear area at the right
moment.

L

Conclusions Concerning the Inorease of Defensive Power

A sufficient reinforcement of the defensive
power of the coastal fronts can only be assured by triangular
divisions with suffie ient artillery and antitank equipment.
In addition, all divisions employed in the coast defenae
must have sufric iEnt mobility in order to:

(e) Beable to organize centres of resistance
q.uickly within the division.
(b) i ..ssure their withdrawal :from coastal sectors
that have not been att.cked and their COl!ll!litment
for attack purposes against areas of main enemy
effort.

In this solution -- triangular divisions, a
3-Bn. artillery regiccnt, including 1 heavy battalion,
suffie ient antitank equipmen t and sufficient supply troops,
sufficient mobility ~- I see the vitel factors of the coast
defene e at the front.
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Only in this manner will it be possible to
oonstitute really fresh reserves in view of the oversized
divis ionel coast sectors, end effect the training for
attack which is absolutely necessary.

From unattacked coastal sectors, divisions
can be withdrawn for attacks against points of main effort
only if they are in reality sufficiently mobile to be put
in line and supplied and are able to fight.

Otbe rwise in the event of an enemy attack
against a single sector of the front a number of urgently
needed divisions would lie idle and be absent from the
decisive battle for lack of mobility.

Consequently, if the Supreme Command assumes
that a decisive large-scale operation of the Anglo-Americ~s

against the West is imminent for the year 1944, then the
time has now come to take measures as above described and
to prevent every further ttdilution" of the West units.

The essential point of the coast defence
behind the front lies in the assembly of sUfficient,
completely mobile large-sized motorized reserves capable
of striking a blow.

The greater the depth the enemy cen reach with
strategic objectives behind the back of our coast defence
in a future large-scale lending -- this includes major air
borne operations -- the more will it be necessary to
assemble strong mobile units in the depth of the West area.
These units must be independent of the railroad net and
oapable of being quiekly assembled and launehed as a
powerful assault group of deeisive importanoe, either to
overwhelm major airborno landing operations, or to an
nihilate enemy elements that have broken through the main
line of reSistance into the depth of the main zone of
resistance.

I oonsider it
end motorized
West.

Taking the French south COllst into account,
neoessary to have 9 completely fit armoured
divis ions available for the area in the

M

Final Conolusion

Conseious of the responsibility vested in
me end on the strength of it, I have desoribed the present
state of the personnel and materiel of the army troops
within the area of my command, true to tact, as I have
always done.

The Supreme Command c an make correct
deoisions and take antioipatory· measures only if the data
submitted are olear and factual.

In section L I have enumerated the require_
ment for improving the defensive power against major
offensive operations of the·Anglo-Amerieens seeking a decision
against the heart of Europe.
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In the near future everything depends solely
on whether or not, on the basis of the tot al military and
political situation, the Supreme Command expects a decisive
attack against the area of the Commander of the Western Front.

If it is expected, then it ie not only
necessary that sufficient large-sized reserves be brbught up
at the right time so that enemy for oes effecting a large
scale lam ing will be defeated by counterattack, but it is
of special importanc e that the inherent value of t he present
forces be increased.

Furthermore, behind them a oentrally-located
army, completely mobile so as to be able to execute the
offensive missions assigned to it, must be ready for action
in the area of the Commander of the W69tern Front.

Only units that are inherently finn will possess
tenacity in defence and attack against iwglo-American materiel.
This toughening requires time and cannot be obtained in a few
weeks. Therefore the unite, primarily the coast divis ions in
line. mus t be allC7Ned some rest. They mus t net be continuously
oombed through and sub jected to changes in personnsl am
materisl. .

I have alrsady men ti oned that ths "Turk"
battalions will be of assistance only if they hold out; other
wise thsy will be a burden. It is net possible to form a final
opinion at present.

If the SuprBl!ll Command does net expect any
large-scale attacks in the near future against the are~ of the
Commander of the Western Front, then the units must be acoepted
as they now are, 1n view of the situation of the other fronts
which are fighting hard.

The army commanders were placed unde r my command
by virtue of Order No. 40 of the FUhrer for the common defence
in the West, and I will oontinue to make use of all possible
measures to bring about n steady improvement of the defence
with our own means.

In this endeavour the Commander of the Western
Front will be substantially supported by the intelligent co
operation of all authorities of the Army, the Navy and the
Air Force, as well as by the confid encB, good will am the
gratifying readiness of all troops to fight.

If the day of the large-scale attaok arrives,
hesitate to do everything in our power that can
the means then available, down to the last man!

(Signed) von RUNDSTEDT
Commander of the Western Front
Field Marshal Gem ral
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Directive No,. 51

Fbr t he lest two cnd one-helf years t he bitter
and costly struggle,'ngeinst Bolshevism hes Iilodo the utmost
demands upon the major pert of our military resources and
energies. This commitment 'was in keeping with the serious
ness of the danger, aIll the overall situation. The
situation has since chongad. The threat from the East
rcmins, tut en even greater danger looms in the West --
the Anglo-American·.londingl In the East, the vastness of
the space will permit, as a last resort, a loss of
territory even on a major scale, without inf110ting thereby
a mortal blow on Germany's chances of survival.

Not so in the ~est~ If the enemy succeeds
here in penetrating our defences on a wide front,
consequences of staggering proportions will follow within
a short time. All signs point to on offensive against
the Western Front of Europe no later than spring, cnd
perhaps earlier.

Fbr that reason I can no longer justify a
further weakening of the West in favour of other theatres
of war. I have therefore deoided to strengthen the defences
in the west! particularly at places from which we shall
launch our ong-range war against England. Fbr those are
the ·very points at which the enemy IilUst and will attaCk;
there -- unless all indications are misleading -- will be
fought the decisive invasion battle.

Holding attacks and diversions on other
fronts are to be expected. Not even the possibility Of a
large-scale offensive against Denmark may be excluded.
It \liouid pose greater nautical problems and could be less
effectively supported from the air but would never
theless produce the greatest political and strategic impact
if it were to sucoeed.

D.lring the opening phase of the battle •.the
entire striking power of the enemy will ot' necessity be "
directed against our forces manning the coast. Only an
all-out effort in the cooatruct1pn of fortifications, an
unsurpassed effort that will enltat all available manpower
and physical reS01..U'ces of Gennany and the ocoupied areas,
will be able to strengthen our defences along the. cosats'
within the short time that still appears to be left to us.

Stationarywaapons (heavy A~ guns,
inmobile tanks to be dug in, coast artillery, shore
defence guns mines, etc) arriVing 1n Denmark and the
occupied West wi thin the near future will be 'heavily
concentrated in points of main defensive effort at the
most vulnerable ooastal sectors. At the same time, we
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must take the calculated risk that t:or the present we may be
unablo to improve our defences in less threatened sectors.

Should the enemy neverthe less t:orce a landing
by concentrating his armed might, he must be hit by the t:ull
fury of our counterattack. Fbr the purpose of preventing
tha enlargement ot: the beachhead and ot: throwing the enemy
back into the sea it "is important to b ring up ample t:orces
and materiel quickly. In order to achieve this the available
large fornations must be converted by intons1 ve training
into t:ully mobile and high-grade operational reserves t:it
for assault.

In addition, well-planned emergency measures,
prepared down to the last detail, must enable us instantly
to throw against the invader every fit man and machine from
coastal sectors not under attack and from the home front.

The anticiapted strong attacks by air and sea
must be relentlessly countered by Air FOrce and Navy with
all their available resources.

I theret:ore order the t:ollowing:

A) ~:

1. The Chiet: ot: the Army General Staff and the
inspector General ot: Panzer Troops will submit to
me as soon as possible a schedule covering ermB,
tanks, assault guns, motor vehicles, and ammunition
to be allocated to the Western Front end Denmark
within the next three months. That schedule will
conform to the new situation.

The t:ollowing considerations will be basic:

a) Sut:t:icient mobility t:or all panzer and panzer
grenadier divisions in the West, and equipment
ot: each ot: those t:ormat ions by December 1943
with 93 Mark IV tanks or assault guns, as well
as largo numbers of anti-tank weapons.

Accelerated conversion ot: the 20th Lut:twat:t:e
Field Division into an effective mobile reserve
force, equipped with assault guns, b" the end
ot: 1943.

Accelerated issue 0 fall authorized weapons to *
the SS Panzer Grenadier Division "Hitler Jugend".

*The formation of an SS Divis ion "Hitl.r jugend" was
t:1rst suggested in February 1943 by Himmler. The immediate
organization ot: SS pz Gren Div "Hitlerjugend" (at Camp"
Beverloo, near Bruxelles) was promulgated on 24 Jun 43.
Hitler's order for conversion into a panzer division was
passed al0lll! the chain ot: command by the SS Main Operational
Department (SS Haupt"fuehrungsamt) on 30 OCt 43. (G.M.D.S. 
H1mm1er's Personal Files, Footlocker 57, vol 16) (Photostat
981SSPzD12( D1) ).
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the 21st Panzer Division, and the infantry and
reserve divisions stationed in Jutland.

b)

cj

d)

e)

Addit ional shipments of Mark IV tanks, assault
guns, am heavy A_Tk guns to the reserve panzer
divisions stationed in the West and in Denmark,
as well as "to the Assault Gun Training Battalion
in Denmark.

In November 'and December, monthly allotments or
100 heavy A.ll'k guns, models 40 and 43 (half of
these to be mobile), in addition to those re
quired for neWly activated units in the West
and in Denmark.

Allotment of a large number of weapons (in
cluding about 1,000 machine guns) for augmenting
the armament of those static divisions committed
for coastal defence in the West and in Denmark,
and for stWldardizing "the equipment of elements
to be withdrawn trom sectors not under attack.

Ample supplies of c lose combat A-Tk weapons for
the formations in threatened areas.

f) ImprovollEnt of artillery and A-Tk defences in
formations stationed in Denmark, as well as
those comoitted for cosstal protaction in the
occupied West. Strengthening of G.H.~.

artillery.

2. Units and formstioos stationed in tho West or in
Denmark, as well as panzer, assault gun, and A-Tk
units to be activated in the Wost, must not be
transferred to other fronts without my permission.
The Chief of the ltxmy General Staff, or the Inspector
General of Panzer Troops will submit tome a report
through the Arnod Foroes Operations Staff as soon as
the issue of equipment to the panzer and assault gun
battalions, as well as to the" A Tk battalions and
companies, has been completed.

3. To a greater extent than heretofore, O.B.West will
make preparations for the bringing up, according
to carefully timed plans, of supporting formations
from quiet sectors; these formations to be rendered
fit far offensive missions by improvised training,
such as war games and oommand post exercises. In
this connection, I demand that sectors not
threatened by the enemy be ruthlessly stripped of
all forces except small guard detachments. For
sectors from which reserves are withdrawn, security
am guard detachments must beset 8sM e from
security am alarm units. labour forces drawn
largely from the native population must likewis e
be organized in those sectors, in order to keep
open whet ever roads might be destroyed by the
enemy air force.
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4. The Comaander of German Troops in Denmark will take
measures in the area under his control in
compliance with paragraph 3 above.

5. Pursuant to separate erders, the Chief of Army
Equipment and Commander of Replacements will forn
Kampfgruppen in reginental strength, security
battalions, and engineer construotion battalions
troo training cadres, trainees, schools, and
instruction and convalescent units in the Zone
of the Interior. These troops must be ready for
shipeent on 48 hours notic e.

Furthermore, other available personnel are to
be organized into battalions of replacements and
equipped wit h the available weapons, so that the·
anticipated heavy losses can quickly be replaced.

B) Luftwaffe:

The offensive end defens ive effectiveness of Luftwaffe
formti ons in the \fest and in Dennark will be increased
to meet the cmnged situation. To that end, preparations
will be made for the release of units suited for commit
ment in the anti-invasion effort, that is, all flying
units and nobile Flak artilleIy that can be spared •
trOD the air d sfem as of the home front, and from sohools
and training units in the Zone of the Interior. All
those units are to be earmarked for the West and, if
need should arise, for Denmark.

The Luftwaffe ground organization in southern
Norway, Denmark, northwestern Germany and the West
will be expand ed and supplied in a way that will -
by the most far-reaching decentralization of our own
forces -- deny targets to the enemy bombers, ani split
up the enemy's offensive effbrt in case of large
scale operations. This is particularly inportant for
our fighter aircraft. Opportunities for their
commitment Bust be increased by the establishment of
nUBerous advanced landing fields. Special emphasis
is to be placed on good camouflage. I also expect
that till. Luftwaffe will furnish unstintingly all
available forces; by stripping them from less
threatened areas.

C) ~:

The Navy will prepare the strongest possible forces
suitable for attacking the enemy landing fleets.
Coastal defence installations in process of
construction will be completed with the utmost speed.
The emplacing of additional coastal batteries and
the possibility of laying additional flanking mine
fields should be investigated.

All school, training, and other shore-based
personnel fit for ground combat nust be prepared for
commitment so that, without undu e delay, they can at
least be employed as security f6rces within the zone
of the enemy landing operations.
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While preparing the reinl'arcement of the
defences in the West, the Navy must keep in mind
that it might be called upcn to repulse sinul
taneous enemy landings in Norway and Denmark.
In that connection, I attach particular importance
to the assembling of numerous U-boats in the north
ern area. A temporary weakening of U-boat forces in
the Atlantic must be risked.

D) SS:

The ReichsfUhrer SS ,nIl determine what Waffen SS
and PJlice f'orces he can release :for combat, security,
and guard duty. He is to make preparations for
organizing effective combat and security forces from
training, repJacement, am convalescent units, as
well as schools and other home-front establishments.

E) T~e commanders-in-chief of the services, the Reichs
fUhrer SS, the Chief of the Army General Staff, the
Commander-in-Chief West, the Chief of Arrrv Equipment
and Co~and~r of the Replacement Army, the Inspector
General of Panzer Troops, as well as the Commander
of German Troops in Denmark will report to me by 15
Nov all measures taken or planned.

I expect that all agencies will make a supreme
effort towards utilizing every moment of the remaining
time in preparing for t he decisive battle in the
West.

All authorities will guard against wasting tima
and energy in useless jurisdictional squabblQs, and
will direct all their efforts tONards strengthening
our defensive and offensive power.

signed: Adolf Hitler
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Attached I am sending a communication in
which I express my views very frankly on the conduct of
operations in the event of an en~y landing, and on the
development of the Atlantic Wall.

The directives of O.B.West far the conduct
of operations, according to O.B.West/Ops No. 635/43 Top
Secret, are in my opinion a divergence from the previous
basic principle of dealing the enemy a fatal blow at the
moment of landing. Rather are they based on the assumption
that the enemy will succeed in thrusting through the .
Atlantic Wall and in forming beachheads. And subsequently
it would be the task of the t~my Group for Special
Employment to attack this enemy advancing from the beachheads,
and by attacking him with concentrated forces, throw him
back into tbe sea.

Up to this time a few divisions have been
left to th e Aro.ies as Army Reserve J or have been newly
brought up for the purpose of carrying out with these,
local counter-thrusts, or at least of delaying the enemy
advance to the interior.

I draw attention to the faot that two of
these divisions (352, 353) can only reach Fifteenth Army
on Xf4 Dey -- later that is, than the panzer'divisions
stat oned behind the Army could be committed. The
assembling of all forces destined for the Army Group for
Special Employnent will in my opinion take so long that
their oommitrent as a compact body cannot be reckoned on;
rather will the enemy situation foroe us, betore completion
of the assembly movement, to threw single elements -- es
peoially panzer divisions -- into the fighting. Thereby
the conoept of striking with ooncentrated foroe is brought
to nothing. The enElllY will make good use of t he breathing
spaoe allowed him from the moment of landing up to the time
strong elements of our forces can be committed.

He Will, with little interference from us,
land such strong forces, above all panzer torces, mech
anized forcations and artillery, that the strength'ratio
to our operational reserves will not only be equal, but
in his favour.

I do not think that we can aooept this great
risk. Moreover, it ~st ba remembered that the enemy will
be given time and opportunity to"make rull use of his
undeniably great air superiority. He will considerablY
harass and delay the moving up of our large"reserve
formations, and this again will benefit his massing of
faroes.
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From the above assumptions I draw the
following conclus ions:

1. The decisive battle in the landing area should be
precipitated as quickly as possible.

2. The coastal front should be strengthened.

3. With this in view, the reserves -- also the large
formations, inoluding panzer or mechanized formations
should be held in the sectors which will probably
become focal points. The Army ~st have authority here
over this. The farmation of the Aroy Group for
Special Eopl.Oyuant should not be awaited. A change
of authority at the decisive moment of the battle will
have unfavourable effects. It might be examined whether
the Army Group far Special Enployment, whilst remaining
under the oommand of D.B.Wost. should not immediately
be placed in charge of the probable focal centre of
the landings (sectors of Fifteenth and Seventh Armies).

The wishes expressed by me in the attached
communication are founded -- as explained therein -- on the
statements of C. of S. D.B.West regarding reinforcements
to be allotted to D.B.West during January. Taking into
account the small reserves which D.B.West has at his dis
posal at the present time, I ,'/ould not have made this
proposal, since I realize that it is not only the zone of
Fifteenth Anuy whi<>h''has to be protected by D.B.West.

(signed) von SALMUTH
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1. According to information obtained from ex-
perience reports received here, and from statements
of high-ranking officers who have been committed in
the South, overy effort should be made to destroy
the eneey landing force precisely at the moment of
the attenpted landing -- that is on the sea or on·
the beach in front of the main line of resistance -
or by it:lI!lediate counter-thrusts by reserves waiting
clos e behind tliS front line.

Should the enemy succeed in forming a beach
head of any sizo, the longer the interval the more
dif ficult it would become to throw him bock into the
sea, due to his probable great superiority in tanks,
anti-tank weapons and aircraft, and to danger frorn
naval artillory support in the 20 kQ ooastal zone.

From this the following conclusions can be
drown:

1. Tho coast to be occupisd more strongly than
bsforo.

•
2. StretcheS of const which cannot be occupied to

bo providod with broad mixsd-bands of nincs
under less close supervision.

3. Reserves to be on hand close behind"the front,
that cnn counter-thrust immediately. Tenks must
certainly take port.

4. Behind these local reserves in the probable
f'ocal sector of the eneelY landing a rnechanized
or nmoured group to be held in readiness,
which can be committcd immodiately, should the
eoeny succeed, despite cOl!1!!litment of loop.l
reserves, in estnblishing a beaohhead.

I n8suoe too t the enemy t apart froD decep
tion nanoeuvres at other places on the coast will
atto",pt his landing on e brood front, approximately
in the Dunkirk-Chorbourg sector. He will locate
his point of' nein offort in the Calais area -- on
both sid os of tho nouth of th e Somme. We are
forcing hill to this by installation of the re
prisal woapons, which he certainly already knows of.

It follows therefrom, that the moesures
re-questod in 1-4 f'or thia sector oust be token.

To what extont this is possible depsnds
on the forcos availablo. But according to tho
statements mdo by C. of'S. lcr..-.y Group at the
COl!lCl£Uld ors' Conforene c on 11 Dec 43, it appears
fensiblo to still intcrpolate at least one division
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in tho fiftoonth Army zone, and what is dosire.ble
to push up one division with an armourod or assault
gun battalion closo behind oach of the most
threatened divisionnl soc tors -- 156 and 191 Res
Divs, 245 Inf Div IUld 17 Air Fore e Fd Div. This
will ensuro that suffie ieat nssnult reservos will
bo irnnodintely available at the probablo rocal
point of th 0 lend ing.

If this focal point should unexpectodly
lio furthor to one side, the lateral movenent must
bo carriod out in tho srune w~y as ir it had te toke
place freD rar bock in the rear arens or the O.B.
West zone.

I again put forw".rd the proposal -- ,,"s
alrendy provided ror by O.B.West -- thot 165 Res·
Div be coDmitted in place or 19 Air Fbrce Fd Div
in order thereby to rree a·young division suitablo
ror training in the attack.

Furthermore I request the assignment or
strong engineer forces for some considerable time,
ror the purpose of thoroughly mining both in width
e~d dopth·the rocal sector Calais - the Douth of
the SOJ:lOe.

Finelly, I request that drafts or personnel
and D"teriel ror all large and SDall newly organized
forretions nny be oompleted by 20 Feb at latest.

II. I en aware that O.B.West has been making
overy offort to have labour forcos released for the
htlantie Wall, in order that the FGhrer Order to
make it rit ror doranee by 1 Mar 44 may bo carriod
out.

Howover, the labour forcos that ara
actually at the disposal or tho Army are so small that
I am bound to mako the rollowing report:

Only a soall port or the oonstruction
matoriol allottod to the htlontio Wall, espooially
thnt ror proteotion of the artillery, the anti
tank guns end tho L.A., can aotually bo usod, .
because tho required labour forces are Inoking.

Thus tho defenoe potential of the Atlpntic
WQll d60s not roach the strength dosired by tho
FUhrer.

(signed) von SALMUTH

,
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Dear Herr von Salmuth:

I thank you for your letter of 25 Dec
43:

Far be it from me, not to assess the
suggestions of responsible Commanders-in-Chief from
a purely technioal standpoint, and with a view to
the general good. You may therefore rest assured that
I welcome every suggestion and every proposal,·and
that I will have their praoticability ex~ined.

At the Headquarters of O.B.West too the
experiences of the fighting in the South are evaluated
from every possible angle, as you will see from Basic
Observations of O.B.West No. 28, 25-Dec 43. In the main
I am entirely in agree!ll'lnt with you.

Every effort must be made to wreck the
enemy landing in its initial stages -- that is,'while
still on the sea and on the beach before the main line
of resistance. With this in view, it is anticipated that
the local reserves quartered close behind the front will
always have to be committed.

I also agree that granted the recognized
stubbornness of the enemy, especially of the British,
and of his strong support from t he air, from the sea and
from heavy weapons and tanks, the formation of a beach
head of any size must definitely be prevented if possible.
This counter-action must take place quiokly. Here each
side is fighting for time:

In my appreOiation of the situation of
28 Oct 43 (O.B.West, Ops No. 550/43 Top Secret) to
OKW/WFSt I have reported clearly on the small size of
the c restal garrisons while pointing out the in most
cases except ional width of the divisional sectors, the
inadequacy of the permanent construction of the Atlantic
Wall, and tho too small number of major reserves, above
all of meohanized formations really fit for oommitment,
apart from condition, composition and equipment of
individual divisions.

•This resulted in FUhrer Directive ~l,
which, though not gj.ving us all tlllit 1s necessary, at
least made possible a beginning in that direction.
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The large forne tiona at present in and
behind the front on the west and south coast of the
O.B."lest zone, are in my opinion by no means adequate
for tho conduct of all-out decisive warfare. The major
formtions especially, with few exceptions, are not yet
completely fit for commitment; two of them are really
only in the initial stages. This is known to OK1, and here
too I am pressing for help or reinforcement. But at the
samo time I must qualify this by saying that despite all
efforts to 0 entre the main effort in the West, the
situation in the East may at any time give rise to strains
which may force a withdrawal of forces -- because, in our
present situation as regards personnel, there is really
no other romedy.

Even though, for known reasons, it may be
assumed that there is great probability that Fifteenth
Army will be the main target of the enemy, still within
the whole area of possible enemy landings, the real focal
point oannot as yet be determined definitely. It will
only oome to light during the cour se of the landing
engagements, in accordance with the onemy's success or
lack of success at different points. The area affected
by such an invasion may embrace the entire coastal zone,
including tl>a mouth of the·Sohelde to the other side of
the Seine Bay and Normendy. The at present still small
reserves must therefore, at first, be prepared by their
grouping for quick'movement am 8 variety of employment
in this whole area.

I have therefor6 1ntentionally avoided
placing panzer divisions in particular too far forward,
in order still to allow an advan.c e from the reor areas,
or a lateral moverrent without too great a sacrifice.
Circumstances may change, if -- as OKW foresees -
additional forces, including mechanized formations, are
plaoed at O.B.I/est's disposal within the next few weeks.
I will then place large bodies of troops, inclUding
mechanized or armoured formations at the disposal of
Fifteenth Army 1{oo as operational reserve divisions, and
I shall perhaps also be able to strengthen the forces
on tho coast.

The idea of including the Army Group for
Special Ecployment in the chain of comcsnd in good time,
thet is before the beginning of the great enemy landing,
has already been considered here, and the intention 1s
to do this, as soon as the studies of the Army Group for
Speoial Employment ordered by the ~hrer have been
oompletad. I will then take the necassary steps.

Regarding the Nobable focal point on
of the Somme, I too have no doubts.

The other wishes exprossed regarding
engineer and labour forces I will deal with later.
Everything possible will be done, ~fter the labour
question -has been clarified in a Nhrer Conference on
3 Je.n 44.
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Quite apart from tID questions dealt with
above, I should like to take this opportunity to make
the following request:

Though I fully recognize the responsibility
of the Comoanders-in-Chief of the Arnies within their
spheres of command, and though as for os possible I leave
them a free hand, I am unable to countenance any detouring
of O.B.West in any matter whatsoever regarding personnel
or tactics, when approaching O~, OKH, etc. By virtue
of my offie e I represent the FUhrer here in tlJ3 ;'lest. Any
deviation froD official channels will only give ria e to
misunderstand ings am consequent dis agreements. I will
find an opportunity to egain draw the attention of all
Army Co~nders to this attitude of O.B.West.

With eoorade1y greetings
always your

(signed) von RUNDSTEDT
General Field Marshal

After displ.teh:

Ops (E) Copy No. 2
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Troop Qovoments 1n England have been
completed on the whole as the troops
see~ to have reached their concentration
areas. ---

No change in the general impreesion of
readiness for taking-off ---

Soveral weeks of large scale troop
novenants have led to on extraordinary
thickening of the forces held in
readiness in southern England and in
sonewhat lesser density in eastern
England.

Demonds by the enemy high command for
intbrmtion on German plens tbr demolition
of the harbour area of La Havre and orders
for organized hindrance of these demo
litions confirm the opinion that this port
lies 1n the main area of the invQsion.

[Synopsis]
Picture of Virtually completed concen
traticns in England impressively confirmcd
by reports on military emptiness of
London. --- Concrete information on
lending date is not available ---

[Synopsis]
Mail and travel restric tions for diplomat ic
parsonnel, and interruption of Air Mail
Service to foreign countries emphasize
probability of decision haVing been mode
for decisive undertaking in near future.

[Synopsis]
Confi rmed picture of dis positions supports
previous conclusions to effect main attaOk
to cone 1n area of Eastern Channel ports.

Regarding the invasion date and tIE
question of bluff a Moscow declaration is
significant. [Russia had proclaimed her
successes made possible tm opening of
mighty operations in the West and South
of Europe] The section is of the opinion
that tIE Russian High Comnand attaches
considerable value to the opening of the
Second Front, as it expects therefrom a
good- blood-letting affecting the general
post-war eituation in Europe. It is there
fore improbable that the Russians would
support a bluff designed to cover actual
desistance from invasion.

England:

The weather situation for the month of May,
reokoned on the basis of cooparable values
in past years, will pro bably be retarded
about 14 days this year on account of the
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late spring. Thus, in the opinion of the
scction - - insof oX os can bo s cen at present
only after npproxioatoly tho niddle of May
oan a spell of favourable landing woather be
expoctod. Tho poriod of tension which will
then sot in requires special consideration. ---

The air attacks in the North of !'rano 0 during
tho past days oontinued to bo centrod on
tho truffic network in the known urecs (fran
the nouth of the SO!:lllO to the e ust sid 0 of the
Cotentin Poninsula). The conpnrativoly slight
effect, even of the henvior attacks, on our
coastal batterios 10 renarkable.

England:

The idontification by a reasonably reliable
souroo of Eighth American Army Corps in
Southeast England -- probably in the
Fblkestone area -- seemS to indicate that
besid es 25 U.S. Div, already reported in
too t or ea, there a re one or two oth ar
J~erlcan formations, so far not further
identified as to locality. Thus the over
ell picture shows that, besides the strong
Anglo-Anerican fighting force in the
Southwest of England, other American divisions
will probably be committed fron ell jumping
off places. The identification of J Brit Div
in tho South of England gives fresh point
to tho assumod linited assignnent of the
force stationed in Scotland, in favour or
the contre of gravity in the South of England.

Great Brit ain:

Tho focal point of the eneny troop novenants
1s beooming more and more defined"as the
Sou th and Southonet 0 f the Island. In
addition to the but; recently identified
transfer of 3 Brit Div ~o the South of
England, it is now reliably reported that
47 Brit Div has been noved from NE York to
the Portsl!lQuth area.

The picture of the /~glo-Saxon concentrations
is highlighted by the following information
from Air Force Operations Staff/Intelligence
r~garding ennny Air Force assembly movements:

1.) Identification of nine advanced radio
detachnents (probably direction-finding
stations nod SUb-stations) on the south
ooast of England. of whic h at least two
nre on flagships, just as they were in
the Mediterranean landings.
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2.) The trans fer of an operational head
quarters frOD near York to the Portsmouth
area.

3.) The probable partial trans fer of the
commitment area of 9 /unerican Air Fleet
from Southwest England to Southeast
England.

Ene~ aerial activity, which has increased
by leaps and bounds in occupied west ern
territory since the end of April, is marked
primarily by the spread of offensive
operations against our defence installations
between the mouth of the Seine end Cherbourg,
without simultaneous attacks on transport
west of the Seine, and the continued sparing
O1""Netherlands terri tory. Equally deserving
of notice is the lively air barrage activity
which has been observed since the beginning
of May off the South coa st of England between
Beachy Head and the Mouth of the Thames, and
which presumably is for the protection of the
assembly area in this district.

Worthy of note is the instruction given in
London to the Fremh sabotage det achments
at La Havre, ordering a state of alert after
15 May, but that they should do nothing in
Le Havre itself during the "coming actions ".
It emphasizes the particular value which the
enemy leadership attaches to taking over Le
Havre in an undamaged condition.

The weather situation 1s obscure at the moment;
the naval authorities (Skl) judge it to be
still favourable in the main for the western
part of the Channel, while the central weather
bur~au d~scribes it as subject to disturbanoes
(storanfallig). It is therefore doubtful
lIhether the enemy leaders will bring themselves
to make the decision to attack at this moment.

England:

The over-all picture of the enemy distribution
of forces in ~land has developed considerably,
by reason of faco that five additional
divisions have been identified within the zone
of the South of England group, of Which only
recently three were transferrEd from the zOne
of t he Northern and Central England group.
Moreover there are indications that more forces
(allegedly one or two armoured formations)
have been moved from Central to Southern
England. It is worthy of note that the
Scottish ~oup in particuler has been
permanent weakened by the withdrawal of
approximately four for mstions in all (3 and
50 Brit Divs 1 Pol Armd Div and possibly also
52 Brit Inf fav). To sum up therefor e, there
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has been a further substantial increase in
the densi ty of forces stationod in the South
of Engl and, whic h gives spc cial omphasis to
tho oxistonco of the focal point in that
region, while the strongth of tho Scottish
group has sunk to a lovel whic h now makes
operations of any magnitude from this zona
unlikoly; and t he Centre.! England group too
is more cloarly rovealed as ~i appendago .
suited only far a tnsk of minor inportnnce.
The assumod location of the objective
betwoen tho Seholdo and Brit tany remains
unchanged thereby; but it omphasizes the
need for a particularly sustained Gcm.an
stateof alert in the middle and western
Channel zone.

Within the frcmewark of the invas ion prepar
ations, a recently issued evacuation order
to t IE French populati on, requiring them to
evacuate the largo towns Innediotely, 1s
deserving of natic e. Under c artain clrcU!:1
stances, tho comequmces of this night be
not ineo nsid erable. In this e onnecticn,
attent ion must be drawn t(' the oxtraordinarily
bad offect there would be on the French
population if the invasion did not take
placo, and the serious consequences for the
Anglo-S~~ons; a precedent which at a later
date oust ccnsidernbly lesson tho r03dlness
for commit1!lent bf an otherwise willing section
of the populaeo. Since this must be quite
clear to the enoLlY leaders, it cnnn::>t be
assUDcd that those ond sicilar announconents
are just bluff.

Also worthy of note at this tina are state_
monts in tho American press which hint at
the direct transfer af Ancrlcan troops from
the USh to Franco cnce 0 bridgehead has boen
established.

Duo to the abnormal weathor conditions this
year, thoro has so l'ar been no period of
weather of any length favourablo for a
land ing; but it looks as though, frOm now
on until about the cnd' of the ncnth, such a
period nul' bo expected.

A report eonnating fran a good political source
is deserving of attention; according to this,
the Anglo-Saxon leaders have inforn~ Mosccw
that they are ready to begin operations, but
before the actual invasion, they requiro that
Russia make a statement dofining hor aims in
Western Europe. It is not improbable that tho
be!innin~ of the invasion is depeoQent on
po Itica consrd erati ons.
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25 May Greet Britain:
Sit Rep

On 24 May air reconnaissance on the South
const of En£l1nd freD Wcyn0uth-Portlnnd
revceled on cld French battleship, nne n
consincrnble incrensc in the nuaber of
l~nding craft cOBparod with the lest
roconnnissanco, made on 21 Jan. In Poole,
in oomparison with the last reconnaissance,
ronde on 12 Aug 43, an increase in the number
of lending craft was remarked; in Fblkestone
and Dover, in comparison with 26 Jul 43, a
sflell incrense.

ThUS, landin~ craft tonnage identifieQ since
25 Apr off t e South coast of England shows
the following troop-c~rrying capacity:

Southampton-Portsmouth about 3 landing
divisions

Poole-Weymouth-Portland • 2! •
Salcombe-Dartnouth-
Brixhan • 2 •
Plynouth • 1 •
Falmouth • It •

in an about 10 landing divisions

Thus the ent ir e capacity of landing craft and
shipping tonnage identified since the end of"
April anounts to about 16t landing divisions,

25 May grit ish Zone
Estinete

The cxtrnordlnr.rl1y scnlI numbor of troops
quarterod near the harbours of eastorn
Scotland is rOClorknble, and this, in
connection with the transfer of troops fron
this zone to the South of England, confir~

the view (see Brief Eneny Appreciation West,
23 May) that an expeQition of any size against
Norway fron this region is not being plannec.

On tho other hond, Co feeler roconneissQIlce
in the Portland zone (south eoast of England)
showed an incroase in the landing vessal
tonnage since 20 Jan of fron SO to 1200
~ngunits. This reconnaissance rosult
deoonstratos afrosh tho extensive stato of
preparedness of the landing vass el tonnage
on the south eoust cf England. which ulready
certainly nokes the transshipment of ten
lcnQing civisions a possibility, "but
probably of a atill larger force," Transport
tonnage is not takan into aooount.
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British Zono

apart fran a fixed tond eoey toe cntinue
reinforcing the Southern area, and a steady
movcnent of shipping tonnngo to the Bristol
area, no Dew events'ct any icportnnce ware
apj>irent in England.

According to latest information, 52 Brit
Inf D1v must be taken to bo still in the
Scottish zone, in tho vioinity of the
shipping tonnage which has been allotted
to it.

Credible reports of the sounding of c
senior British Air Forco officor in Sweden,
who was trying to obtain permission to use
Swedish air bases for invasion purposes,
can be taken to indicate a planned minor
o~eratlon in the Scandinavian zone
( outhern Norway or Denmark). Tho dispatch
of a foroe of any size in this direction
haVing an operational objective, is
considered unlikely at this timo.

29 May Great Britain
Sit Rep

c

29 May
Estimate

According to information fran various
roliable defence sources, strong clements
of the British armoured formntions hitherto
assumed to be in contral England hnve been
transforred to the South of" England, to
Military District Southenst. This refers
to the Brit i sh Guards Ar:lollred Divis ion,
elements of whiCh were observed in the
Dorking area on their I!lEtrch south, nnd to
11 Brit Armd Div, Which was identifiod in
the vic inity 01' Vlorthing. Presumnbly H.Q..
8 Brit Corps is in tho same aroa (preViously
Military D1st::-ict North). !'Lccordin g to a
reliable age.."lt's report, 83 U.S. Inf Div
is in the Dover-Deal area. An unidentified
American infantry division is now assumed
to be in the Norwich are~.

Brit ish Zone

Over and above the ~ovenent of five divisions
into the assembly area in the South of
England, which has become known during the
last 14 days, the transfer is now reported
by several reliable sources of at least
three more divisions (11 Brit Armd Div,
Guards Armd Divand 83 U.S. Div) to south
eastern Englund, thereby the moving up of
the valuable armouroo divisions into the
zone of the jumping-off harbours deserves
partioular attention, and indicates height
ened preparedness for n take-off.
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The forces in central England have thereby
been weakened afresh, Q circumstance which
of late has givan rise to the cone lusioD
that the objective of any forces lounchcd
froLl that area is limited.

The rapid increeso of anomy eir rctivity
in NW Frnncc (~urln.:-: the last faw woGks tilso
norits attention. FrOD all appenr~ncos,
efforts aro boing concontrated on dis
ruptin~ eur Debilit y behind the Channel
frent (the Seine bridges) and in a north~

south direction (J~ers, Tours, Orleens).
In this too is seen e. ",erging into the
finnl phase ef inv,sien preporations.

In this connection also the air attacks
against our airfields in the South of
Franc e are worthy of 0. ttention.
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"A Study in Command", Chapter Three, Section IV

(Quoted in full)

IV. Lessons from African and Italian Campaigns
Applied by A Gp B

74, One of the techniques that soon found
practioal application in the western defence system was the
construction of tree-trunk palisades, partially mined, along
sectors Of the coast in danger of sea and air landings.
They were placed in front of the MLR (the shore line at
high tide) and were visible at low tide, under water at
high tide. There was, of course, no guarantee that the posts
would stand up under a rough sea, and trials with heavy flat
barges proved that the posts could be pushed aside. Neverthe
less they had a deterring and -- seen as a whole -- perhaps
terrifying effect. Behind the coastal front, areas partioular
ly eusceptible to air landings were likewise thickly inter
laced with posts. This could, of course, be done only in
certain limited areas because the required lumber and trans-
portatlon were both exceedingly scarce and also because labour
forces were inadequate. Evidence of the practical value of
this technique is not available, but it can be assumed that
the enemy determined the location and extent of ·these obstacles
by aerial reconnaissance and modified his tactics accordingly,

75. Another A Gp B technique was to increase
tremendously the laying of mines in front of, behind, and
around the strongpolnts and especially the unoccupied areas.
A Gp B'e request for the delivery of at least ten million
mines a month could not be even remotely complied with. Still,
the mine-laying program was stepped up feverishly and much was
achieved. In this program also, the sector of main effort
(Channel Coast) received primary consideration. In conjunction
with the increase in mine-laying, the construction and
camouflage of defence installations was furthered. There is
no doubt that A Gp B accomplished a very great deal in these
matters, but the troops were completely exhausted by the
terrific amount of labour they had to do and they consequently
received very little or no training.

76. A third technique was the flooding or
soaking ot extensive areas in order to conserYe forces, render
terrain impassable, and bring about a frightening effect. Out
of consideration for the civilian population and its food
problem, O.B.West did not want to adopt these measures,
particularly that of flooding the land with sea water. OKW
heard of these proposals of Rommel, liked them, and ordered
that they be presented directly. As far as I remember, OKW
ordered that fresh water be dammed up in the region southeast
of Dunkirk--Calais, while additional fresh-water floodings of
a more or less local nature were undertaken in the Somme lo~

land just behind the coast, utilizing some lagoon-like
depression there. The same thing was done in Normandy, where
the swamp areas were utilized, and the landward fronts of
fortress.es were flooded as a reinforcement of the anti-tank
obstacles. In Holland, careful preparations of flooding the
low islands as well fiS the so-called Polder area around the



Ijsselmeer were begun. O.B.West opposed also this measure
because it felt that the harm to the food supply outweighed
the tactical advantages. Here again, however~ OKW later gave
the order indicated. Whether and to what extent this technique
of flooding actually handicapped the enemy, is uncertain. In
this case, too, air reconnaissance must have furnished definite
information to enable the enemy to draw his own conclusions
and take the necessary oountermeasures.*

77. In conclusion the following may be said
concerning the measures of A Gp B: The palisade construction,
especially along the coast in front of the MLR. may have
gained time for the defence; it is a fair assumption that
after finding out about these obstacles the Western Allies
selected new methods to use in their initial landing (landing
in the period just after low tide, using advanoe engineer
demolition parties to remove post obstacle and mines) and
perfected their new techniques. In any case, however, Rommel's
ideas received very ready approval from Hitler, whereas Field
Marshal von Rundstedt treated these ideas as being only
secondarily important. His opinion was that the enemy's
technical means and resources would make short work of these
expedients, so secondary to the problem as a whole.

*Ft 6 of 24 pts of MS # B-7l8, Lt Gen Speidel:

Field Marshal Rommel was the ~irst to encourage
practical training by perSOnally conducting field exercises.
His untiring activity disturbed the quiet which had hitherto
prevailed in the West. The technical side of the defence
preparations and of the ideas of Marshal Rommel are discussed
in Admiral Ruge's report. MS # A-982.
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